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Abstract 
It is common practice in the analysis of structural frames, to either assume that 
the joints are pinned or rigid. In fact the real behaviour of a joint is neither 
pinned nor rigid, and lies somewhere between the pinned and rigid assumption. 
This is referred to as the semi-rigid behaviour. Semi-rigidity not only refers to 
the rotational behaviour of the joint as commonly studied, but also in axial and 
shear actions. The moment distribution between pinned and rigid analysis 
differs substantially and therefore a more accurate method of modelling the 
semi-rigid joint is necessary to predict the overall structure response. The level 
of semi-rigid behaviour varies in different joints due to the material, construction 
and type of connector. The degree of semi-rigidity can be determined through 
physical tests. The type of joint for this study is the Metal Plate Connector 
(MPC) for timber trusses, 6 chosen connector used in residential trusses. 
An extensive test program was carried out in this study. Four different types of joints of a Queen truss were tested. In addition, the effect of combined loads on 
the joint characteristics was investigated. The loading arrangement in the tests 
allowed independent control of the bending moment and axial load. A novel 
approach is adopted to measure displacement, using high-resolution digital 
photogrammetry and specially developed software. The data produced gave 
details of timber movement in cartesian co-ordinates and measurement of plate 
deformation. From these tests, semi-rigid bending moment and axial stiffness 
values were determined for use in the theoretical study. An attempt to measure 
shear stiffness is also presented. Further tests were carried out on full-scale 
trusses under two different load conditions. 
The theoretical work comprises two approaches to truss modelling. The first is 
an automated structural analysis program, which accounts for non-linear semi- 
rigid joint characteristics derived from the joint tests using the Foschi power 
function. The effects of stability and geometrical non-linearity are also 
implemented into the analysis. The second approach calculates truss response 
using Finite elements where 2-D planar elements were used to calculate the 
response of the truss. Parameters for the connection strength are derived from 
the joint tests. 
Moment stiffness and axial stiffness values of the connections were determined. 
Combined load tests showed that there is indeed a measurable effect on joint 
stiffness and capacity due to combined loads, some of which actually contribute 
to the stiffness, but also some which are detrimental. There is good correlation 
between the truss test results and the FE model using semi-rigid joints. 
However, results of the simpler non-linear frame analysis, did not compare so 
well, but nevertheless exhibited fundamental characteristics of the truss. 
x 
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2-D Semi-rigid frame analysis properties 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Structural timber is heavily used in many countries such as Canada, Sweden, 
UK, Denmark, Finland, U. S. A and others. Although steel and concrete have 
been the dominant materials for construction, there is a demand for timber as it 
is very practical and economical in construction and at the same time its 
aesthetics are a bonus. The use of timber is further encouraged because of the 
environmentally conscious society we live in today. Timber is considered to be 
a far "Greener" material for construction as it contributes to our environment 
through many aspects. Trees absorb Carbon Dioxide, an ozone damaging gas 
source, so when trees are planted for more building materials a contribution to 
the environment is already made during the process. Of course, there will be 
other contributions such as the wild life surrounding the tree. When timber is 
felled it requires energy to cut, transport and construct to form the structure. 
Steel and concrete, which are significantly heavier materials, require far more 
energy and heavy machinery to transport and construct. Timber is a much 
more practical material to work with and as a result reduces the cost of 
construction significantly. With contributions to the environment and 
construction economy, timber becomes an attractive option. 
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1.1 Background 
Timber strength parameters are affected by its surroundings and extra care 
must be exercised when storing and using it. Generally, a higher moisture 
content reduces the stiffness of the timber as voids in the timber are replaced 
by water. This effect varies linearly with 85% strength, at 10% moisture to 35% 
strength, at 30% moisture, after which further moisture increase has little effect 
on strength 45 
. 
Furthermore, the effect of moisture in timber is not uniform for all 
strength properties. The compression strength parallel to the grain is more 
sensitive to moisture content than tension strength parallel to the grain. The 
effect of moisture content also varies in different timber species. The cause of 
the timber sensitivity to moisture is due to the micro structure in the timber as 
voids are replaced by water. This underlines the importance of considering the 
surroundings where the timber is being used. Moisture content can vary within 
the timber which affects the size of structural members. This is because 
increased moisture in the fibres forces the material to swell whilst reduced 
moisture enables it to shrink and poses problems when fitting joints as the 
swelling of the member can induce stresses if the fitting is tight. Swelling and 
shrinkage occurs perpendicular and parallel to the grain. However, the rate of 
shrinkage/swelling is not uniform and is much greater parallel to the grain, 10- 
20 times in fact, thereby introducing the problem of splitting fibres because of 
differential stresses induced during movement caused by shrinkage and 
expansion. The problem can be overcome by gradually introducing timber to a 
new moisture content environment such that the rate of movement is minimal. 
This is necessary especially when timber is used in a different environment than 
that from where it was produced. A period of 1-4 weeks of conditioning is 
usually required for the timber to adjust to its surroundings. 
14 
Timber is an anisotropic material, i. e. its properties are different in different 
directions. Its strength parallel to the grain is much greater than that 
perpendicular to the grain. Tension strength properties parallel to the grain are 
approximately 40 times greater than perpendicular to the grain. In addition, 
behaviour is dependent on load characteristics. The strength value of timber 
under long term loading is approximately 60% of the value if it were loaded 
short term. The density of timber is also contributory to the strength as coarse 
timber contains less solid material. This in effect reduces the strength of the 
material. 
There are many species of timber. This inevitably means different timber 
species possess different strength characteristics. Furthermore, because 
timber relies on its surroundings for growth, the strength from the same species 
is also variable. The strength characteristics are further complicated through 
different cuttings from the same tree. Every cutting of timber needs to be 
graded individually because each cutting is derived from a different part of the 
tree cross section and at different angles. 
With all these points to consider when using timber there are other typical 
features, which have not been addressed, such as knots, checks, shakes, slope 
of grain, and decay. These are some of the factors, which can have an effect 
on the strength of the timber. However, it is not the intention of this thesis to 
discuss the aspects of timber in anymore detail but to acknowledge and take 
note when using timber and examining failed specimen. 
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1.2 Connections in structures 
On the commercial aspect of this subject, the joint is probably one of the most 
expensive part of the structure in terms of material and labour. On the 
structural side it is also the most important part of the structure. A joint provides 
a junction for forces to travel from one member to another. In its simplest form, 
tensile forces can be transferred from one member to another involving no 
change of angle. On the other hand, a complex joint can involve large forces 
with many members connected at different angles. 
With the advancement in computer technology, it is now possible to conduct 
complex analyses, involving different behavioural aspects of structural 
response. Years ago this was either a major task in itself or unfeasible. As a 
result, many aspects of material and joint behaviour can be included in a 
computer generated model down to the smallest detail. 
1.3 Semi-rigid behaviour of connections 
It has now been well established that the conventional method of structural 
analysis assuming either pinned or rigid joints does not reflect the true 
behaviour of several types of structures. In reality, the joint is neither pinned 
nor rigid. The pinned assumption assumes that there is no moment resistance 
from the connection, thus in trusses the forces travel down the centroidal axis of 
the members and the forces meet each other at the intersection of the axis of 
the joint, thus eccentricity is eliminated. The rigid analysis assumes that the 
stiffness of the joint is large and infinite, thus, it stays fully rigid under any load. 
In reality, there is a finite strength of the joint which will deteriorate under 
increasing load. The two assumptions are extremities of joint behaviour. In 
16 
reality, joint behaviour lies somewhere between pinned and rigid behaviour, the 
term used in literature is semi-rigid. Semi-rigidity is variable and depends on 
the material and construction of the joint. The assumption of a pinned joint 
leads to over designing and therefore increases cost and waste of material on a 
structure. It has been commonly adopted because of its simplicity in analysis. 
Although the concept of the semi-rigid connection has long been recognised as 
a more accurate approach to the real behaviour, it has yet to be widely 
accepted by engineers. This is due to the extra computational work involving 
more data required for the design. The joint behaviour data is usually lacking. 
The design for semi-rigid behaviour can be achieved by simplifying the process 
of designing for semi-rigid joints. This can be helped by employing user friendly 
computer programs to allow the user to carry out joint designs with semi-rigidity 
in mind via simple computing methods. Indeed this is the aim of the thesis 
17 
1.4 Type of connectors 
There are many types of mechanical fasteners used in timber structures. Within 
the connection, stresses are transferred from one member to another. The 
strength of the connection depends on how efficiently it has been prepared. 
The selection for the type of connection depends on factors such as site 
conditions, whether prefabrication is required, and costs. 
Connectors range from a simple nail to the more complex nail plate. 
Some connectors require timber surface preparation. Nails are simple 
connectors and provide easy construction of the joint. However, there are 
different types of nails. For example, annular ringer shanked nails are designed 
to give extra lateral strength against withdrawal, which may arise due to 
vibrations. When the nail is hammered into the timber the shank acquires a bite 
into the timber thus resisting lateral movement (Fig. 1.4.1). 
< III Flu 
Shank 
Fig. 1.4.1 
- 
Shanked nails 
Nails can also be fired into timber by the use of a nail gun, which gives good fit 
and precision and speeds up construction. Another type of connector which 
requires the use of a gun is the staple. Staples are used for lighter loads such 
as securing light cladding such as plaster-boards onto timber members. Glued 
joints are frequently nailed to allow the glue to cure for a tight fit. Screws are 
also used and are particularly popular in DlY furniture where the option of 
dismantling the joint is possible. Because of the thread in the screw, there is 
also resistance to withdrawal. Bolts are frequently used in timber connections. 
The strength of the connection lies in the bolt bearing against the timber 
therefore little advantage is gained by using high strength bolts. Large washers 
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are usually used under the head and nut to distribute lateral loading and 
preserve timber crushing thereby increasing strength. More complex 
connections such as the split ring are used to extend members for large span 
timber structure. Grooves with a hole at the centre are cut into two members to 
allow the ring to be sandwiched between them. The connection is completed 
once tightened with a nut and bolt. Galvanised tooth plate connectors are also 
popular and allow prefabricated structures to be delivered on site. More 
complex connectors such as beam hangers allow joists to be connected at 
perpendicular to each other. Fig. 1.4.2 below shows just some of the examples 
of connectors mentioned. 
Split ring 
- 
1 
Framing anchors 
49 
Bolted joints 
Fig. 1.4.2 
- 
ConnectorS49,50 
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1.5 Metal plate connected joints 
Through the literature review, much technical information had been revealed on 
Metal plate connected (MPC) joint design. Much of these aspects of MPC joint 
design will not be considered in depth. To do so would have been beyond the 
scope of this thesis. However, these aspects are acknowledged as tests 
carried out in this project (mentioned later) will exhibit some of the 
characteristics and need to be recognised to understand the failure modes. 
Some of the more notable points are discussed here. 
Nail plate 
The nail plate originated from the USA in the late 1950's. The design was 
developed from hand nailed steel plate. Punch metal plates proved to be easy 
to fabricate and were cheap to manufacture. Furthermore, the connector also 
made it convenient to pre-fabricate trusses before delivery. These factors drove 
down the cost of construction thus the connector became popular in timber 
construction. The popularity of the connector demanded efficient timber 
connections. The design of the connector has been developed over the years 
to carry loads effectively. Some of the factors considered in the development 
are the result of much research and are discussed in this section. 
The overall strength of an MPC connection depends on the angle at which the 
load is applied to the plate and the angle of the load to the grain. As shown 
below the direction of the nails runs perpendicular to the length of the plate. 
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Fig. 1.5.1 
- 
Nall Plate 
In general the connection performs best when the nail is perpendicular to the 
grain, with the load parallel to the grain. The strengths of various orientations 
are detailed in Appendix A2. In the table, the angle at which the load is applied 
to the grain has a greater effect on connection strength which suggests that the 
timber is the critical component of the joint. Indeed this aspect of IVIPC design 
has also been investigated as mentioned in the literature review. The two 
particular joints investigated were T joints and tension splice joints. The results 
of this paper agree with Alpine's certificate. 
Another aspect of nail design is the location/pattern of how nails are 
distributed on the plate. It can be postulated that if plates are designed in a way 
such that there is a high number of nails per unit area, i. e. high nail density, it 
can lead to premature failure. The nature of the failure maybe shredding of the 
timber because of the number of nails already punched in the timber, they 
effectively destroy the foundation for the nail to react on. At the other end of the 
scale is the minimal nails spread over a large area. This would again cause 
premature failure, however, this time the mode of failure maybe the failure of 
the nails by bending or pull-out. What has been described is an example of the 
two extremes of nail design. The discussion points out the requirement to 
design the plate such that there is a good balance of nail spacing to distribute 
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forces efficiently and therefore prolong joint failure. There should be sufficient 
cover of timber for each nail to provide a strong foundation. A common practice 
in achieving the above is to stagger the nails so they are not too close but 
provide a good distribution of force from nail to timber. Staggered nails give the 
plate extra rigidity as stresses are distributed to the plate more evenly. 
The design of the nail itself is also a subject for discussion. Inadequate 
material at the root of the nail will give a weak bending stiffness and cause the 
nail to bend, since the bending moment is greatest at this point. Nails are made 
by punching the plate and pulling out the metal which is then twisted to form the 
nail. The twist in the nail gives the nail extra stiffness and increases bending 
stiffness at the base and along its length. Whilst the twist increases the bending 
capacity the shape of the nail allows sufficient contact between the face of the 
nail and the timber. The tapered design of some nails is also notable. The 
reason for this is that less material is required at the tip of the nail because 
bending and shear moment are minimum there. This is also necessary for the 
joining of the connection where the plate is compressed into the timber. A 
tapered nail would sink into the timber quite easily without weakening or 
distorting the nail. 
Gap of abutting members 
Gaps have an effect on connections in compression. The gap in the joint allows 
compression forces to transfer from one member through the plate to the 
adjacent member. This system places extra stress on the plate. Where 
possible, gaps should be avoided and the members should be in contact. 
Hence, connections with members touching will most certainly sustain higher 
compression forces. So why are the gaps used? The answer is, that gaps are 
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provided because of the automated process of constructing the truss. Typically 
trusses are rolled onto some sort of manufacturing line and are restrained. 
Plates are positioned and compressed in, either by a roller or flat press. During 
this process there can be no guarantee that the timber will be absolutely still. 
Hence, gaps may or may not occur. Consequently, design codes are 
conservative and assume gaps do occur. The eff ect makes no difference for 
connections in tension. 
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1.6 Objectives 
The objectives of the thesis are: 
9 Determine experimentally the shear, axial and rotational stiffness of all 
connections from a selected truss and determine whether there is any 
interaction between axial loading and rotational stiffness, and bending 
moments on axial stiffness. 
* Conduct full-scale test on the selected truss to provide data for overall truss 
analysis. 
Develop a 2-D beam element structural analysis program using test data to 
deal with the effects of non-linear semi-rigid connection analysis. 
Develop 2-D finite element model to view stress regime in the plate and 
other areas of the truss. 
Compare all models with each other and with full-scale truss test and draw 
conclusions. 
How the objectives were determined is discussed in detail in section 2.7 
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1.7 Scope and layout of the thesis 
Chapter 2 gives a review of literature, selected for their relevance to the project. 
It is not aimed to be an exhaustive review of literature on timber connections. 
The Chapter concludes with a discussion of how the project objectives were 
established 
Chapter 3 describes the experimental side of this thesis. The preparations and 
the design of the truss for this research are presented along with all the 
instrumentation involved. The general theory and the necessary hardware and 
software involved in the digital measurement system are also presented. This 
is followed by a description of how the data is interpreted to produce semi-rigid 
rotational, axial and shear connection properties from the joint tests. The 
loading arrangement for 4 combined loading tests and one full scale truss test is 
demonstrated with illustrations, then ending the chapter with the test procedure. 
In Chapter 4 the theory used to analyse trusses with semi-rigid joints is 
presented. Equations for non-linear semi-rigid effects are derived from the 
slope deflection method. The assumptions of the analysis are outlined. The 
computational procedures used for the automated solution are presented next. 
For the finite element analysis, the FE software ANSYS is used for 2-D 
modeling and analysis is presented in Chapter 5. Facilities to model non-linear 
material behaviour are also detailed. 
The results of the experimental tests are presented in Chapter 6 where joint 
failures are postulated. Results of the analysis mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5 
are also presented. A comparison is made between the methods of analysis 
and the truss test results. Finally, the theoretical and experimental results are 
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discussed in Chapter 6 followed by the conclusion in Chapter 7. 
Recommendations for further work are presented in Section 7.6. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature review 
The literature review concentrates on the Metal plate Connection as this is the 
connection of interest. More general text on timber strength properties will not 
be mentioned here but those of which have been referred to are listed in the 
bibliography. The literature mentioned herein were either used to develop ideas 
in this thesis or of some direct relevance. 
2.1 Semi-rigid behaviour 
These papers provide a light introduction to semi-rigid analysis. Semi-rigid joint 
behaviour has been recognised for some time now. Using a matrix method, 
Monforton and Wul explicitly derived the semi-rigid joint equations by using the 
conjugate beam method. The semi-rigidity of the joint was introduced by 
modifying the fixed end forces and the element stiffness matrix. Lei and 
Grierson 2 derived similar equations but used the slope deflection equations. 
Both these papers present the semi-rigid connection as a rotational spring. The 
rotational spring is simply a concept used to visualise stiffness of a connection 
and represents no physical dimension. 
Sasaki and Takemura 3 extend the joint semi-rigidity concept to axial and shear 
components. Joint tests were conducted to investigate the effects of different 
orientations of plate axis to loads in tension, and moment. Load-deflection 
curves similar to that of Foschi12 were fit to the results of these tests. A stiffness 
matrix program with rigid joints was used where the functions were 
implemented into the analysis, and calculated non-linear semi-rigid truss 
displacements. Four different types of full-scale parallel chord trusses, namely 
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the Howe, Pratt, Warren 1&2 truss were tested. The load deflection analysis 
of the program agreed well with experimental results, but not always when the 
truss reached near its capacity. Computed truss member axial strains were in 
good agreement with the tests. From the analysis they found that increasing 
the joint stiffness is more effective than increasing the member Young's 
Modulus for overall truss stiffness. The results are presented in graph form and 
are reproduced in Fig. 2.1.1 below. It shows the comparison of the physical test 
and analytical results for the mid span deflection of the trusses mentioned. 
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Results of analysis and experiments 
Gupta, Gebremedhin and Cooke 4 applied experimental joint test data 51 to a 
semi-rigid truss program. A 'fink' truss was the subject for the analysis. Three 
model variants under loading were analysed. This comprised of a pinned, rigid 
and semi-rigid joint model. A comparison of the displacements at the bottom 
chord joint, tension splice joint and heel joint was made between them as 
presented in Table 2.1.1. 
Method of Anal is 
Displacement PP RR SR 
Web at the bottom chord joint 
(Y-displacement, mm) 
- 
1 
6.64 6.42 6.94 
Tension splice joint 
(Max. Y-displacement of truss, 
mm) 15.78 8.35 10.39 
I Heel joint (Rotation, rad) 1 0.001307 1 0.01115 1 0.01195 1 
Table 2.1.1 
- 
Comparison of predicted joint displacements 
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The calculated forces at the top and bottom chord member were also made and 
are presented below. 
op Chord Bottom Chord 
Force End SR RR pp SR RR pp 
Axial (N) i-end 
j-end 
11583 
-12482 
11677 
-12575 
11726 
-12629 
-11178 
11178 
-11276 
11277 
-11339 
11339 
Shear (N) i-end 
j-end 
1259 
903 
1299 
867 
1335 
827 
294 
538 
297 
535 
311 
520 
Moment (Nm) i-end 
j-end 
493 
-82 
567 
-69 
584 
0 
-82 
-270 
-69 
-268 
0 
296 
Table 2.1.1 
- 
Comparison of predicted joint displacements 
They concluded that the semi-rigid analysis was more accurate than the pinned 
and rigid analysis. Thus, the predicted response depended on the assumption 
for joint behaviour. This highlights the importance of accurately defining the 
behaviour of the connection. 
2.2 Metal plate connector 
More advanced and complex methods of understanding the root of semi-rigid 
behaviour for metal plate connected joints have been proposed with varying 
degrees of success. Vatovec, Miller and Gupta' developed a metal-plate- 
connected joint model using commercially available Finite element analysis 
software, ANSYS. They incorporated the material properties, and three 
components, teeth 
-to-g rai n-to-d i rection of force orientation, wood-to-wood 
interaction, and gaps between the abutting members. This was represented by 
three springs simulating the behaviour of the three components. Good 
agreement of the displacements was achieved between experimental tests and 
analysis results. A plots of the results are reproduced in Fig. 2.2.1 below. 
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Fig. 2.2.1 
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Experimental and model results 
The plots shows the experimental and modelled response of a joint with a plate- 
to-grain orientation of 30" and 60" for plots (a) and (b) respectively. The 
analysis was developed further in a paper by Vatovec et aP, where the ANSYS 
joint models were used to investigate the overall scissor truss response in a 3-D 
model. In addition to this, a 2-D model was investigated for pinned, rigid and 
semi-rigid mode. For the semi-rigid analysis, the value of joint semi-rigidity was 
obtained from existing joint test results. The deflections of the models were 
compared with experimental test results and were shown to be within 10% at 
the centre span of the truss. However, member force and moment predictions 
were not so good. The bending moment prediction of the 3-D model at the heel 
joint was shown to be significantly higher than the 2-D models. In general, 
between the 2-D and 3-D models, there are larger discrepancies in the 
prediction of bending moments than axial forces. This demonstrated the 
potential of employing a 2-D or 3-D model for the analysis of trusses and the 
importance of defining a joint model for accurate force predictions in the truss. 
Crovella and Gebremedhin 7 conducted laboratory connection tests and 
proposed two analytical approaches to predict joint stiffness. The first was a 
finite element method where the action of the nail and timber was modelled. 
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From the analysis, elongation, tensile stresses and strains were predicted 
throughout the plate and timber. The second approach was to model the nail 
and timber system as an elastic foundation. The idea was to treat the nail as a 
cantilever. like a cantilever beam, but supported by an elastic foundation which 
is the wood. The wood and steel plate are given moduli of elasticity determined 
experimentally. The other end of the nail attached to the base of the plate can 
be modelled as a joint with some stiffness. Two conditions were tried, pinned 
and rigid. It was further found that the finite element predictions of stiffness 
values were conservative and that the properties by the elastic foundation 
method was more comparable to the experimental results. It further concluded 
that for the elastic foundation method, the assumption that the base of the nail 
is free to translate but rotationally fixed is more realistic than the pinned 
assumption. 
The use of this elastic foundation model was extended by Gebremedhin and 
Crovella8. They attempted to analyse the load distribution along the length of 
the plate through modelling the action of single tooth of a metal plate connector. 
Forces per nail were evaluated to give total force and deformation in the plate, 
thus the total stiffness of the joint could be determined. To validate the model 
12 tension splice plates were tested. Beams were classified into 3 groups, 
short, long and medium. The length of the beam plays a factor in the two 
possible types of failure. The first is the withdrawal effect of the nail where the 
nail pulls out of the timber. The second, is due to the elastic foundation where 
the timber fails through timber crushing by the nail. An error analysis was used 
to quantify potential errors that can be induced due to the uncertainty of 
parameters. From these results they concluded that the foundation modulus 
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introduced the largest error in the model. Analysis was carried out using the 
model and different load distribution patterns and failure modes mentioned 
above were noted. 
Groom and Polensekg developed a model of the mechanism between the nail 
and timber of the MPC joint. The model was adapted from the Kuenzi 15 model 
of beam 
-on-e lastic-f ou n dati on concept. The objective of the paper was to 
develop a method of predicting the mechanism of force transfer between wood 
and truss plate. Kuenzi's model was modified to account for the inelastic 
behaviour of the tooth and wood foundation due to bearing pressures. It also 
accounts for the location of the tooth and changing of moment of inertia along 
the tooth length. The model requires grain and teeth orientations, plate 
geometry and the properties of timber and wood. It was then compared to joint 
tests where good agreement was found for joint slip. The Beam-on-elastic 
foundation model is a general model and can be applied to any bar like timber 
connection that is bedded in wood such as nails and bolts. 
Cramer et al'o presented a model for combined bending and axial loading of a 
wood splice joint. A model was built through 2-D plane stress finite elements. 
The basis of the model is to consider individual stiffness contributions of the 
wood, wood-tooth interaction and the plate. The timber is treated as a solid, 
linear continuum possessing orthotropic properties and the plate as non-linear 
with isotropic properties. The wood-tooth interaction is modelled through non- 
linear elastic spring elements possessing two degrees of freedom. These 
springs account for friction/bearing between wood and steel tooth, and the out- 
of-plane bending of the tooth due to withdrawal effects. The properties of the 
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spring are evaluated from actual test data and is represented by Foschi's 12 
exponential function. Results of the model showed a different proportion of 
deformation for the three components: wood, plate, and wood-tooth for different 
size plates and members. This indicates different contributions of stiffness from 
the three components. In general, on a per-tooth basis, it was concluded that 
smaller size plates exhibited a uniform load distribution whilst larger plates did 
not, contrary to design assumptions. However, it does indicate that the model 
may not be as accurate for larger plates as it is for smaller plates. Later 
Cramer, Shrestha and Mtengall presented a Metal plate connected model in an 
attempt to predict truss member forces. The proposed model accounts for joint 
eccentricities and non-linear semi-rigid joint behaviour. One rotational and two 
translational springs were modelled at the centroid of each plate-timber contact 
area in a connection. The springs having no dimension and were lumped and 
connected to the member through a rigid link. Input was simplified by 
automated means. The spring and rigid link were calibrated from experimental 
tests where geometry and tooth characteristics were obtained. Typically cross- 
section sizes, boundary conditions and strength properties etc. are required for 
the model. Several existing models are compared to the new one presented. 
The result of this comparison concluded that existing models do not predict 
member forces as accurately as the proposed method. 
Beineke and Sudarth 13 stressed the need for sophisticated mathematical 
techniques to model punched metal plate connectors. They used DemarkleS14 
equation, which is analogous to an adhesive layer and is used to predict 
mechanical joint response under axial loads. The theoretical model essentially 
predicts joint slip at a given load. 35 tension splice joints were tested with 3" by 
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411,6", 8", 10", and 12" long plates. However, data collected from these tests did 
not compare well with those from the analytical approach. Subsequently, an 
alternative simple method involving an empirical system where the plate is 
essentially replaced by one solid member and calibrated with test data from the 
shortest and longest plates. Thus, the parameters required for joints with plates 
between these two boundaries can be extrapolated to obtain joint stiffness 
values. 
2.3 Fictitious members 
Lau 16 used a software called PPSA 2 17 (Purdue Plane Structural Analysis), 
which is a plane frame structural analysis program where members are 
assumed to be linearly elastic. Pinned, rigid and semi-rigid joint models are 
possible with fictitious members. These imaginary members and nodes are 
inserted at the connection model joint response. Force displacement results 
from shear and heel joint tests was used to calibrate fictitious member 
properties and implemented into PPSA 2 to simulate overall truss behaviour. A 
fictitious member is an imaginary member placed in between nodes which can 
simulate joint rigidity and eccentricity. The modulus of elasticity of the fictitious 
member is varied until it matches the force displacement results of the joint 
experimental test. This calibrated member can then be placed in the truss 
model to represent that particular member to predict overall truss semi-rigid 
response. Another program developed for the same purpose is the Canadian 
program called SAT18 (Structural Analysis of Trusses). SAT treats the frame as 
linear elastic and the joints non-linear using the exponential Foschi12 f unction 
derived from test data. The variables of the function are varied until a good fit is 
achieved with the joint test force displacement plots. To verify these models a 
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total of 12 shear joints were tested, 3 different types of plate orientation 
repeated 4 times. For the heel joints 4 different orientations were repeated 5 
times. There was generally good agreement with SAT's predictions of joint 
stiffness and forces. However, the predictions for heel joint tests were not so 
good. Finally the heel joint tests were simulated by PPSA 2 where the value of 
the modulus of elasticity for the fictitious member was calibrated to fit the 
experimental data. 
Another example of the use of the fictitious member method was 
presented by Poutanenlg. He discussed ways of modelling eccentric loads in a 
truss using fictitious members where imaginary nodes and members are 
inserted into 2 dimensional truss analysis to model eccentric loads. He argues 
how the position of the nodes can affect the stress levels in the connected 
timber. This relates to where the centroid or reference point of the joint is 
designated. This can be at the centre of the plate itself or where all the centre 
lines of the members meet. There are two methods, one is called the edge 
method and the other the centre line method. The edge method is based on the 
fact that the centre of the joint is located at the chord edge, whereas the centre 
line method is where the centre lines of the members meet. It was found that 
the stress distributions in the members were significantly different for the two 
analyses due to different eccentricities. However, a new analysis has been 
developed which can be applied to several joint configurations. The model 
accounts for eccentricity in the plate, timber and the contact between abutting 
members. Experimental tests designed to measure eccentricity were 
performed. The results of the analysis agree with the experimental tests. 
The use of PPSA2 was described again by King and Wheat20 
. 
Four different 
analogue models were tried with. The first model assumed that the top and 
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bottom chords were rigidly connected to other members. Web members 
connected to the chord were assumed pinned. The second model was similar 
to the first, but the modulus of elasticity values of the web members were 
reduced to account for joint slippage. Reduction factors were 1/4,1/5, and 1/6. 
The model with the best fit the truss test results was chosen for a comparison. 
The third model incorporated the fictitious member joint model to account for 
contact area. The model was similar to analogue models 1 and 2 except that 
the web was again rigidly connected but incorporated fictitious members to 
account for the connection end eccentricity. Finally model 4 was similar to 3 but 
the specific gravities of the timber and gaps of the connection were accounted 
for by reducing the stiffness. Timber contains moisture and voids. The specific 
gravity is a measure of how much solid substance is actually in the timber. The 
member contributes to the joint stiffness and therefore a reduction in timber 
material can also reduce the stiffness of the connection. The results concluded 
that for most cases all 4 models yielded similar member forces suggesting 
member forces are influenced by the truss configuration and geometry rather 
than the stiffness of the joint. However, significant differences were found in the 
bending moment for each model. This suggests that bending moment is 
sensitive to the stiffness of the joint. Results for model 4 were similar to those 
for model 3. This suggests that the effect of plate/wood gaps and member 
specific gravity on overall truss behaviour are small. Finally a comparison of the 
models were made with full-scale parallel chord truss tests, nine parallel chord 
trusses were designed and tested, 3 replications of 3 designs. it was found that 
model 1 underestimated the truss deflections. It explains that additional 
deflections from the truss are due to slippage at the joints. Model 2 compared 
better to experimental results due to the reduction in the modulus of elasticity to 
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account for slippage. The deflection predicted for model 3 and 4 are very 
similar. This suggests that the specific gravity and plate wood gaps did not 
significantly affect the truss deflections. Both models predicted truss 
displacements better than model 2. 
Another example with the use of fictitious members to demonstrate semi-rigid 
connection was presented in Riley, Gebremedhin and White 21 
. 
The fictitious 
members were sized using joint test results. Once the sizes of the fictitious 
members were determined they were then rigidly connected to the appropriate 
member of the truss. The fictitious member analysis of a fink truss is compared 
to the pinned, rigid, and semi-rigid analysis of the same truss. The semi-rigid 
analysis employs the Truss Plate institute (TPI) specification for truss analysis 
through the matrix method where fixed end forces and element stiffness matrix 
are modified to account for semi-rigid connection behaviour. The matrix method 
is also reported in Monforton and Wul, Lei and Grierson 2 and Sasaki and 
Takemura 3. The results show that displacement and maximum bending 
moment of the truss in the fictitious member method lies between the pinned 
and rigid analysis, and less than the semi-rigid analysis. It is also closest to the 
semi-rigid analysis. The pinned and rigid analyses exhibited the largest and 
smallest deflection respectively. In general, results indicate that semi-rigidity is 
somewhere between the extremes of pinned and rigid assumption, but closer to 
the latter. 
2.4 Combined loads 
Papers mentioned so far always at some point require experimental results to 
verify and calibrate theory and methods to predict structural response. 
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Gupta and Gebremedhin 22 et al carried out tests using a specially developed 
apparatus that could contain all manner of joints to determine the axial and 
rotational joint stiff ness as shown in Fig. 2.4.1. 
0 
Fig. 2.4.1 
-Testing apparatus 
As illustrated in the diagram, at 1, load is applied directly by a hydraulic jack to 
the top chord member. At 2, a load cell is placed in between the jack and the 
top chord to measure axial loads. The corresponding displacement for the 
applied load is measured via an LVDT at 3. Some redundancy is introduced 
where a load cell and displacement transducer is located at 5 and 4 
respectively. The connection is supported by a roller on the bottom chord. 
Whilst the hydraulic jack is manually operated the LVDTs record displacement 
via a computer. The versatility of introducing other connections can be easily 
implemented. 
A tension splice, bottom chord and heel joint of a fink truss were tested. The 
apparatus was further used in Vatovec, Gupta and Miller 23 
. 
Five joints were 
tested this time. Again, the main object of the work was to evaluate strength, 
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stiffness and the failure mode of the joints. The loads in the members 
connecting to the joint were determined by running a finite element model in 
ANSYS assuming rigid joint conditions. These loads were then applied to joint 
tests to determine axial and rotational stiffness. Different failure modes were 
reported for different joints where joints behaved in a non-linear fashion. The 
results of the joint tests were then used in the preliminary model. The model 
compared well with full scale truss experimental results produced by the plate 
manufacturer, Alpine automation. 
Moment loading in a joint occurs when the direct axial forces at the joint 
transmitted from the members do not pass through the centroid of the joint due 
to joint dimensions. In addition, direct axial loads rarely travel through the 
centre of the member. This combination inevitably creates eccentric loads and 
in-turn induces bending moments at the connection. Thus pure axial loads can 
never exist in a truss system. The effects of eccentricity have been identified in 
trusses, and tests designed to investigate the effects of eccentrically loaded 
joints have been reported. A paper presented by Wolfe 24 reported on combined 
loading tests. Pure axial tension, bending and combined loading were applied 
to tension splice joints. Direct axial loads were applied eccentrically at different 
distances from the connection centre thus varying the moment load. He 
concluded that there is a clear indication of interaction between tension and 
bending and that the behaviour is non-linear. The results of the tests showed 
that as the eccentricity increased the axial stiffness capacity decreased. 
However, the decrease in rotational stiffness with the increase in axial loading 
was much less significant. This implies that a bending moment has a 
detrimental eff ect on the axial stiffness. A tension and bending interaction 
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equation was derived to represent the results. A paper presented by Gupta 25 
investigates this interaction behaviour and reports of similar results. He also 
concluded that there is a clear indication of interaction between tension and 
bending and that the behaviour is non-linear. 
Another example of combined/eccentric loading is presented by Mass6 
and SalinaS26 
. 
They adopted an approach to predicting deflection in a truss. 
Again axial load was applied eccentrically to tension splice joints to achieve 
combined loads. The conclusion was that the axial force poses a significant 
effect on rotational stiffness of the joint. The effect of moment loading on axial 
stiffness is thus measured as a function of eccentricity. Joint rotational stiffness 
decreases as axial force increases. There clearly is interaction between the two 
strength parameters. However, the joints tested were not metal plate 
connected joints, but multi-laminated nailed joints. Nevertheless, it was shown 
that combined loads in truss joints are significant factors regardless of joint type. 
O'Regan, Woeste and LewiS27 present a design procedure to determine the 
allowable design capacity of the steel net-section of a tension splice joint. 
Three models were developed to determine the ultimate strength of the net- 
section of the joint subjected to tension and bending and then compared to 
tests. The models were adaptions of three of NoguchiS28 models. The most 
accurate model assumed linear stress distribution in the timber. The entire 
steel plate was assumed to have reached a maximum equal to the ultimate 
tensile stress. The design procedure was based on this model and then 
compared to alternative design methods and was shown to be more suitable. 
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2.5 Timber models 
The prediction of timber structure response must be accompanied by a 
knowledge of the material that has been used. With the increasing demand of 
non-destructive testing for timber strength, the definition of timber strength from 
elastic and beyond have been a focus of study with varying methods. 
Hasbe and Usuki30 provide a failure criterion for wood. The criterion is derived 
from Tsai and WU29 for isotropic materials and is a general theory for anisotropic 
materials. It is simplified to an orthotropic problem and includes the effects of 
compression, tension along the grain and shear forces perpendicular to the 
grain only, i. e. plane stress conditions. Timber tests were conducted and 
values substituted into the failure model. 
The Tsai criterion appeared again in a paper presented by Bouchair and 
31 Vergne 
. 
It is used as part of a model to predict the behaviour of a bolted joint. 
The criterion is again reduced to that of a 2-D orthotropic material as timber is 
frequently idealised. The difference in tension and compression strength in the 
timber is taken into account. The criterion is used as part of a finite element 
analysis to predict the non-linear response of a bolted joint. The model 
provides a good comparison with experimental results produced by other 
authors. 
An alternative approach to evaluating timber strength is presented by Goodman 
and Bodig32 
.A sinusoidal function to predict timber strength was developed in 
conjunction with the Hankinson's formula. The HankinsonS33 formula is used to 
predict timber strength loaded at an angle to the grain, where the ring angle is 
constant, i. e. it is a 2-D model. A tree grows a layer of timber annually and the 
result of this is annular rings in a timber section. To simplify analysis, it is 
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assumed that the strength of the annular ring loaded at any angle is constant, 
i. e. the ring angle is constant. The new proposed sinusoidal model is 3-D and 
allows variation of the ring angle as well. Compression tests were conducted 
for specimens with varying grain angles and ring angles. The axial load was 
applied parallel to the longitudinal axis of the specimen. The model is 
considered to be conservative but compared well with experimental data. The 
same authors later attempted to predict timber elastic parameters as presented 
in Bodig and Goodman 34 
. 
They present a non-destructive method to predict 
various elastic parameters for some species of timber. Power type regression 
curves were developed for 12 elastic parameters of 18 softwood species. An 
exponential relationship was used to fit a regression curve to match the 
experimental data from timber tests. The density of the timber is used as the 
basis of the predictions because good correlation was found between density 
and modulus of elasticity. This technique is claimed to be reasonably accurate 
in the absence of test data. Thus the strength of the timber can be found 
through density. 
Pellicane, Bodig and Mrema 35 presented a Finite element analysis to model 
loading perpendicular to grain. Results of the model showed that a complex 
stress regime exists within the timber even when a uniformly distributed load is 
applied. The paper reports the effect on timber with regards to the loading area 
and the size of the specimen. Tests conducted showed that the specimens, 
which were loaded through a plate partially covering the specimen gives higher 
strength than a plate covering the entire specimen. This is the so called "edge 
effect". Fig. 2.5.1 illustrates the load system. 
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Steel plate for 
UDL 
Timber 
Fig. 2.5.1 
- 
Partial loading of timber specimen 
Using data from the finite element model, an empirical equation was developed 
to compute maximum stress concentration as a function of loading, specimen 
geometry and material properties. They concluded that transverse compression 
capacity of the wood increases with increasing total edge to surface area ratio 
of the plate. The formulae could be used to improve design codes. As 
illustrated in Fig. 2.5.2, the edge distance is indicated as a bold line, i. e. the 
circumference of the timber. 
Steel plate for 
UDL 
Timber 
Fig. 2.5.2 
- 
Plan view of loaded timber specimen 
Tabiei and WU36 developed 3-D constitutive equations for wood materials and 
implemented the model into the finite element code program DYNA3D. An 
incremental and iterative procedure is used to calculate stresses. The 
constitutive material matrix for stress strain relationship is determined 
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experimentally. User defined non-linear parameters are used to control the 
stiffness change based on previous iteration or initial stiffness. Non-linear 
parameters are determined through experimental results. Once a fit is 
obtained, the equation is implemented into the finite element program. A 
modified Johnson rate independent model is employed to deal with the dynamic 
response of timber. The response of timber can be influenced by the rate at 
which it is loaded. This response is captured by incorporating a strain rate 
function into the model. The model was validated by test results from other 
researchers. Good agreement was found between the model and test results. 
Mallory et a P7 developed a three dimensional constitutive model for timber for 
use in a bolted connection loaded parallel to the grain using the finite element 
program, ABAQUS. A tri-linear compression stress-strain relationship and tri- 
linear shear stiffness degradation for the timber model was used where the bolt 
was treated as elastic-perfectly plastic. Fig. 2.5.3 below illustrates the model. 
The symmetry of the load system has been taken advantage of where only half 
the model is considered. 
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Fig. 2.5.3 
- 
Sketch of model 
The material values are input to a finite element model with contact elements. 
Force displacement results of the model were compared to experimental 
results. The model was found to be adequate up to a displacement of 0.8mm. 
In general the models predicted a slightly stiffer force-displacement curve than 
the experimental tests. A possible explanation for this difference could be due 
to ignoring the degradation of the tension strength perpendicular to the grain in 
the model. A more complex model is required for higher load and other wood 
grain orientations. 
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2.6 Literature summary 
The metal plate connected joint was first originated from the US in the early 
1950's. Since then its popularity has spread across the world in roof trusses. 
The achievement of its popularity in timber joints is due to the price in producing 
these plates and practicality in constructing the joint. However, such advantage 
doesn't come at a cheap price in terms of complexity. The nature of the 
connection lends itself to extremely complicated stress regimes under load. 
This is coupled by the already complex and less predictable anisotropic strength 
of timber. All in all, it is a very difficult task to understand and ultimately predict 
the response of these connections. 
Much research, both experimental and theoretical has already been conducted 
in metal plate connected joints. The literature reveals what has generally been 
done and leaves room for more research. 
The semi-rigid approach is widely accepted and several solutions with various 
levels of complexity have been reviewed. The stiffness matrix method utilises 
imaginary springs for 2-D analysis to account for the semi-rigid joint behaviour. 
The use of Foschi's exponential function is notable, as it has been widely used 
by many authors to model non-linear semi-rigid behaviour. Another useful tool 
is the use of fictitious members to describe the behaviour of the semi-rigid joint. 
Although these methods do account for plate deformation and joint slip they do 
not, however, provide data for stress analysis. The use of commercially 
available finite element packages such as ABAQUS and ANSYS can produce 
models at very fine levels, such as modeling the mechanism between the nail 
and timber and provide a detailed analysis of the stress regime in the 
connection. However, these methods usually demand time and much data to 
bear fruit and usually require more powerful processors. The importance of 
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computer programs as part of the advance in timber structural engineering is 
evident from PPSA 2 and SAT, the two pieces of software developed to model 
semi-rigid timber trusses. It is widely agreed that the connection behaviour is 
fundamental to the prediction of truss behaviour, which makes this process of 
the analysis more important. Simple analysis can provide accurate but not 
detailed results and has limited application. On the other hand, detailed 
analysis can provide accurate detailed data but requires much data and 
computer power, although power is not a problem due to the advances in 
computer technology. Therefore, a balance must be struck between the two in 
the time available for practical analysis. 
Timber as a material has been a subject of study well before the Metal plate 
connected joint. Theories and equations have been drawn to predict the 
complex strength properties of timber. Formulas have been derived empirically 
in conjunction with test results. Curve fitting techniques and statistical 
techniques have also been employed. On the numerical level, the Tsai strength 
criterion has been used to represent behaviour of timber beyond elasticity. 
Although timber is an anisotropic material, it is frequently assumed to be 
orthotropic for simplicity. 
All of the theoretical methods mentioned above required experimental data as 
part of the solution or verification and calibration at some point. Therefore test 
data are an essential part of research. Simple connection tests have been 
reported to determine joint properties, such as the axial and rotational stiffness. 
Results of these tests are used to verify proposed theoretical methods or curve 
fitting techniques to express the semi-rigid connection as an equation. In 
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particular combined load tests have been reported to investigate the effects of 
eccentric or combination loading. The verification and calibration of overall 
truss analysis must come from full scale truss tests. Whilst these tests are 
expensive and time consuming to prepare, a few researchers have used test 
results produced by commercial plate companies. 
The Table below is a summary of the literature reviewed which involved 
laboratory tests conducted by their respective authors. 
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2.7 Parameters for the investigation 
The review of literature above indicates interaction between axial forces and 
rotational stiffness, and bending moments and axial stiffness. Previous 
investigations were concerned with the tension splice joint and only in tensile 
axial loading. It is quite possible the same phenomenon exists in other 
connections in the truss and therefore it is of interest to extend the tests to other 
connection types and to determine whether similar results can be achieved. 
It was therefore decided to conduct MPC joint tests to determine the 
strength of each connection in a particular truss. By the same token, the effects 
of combined loads on stiffness parameters of the joint were to be investigated. 
In the literature, the bending moment load is induced through eccentrically 
loaded axial forces. Thus, a ratio between eccentricity and axial load is pre- 
selected and the bending moment becomes a function of the axial loads. 
Results of these tests will be useful for truss analysis where loads are applied at 
the connections of the joint and eccentric loads are caused by axial loads. 
However, when loads are applied on the members of the truss, larger moment 
loads will be induced and therefore load ratios will change. Consequently, the 
connection can behave in a different manner for larger bending moments. 
Thus, the tests were to be conducted in such a way that the axial force and the 
end moment were to be applied independently. 
It was anticipated that this approach will give a direct relationship for the 
strength of the connection between the axial and moment component of the 
appliedload. 
The basic definition of semi-rigid connection movement is the relative 
displacement between the connector and the member, and this includes the 
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deformation of the connector itself. Up until now the investigations have 
measured the overall semi-rigid deformation where only the displacement of the 
timber member was measured. However, existing data do not give details of 
semi-rigid contribution from the plate. A different approach has been employed 
in these tests to measure semi-rigid deformations where plate deformation was 
also to be measured. Data of plate deformation, which are currently not 
available, can be used for future development to verify theoretical plate 
analysis. Traditional joint test data do not provide this information and this type 
of data could become useful in the future for MPC design. In addition to this, 
the data produced will be interpreted in a more rigorous way, where semi-rigid 
rotational, as well as axial stiffness will be measured with an attempt in 
measuring shear stiffness. In summary, data describing the movement of the 
plate, member and the plate relative to the member will be reported, thus 
providing a more informative picture of metal plate connection behaviour. In 
addition to the joint tests, full truss tests will also be conducted to provide data 
for a comparison of the overall structural behaviour. 
On the theoretical side, a 2-D beam element, structural analysis program was 
written. For this purpose FORTRAN programming language was selected. 
Joint test data was used in the analysis to account for non-linear semi-rigid joint 
and eccentric effects. Pinned and rigid analysis could also be performed by the 
same program for comparison. The second part of the theory involves more 
complex 2-D and finite element analysis of the truss to obtain a picture of the 
stress regime in the connection. Results of these models will be compared with 
each other and with the full scale tests in order to draw conclusions. The 
literature review presented some papers, which reported of some finite element 
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analysis work using commercially available finite element analysis package. 
Only brief details of methods used and material strengths are presented. 
Furthermore, there has been no mention of any non-linear behavioural aspects 
implemented into the models. Therefore it is proposed to use the test results to 
model non-linear connection response in a truss in a Finite element model. 
Results of these models will be compared with each other and with the full-scale 
tests in order to draw conclusions. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental work 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes an extensive test programme on semi-rigid connections, 
some of the tests were aimed at determining connection properties. A Queen 
truss comprising 4 different types of joints were chosen for this research, In all 
experiments only the Metal Plate Connections were used. Different combined 
load cases were simulated for each connection. Some tests were repeated to 
investigate any variability in timber behaviour. Finally, 4 full-scale trusses were 
fabricated and tested to investigate overall truss response under simple loading 
schemes. 
The objective of the connection tests was to determine the strength of each 
connection in the truss and at the same time, to investigate whether axial loads 
have an effect on rotational stiffness and moment loads on axial stiffness. The 
joint test data are directly used to calculate the overall truss response in a 2-D 
beam element program as described in section 4.9. The full-scale truss tests 
data were used to validate the proposed models. 
It should be emphasised that the connection tests were not aimed at defining 
the behaviour of metal plate connections for all possible configurations. That 
approach is indeed taken by MPC manufacturers to provide relevant information 
to designers. The target here was to develop sufficient experimental data for a 
number of joint configurations, which could then be fed into the semi-rigid truss 
analysis, which was then, in turn, compared with test results for full-scale 
trusses. 
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3.2 Truss design 
In the time available for a typical doctoral research project it would be difficult to 
test all connections comprising a truss if the truss were complex involving many 
different connections. As a result, the configuration of the truss chosen for this 
study has been singled down to the Queen truss as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.2 
The span of the truss was dictated by the space available in the laboratory. A 
relatively short span of 6m was chosen so that the truss could be 
accommodated on the strong floor for full-scale testing. The cant of the truss is 
340 with a height of 2.1m. Chord members and web members are 35x97mm 
and 35x72mm respectively. The connection type is the Punched Metal Plate 
Connection (PMPC) as this is a popular connector in truss rafter construction 
and has been described in many published papers. The design of the truss 
conforms to BS5268 38 part 2 and 3, details of which are given in Appendix Al. 
The softwood timber grade chosen for these tests is grade TR26. Nail plates 
were supplied by Alpine Automation for which a certificate for nail and plate 
strength, conforming to the "British Board of Agrement" was used to determine 
plate sizes for each connection and is reproduced in Appendix A2. 
For design purposes, the principal dimensions of the truss were input to a semi- 
rigid joint 2-D rod element program coded in Fortran as detailed in section 4.9. 
The program was simulated in pin jointed mode to determine shear and axial 
forces in the members. In addition to this, the truss analysis calculation was 
performed on an automated truss computer program used by the plate supplier. 
Manual calculations of the plate sizes were found to agree with the 
manufacturers automated method. Connections were all assembled at the City 
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University Heavy Structures Laboratory. To fabricate the connection a template 
for each joint was formed. Members were cut to size then positioned and 
clamped onto the template. As shown below in Fig. 3.2.1 of the heel joint, the 
set piece is moved to a press consisting of an existing steel frame. A hydraulic 
jack bolted to the frame, is used to press the nail plate into the timber. A thick 
metal plate is placed on top of the nail plate to evenly distribute the pressure. 
Fig. 3.2.1 
- 
Assembling the nail plate 
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3.3 Instrumentation 
The load measuring equipment available in the laboratory were generally of 
high to very high capacity and thus were not suitable for timber tests. 
Compared to concrete and steel, timber possesses a much lower load capacity. 
Thus new load cells of capacity 25KN were purchased. Test designs were 
based around different types of load cells. This was done to determine which 
load cell would be most compatible with the loading arrangements. However, 
the newly purchased compression load cells were not ideal for measuring 
compression in inclined members due to the fittings supplied with the load cells, 
which were more suitable for vertical compression tests. Nevertheless, the cells 
and displacement transducer, used to measure displacement were wired and 
calibrated to a data logger controlled through a computer with data acquisition 
software. With the exception of the moment loading in the crown joint test as 
explained later, throughout the tests, all loads were applied through a ram and a 
manually operated jack with a pressure gauge connected in between. The 
gauge was used as a load indicator during the test.. Ultimately, for accuracy, 
load was measured through the load cells. 
The biggest problem with these tests initially was in deciding how plate 
deformation could be measured. Conventional methods such as displacement 
transducers, would be very unsuitable because of physical limitations and the 
size of the transducer. Such attempt would be difficult and could be erroneous. 
One method could be to glue strain gauge rosettes on the plate and thus the 
vertical and horizontal strain could be determined between points. However, 
strain gauges have to be carefully stuck on the plate and the physical nature of 
the plates with holes does not lend itself to this. Furthermore, failures such as 
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pull out would be difficult to measure. It was conceded that this would almost 
be an impossible task if conventional displacement measuring techniques were 
to be used. Therefore, another technique was adopted as described in the next 
section 
3.4 Close range photogrammetry 
This section presents a novel approach to measuring displacement in timber 
structural tests. Imaging techniques provide no physical restrictions to the test 
and pose a significant advantage over conventional techniques. However, such 
techniques do not come without a price. Time, effort and patience spent to 
produce the results far exceed those required for conventional methods. In 
addition to this, the equipment is very specialist, expensive and requires training 
to operate the list of instruments and software. 
The basis of this technique called close range photogrammetry uses cameras 
placed at some distance from the object to acquire images of movement. Thus, 
no physical restrictions are imposed with the only requirement of a clear line of 
sight between the object and the camera. Points to be measured are 
designated with a reflective circular target stuck on the object. Targets can vary 
in size and can be quite small hence, many may be stuck within a small area for 
a very detailed description of displacement. The requirement is that each target 
is visible on the image with some clear area around it. Cameras can be placed 
at an angle to the target and therefore some awkward points can still be 
measured. Displacement measurements are presented in 3D cartesian co- 
ordinates. This is an added bonus as it is rare that out of plane displacements 
are measured by conventional means. Once all the data have been collected, 
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targets can be visualised frame by frame in a 3D space model portraying timber 
and plate movement. The nature of this technique affords the advantage of 
having as many targets as required. This means very comprehensive data can 
be produced for the test. Concentration of targets at the nail plate can give 
unprecedented detailed analysis of deformation. Details of this technique are 
now presented. 
Although the technique employed to measure structural movements is 
undoubtedly beneficial from the structural testing point of view, it is not the 
intention of this section to fully discuss the theory behind it. However, when 
such techniques are relatively new to structural testing, and more so for timber 
testing, the basic principle of such methods should be understood. 
The theory mentioned herein can be found in Non-topographic 
photogrammetry5l and Atkinson, K. B 52. It was the Frenchman Laussedat in the 
middle 1 9th century who developed photogrammetric methods for mapping 
using aerial photographs. Since then, the method has been advanced by many 
individuals, where its application has spread from the most diverse disciplines 
from monitoring ground movement by geologists to life saving research for 
medical applications. It is no doubt that computer and technology have made a 
significant contribution to such diverse applications. 
What follows is a brief description of the camera calibration and target 
measurement process which only gives a general idea of what is involved as far 
as this project was concerned. 
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Due to the novelty of the measurement system adopted, the description of the 
technique has been included in the main text rather than in the Appendix. 
Imaging geometfy and camera calibration 
The basis of camera imaging geometry explains how images are taken. As the 
name suggests, the object plane is where the object is placed for the image to 
be taken (in front of the camera). As illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1, when an image is 
taken, a ray of light travels from object point, "A", and runs through perspective 
centre, "0" and then through to projection plane at "a". 
Part of the requirements to measure points on an image is to know the internal 
geometry of the camera. This comprises the focal length of the lens and the 
dimensions of the image as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1. 
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In a real camera, the idea of a simple perspective centre requires further 
enhancement. A camera lens will not allow light to travel straight through as it 
would in the perspective case as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1. In Fig. 3.4.2 light is 
refracted and distorted when it travels though a lens, which could be made up of 
two asymmetrical groups of lens elements. The way in which light is refracted 
within the lens is attributable to the material and shape of the lens. 
a, Projection plane 
The most important part of taking images as far as the user is concerned is the 
focus. The camera lens must be focused before images are taken. As focus 
changes so will the perspective centre 0, principal distance c, distance in Fig. 
3.4.1 and Fig. 3.4.2. Hence, in order to obtain measurements at a given focus 
position, the 0 and c must be determined, which is the purpose of the camera 
calibration. Test areas can vary substantially in size, so the cameras will need 
to be positioned to cover most if not all of the area. This invariably means the 
camera focus will have to be adjusted for each set of experimental work, thus, 
with each different test a calibration is required. Ultimately, what the calibration 
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Fig. 3.4.2 
- 
Effect of light rays due to the lenS52 
process determines is the difference between Fig. 3.4.1 and Fig. 3.4.2 and 
adjustments will be made to any image measurements by the calibration. 
The parameters 0 and c are unknown at this stage although camera position 
and focus are mechanically set. There are several unknowns and a 
mathematical model needs to be drawn in order to determine them. Referring 
back to Fig. 3.4.1, we have known targets A and B. The distance between 
these control points can be physically measured with reasonable precision. 
Part of the computer model for calibration requires a set of such known 
distances. The derivation of the actual equation will not be detailed here as it is 
not the purpose of this thesis to discuss close range photogrammetric theory in 
depth. However, the theory can be found in the listed references 51 &52 
. 
There 
are several unknown fixed camera parameters. By including more targets, 
more distances can be measured, the accuracy of measurement can be 
improved. Thus, similar equations with different distances can be generated 
and the unknown parameters can be found by simultaneous equations. This 
process is called resection. 
The accuracy and reliability of such a solution does not account for lens errors 
and is difficult to measure from a single resection. In order to quantify accuracy 
and reliability, resections from different camera positions at roughly the same 
distance are required to put into a least square estimation model and to further 
tune the parameters. This process is repeated for all cameras used for 
measurements. After all the cameras have been resected from several 
positions, a bundle adjustment is performed to adjust all measurements and 
parameters from all the cameras. From this, the quality of the calibration of 
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each camera can be measured and if satisfactory the calibration is complete. 
The quality of the calibration is measured by the sum of squares of the residual 
values of the measured co-ordinates. The distance of the camera from the 
targets during calibration must approximate the distance of the cameras during 
the actual test. 
For convenience targets used for calibration can be fixed points around the test 
specimen. These points are called control points as they assist measurements 
in the next stage. 
Target measurement 
Now that the cameras have been calibrated, they are ready for measurement 
and must be placed in positions, which must not be moved during the course of 
the test. Once images are acquired they are ready for processing. Before any 
measurements are made the orientation of the cameras is established through 
another resection on the cameras. At this point the camera calibrations are 
fixed and only the photo orientations need to be established. The process by 
which 3D target data are computed is called intersection. The targets on the 
test specimen, i. e. object space are initially unknown. In photogrammetry, only 
targets common to a pair of images has to be measured. That is, at least 2 
cameras must have a clear line of sight of any target for it to be measured. As 
illustrated in Fig. 3.4.3, target 'A' cartesian co-ordinates are measured through 
evaluating photo co-ordinates (x,, y, ) and (x,, y, ) using the camera calibrations, 
known distances between control targets and photo orientations. In the case of 
two images, there are 4 equations and 3 unknowns, 
(XAIIYA"ZA), therefore a 
least square estimation is made. Target co-ordinates can be improved by 
capturing the same targets on another image, thus improving the quality of the 
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target co-ordinates. If more lines of sight are available the measurements made 
will be more precise and reliable. 
The intersection is repeated for each target in the object space. Once all target 
co-ordinates are acquired a bundle adjustment involving iterative least square 
methods is made to simultaneously adjust all target co-ordinates in order to 
provide a homogenous data set. The set of images taken simultaneously at any 
one time is referred to as an epoch. Thus in Fig. 3.4.3 camera 1 and 2 acquire 
an image simultaneously, therefore in this case there are 2 images to an epoch. 
After the adjustments are made subsequent epochs can be measured through 
an automated system explained in the next paragraph. 
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Fig. 3.4.3 
- 
Measuring targets 
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Hardware and Software 
The close range photogrammetric technique can use several cameras placed at 
some distance away from the object to acquire displacement. In this study 4 
cameras are used. Each pair of camera is connected to a computer thus two 
computers were required. A frame grabber board is installed inside each 
computer which is the hardware necessary to transfer images from the camera 
to the computer. Computers are linked together via a network box, one being 
the master and the other slave. Software is developed specifically to acquire 
images on all 4 cameras simultaneously through control from the master 
machine. The calibration and target measurement stage is carried out using 
VMS (Vision Measuring System), a software developed initially at City 
University then at University College London (UCL). The Engvis software also 
developed at UCL is, for this study, primarily used to check for errors and 
provide a medium for producing data files for data interpretation. The data 
interpretation program developed by the author during the research uses curve 
fitting and data extrapolation techniques to measure movement behind the nail 
plate. The process behind this technique now follows. 
Test preparation 
The Vision Measuring System relies on reflective targets on an image to 
measure target co-ordinates. Also it helps target recognition during the 
automation process, which will be explained in more detail later. Therefore, it is 
imperative that these targets are clearly identified in the image. To facilitate 
this, the appearance of the target is enhanced by a combination of a dark 
background and the reflective material itself. During preparation, the timber 
joint was sprayed matt black before the special reflective material was stuck on. 
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Target spacing is important, as targets too close together would appear to 
impose on each other on the image. Neither of these targets would be 
recognised by the software used to measure them. So as a rule of thumb 
targets need to be small in areas where they are placed in close proximity. On 
the other hand, small targets too far from the camera are also difficult to pick 
and so the two contributory factors must be balanced. Target sizes can vary 
although it is preferable to adopt one size as this assists target recognition in 
VMS. Typically, the diameter of a target would be between 2-3mm. 
Preparations for each joint test were extremely painstaking and laborious. A 
total of 72 connections and 6 full size trusses were sprayed then precisely 
marked for targets to be stuck on. Below shows a failed specimen, which had 
been prepared before hand for a test. 
Fig. 3.4.4 
- 
Targets on a connection 
Targets were stuck on the columns and beams of the test frame at 
approximately 150mm intervals for the calibration. These were treated as 
targets for calibration and control targets for the VMS. The exact distances 
between the targets were measured precisely with a vernier calipar and tape. 
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The mean of the distance measured 3 times, was used as the measured 
distance. The distances would be used to assist the measurements in VMS. 
Components bolted to the frame were sprayed black with added targets for 
additional measurements to improve the quality of the data during the data 
processing. These targets were subject to alteration between tests, but control 
targets on the frame are used throughout the joint tests. For the calibration, 
each camera was focused for the testing distance. It was imperative that the 
focus adjustment remained the same during the entire course of tests otherwise 
this would change the calibration that was to made. Therefore, once the 
cameras were focused, the focus knob was fixed by strapping sticky tape round 
To calibrate the cameras, approximately 10 images for each camera were 
taken from various positions and orientations around the frame. The calibration 
distance of the camera from the frame is approximately the same as the testing 
distance. 
Data Processing 
The data processing task was again extremely laborious. Cameras are initially 
calibrated for each test set-up in VMS. Once done, the measuring can begin. 
After measuring the first epoch, subsequent epochs are measured through an 
automated system in VMS. The automated system basically uses a 3D co- 
ordinate tracking method to locate the co-ordinates of the targets for the next 
epoch. This is possible through storing individual target co-ordinates of the last 
3 epochs then using a motion equation based algorithm to predict where the 
target may be in the next epoch. However, visual checks on all images were 
necessary after the automation, as targets would sometimes be misrepresented 
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by VMS. In addition to this, many other software problems were encountered 
because the software is still at its development stages. 
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Post processing 
After completing measurements in VMS, EngVis is used to graphically display 
targets where errors become more obvious then manually ironed out. 
Afterwards, ASCII files are produced by EngVis where rows of target co- 
ordinates are saved in text format. A file is produced for every epoch each 
giving co-ordinates of the targets measured for that epoch. Thus a series of 
epochs will give target displacements of the test specimen. There are as much 
as 200 targets in one test and therefore 200 per file. Some tests contain over 
50 epochs, therefore manual calculations would be extremely laborious and 
erroneous so automated means are sought. A program developed in Visual 
basic 5.0 was subsequently written solely for this purpose. The program was 
developed to extract co-ordinates from selected targets in the files epoch by 
epoch. The data is then processed using curve fitting and data extrapolation 
techniques, details of which are covered in the next section. To cross check the 
imaging data, displacement transducers were also used. 
3.5 Test data interpretation 
In this section the method of how the experimental data is interpreted from 
EngVis is discussed. It is only with the data generated that such a rigorous 
analysis of the joint can be made possible. 
By definition, semi-rigidity allows relative movement between members of the 
connection. For the metal plate connected joint, this comprises the deformation 
of the nail plate, and the relative displacement between the plate and the 
member. This leads to the idea of treating one joint as many joints. An inverted 
Crown joint in Fig 3.5.1 is used to explain this idea. As illustrated, there are 
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three faces on the Crown joint. Each face/anchorage is connected to a member 
which we will refer to as a leg. Face 1 is connected to the web, and face 2&3 
are connected to the top chords. For a face there is a leg. Each face is treated 
as a sub-joint where some degree of semi-rigidity exists. Circles on the joint 
represent reflective targets used in the tests. Displacements are measured 
from these targets, which contributes to the semi-rigid analysis. Semi-rigid 
behaviour has three components, axial, rotational and shear. It is important that 
the points at which semi-rigidity is to be measured is not biased so a fair 
representation of the connection in this respect is identified. Face 1 will be used 
to describe the analysis. From these targets, the moment, axial and shear 
semi-rigidity can be deduced. The determination of these 3 parameters will now 
be discussed separately. 
Web/Legl 000 
000 
0 
0 
0 Top 
Chord/Leg 2 
Face 2 
Face 1 
0 
0 
To hord/Leg 3 b 
00 
FTO 3 ace ace 
Fig. 3.5.1 
- 
Inverted Crown Joint 
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3.5.1 Semi-rigid moment rotational deformation 
The basis of the moment rotation characteristics determination is a least square 
regression curve of second order. This requires a set of co-ordinates to obtain 
the curve. Fig. 3.5.1.1 illustrates a series of targets on the web member and 
plate of the crown joint. The bending moment caused by loading at the top of 
the member is exaggerated to illustrate the point. Targets on the timber and 
plate follow the movement and thus outline the curve of the member under such 
load. The co-ordinates of these targets are determined from the Visual 
Measuring System (VMS) and Engineering Vision (EngVis) software as 
explained in section 3.4. From these co-ordinates least square regression 
curves can be drawn as represented by blue (dashed dot) and red (dashed) 
lines on the member and plate respectively. Once the blue curves are 
determined the curve can be extended down to the plate and the position of the 
timber extrapolated. In effect the position of the timber behind the plate has 
been determined. By differentiating the polynomial, the member rotation can 
also be deduced. A similar concept is applied to the plate except there is no 
need for extrapolation as all targets are visible. What follows is a detailed 
analysis of this proposed method. 
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Global co-ordinates 
AL 
l> 
Deformed Timber 
member under 
loading 
Polynomial representing 
member moment rotation, 
Master curve 
ntroid target of 
ý., face 
late 
x 
Fig. 3.5.1.1 
- 
Rotation analysis 
The target circled in red represents the centroid of the interface believed to be 
the mutual point of anchorage. It will be explained later that this point is central 
to our analysis for this face. What we are interested in is the relative rotational 
movement between the timber and the plate and the plate rotation. The step for 
semi-rigid moment rotation analysis is as follows. 
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Local co-ordinates 
A least square second degree polynomial regression curve can be drawn to fit 
the series of target co-ordinates in Fig. 3.5.1.1 and can be presented in the 
following form. 
x=f (y) = aY2 + by (3.5.1.1) 
The significance of equation 3.5.1.1 is that the errors of the estimation are 
spread along the y-axis, and the curve would run along the member. This 
requires that co-ordinates of members, which are angled, be transformed to the 
vertical position before a regression curve is drawn. 
y 
a 
'D 
"'ý i \4 
x 
Fig. 3.5.1.2 
- 
Local co-ordinate axis 
A higher degree polynomial is not necessary because the curve inscribed is 
very shallow as one would imagine when the timber is bending. After 
establishing the equation for the curve, the curve can be extended to the plate 
thus, co-ordinates from the curve where the plate can be extrapolated, and the 
position of the timber behind the plate have effectively been predicted. The 
analysis will now be explained in more detail. 
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With reference to Fig. 3.5.1.3, the line of targets running nearest to the centroid 
of the plate is chosen for the moment rotation analysis as illustrated at time To. 
The regression curve running through these targets will be referred to as the 
master curve. The targets at either side are ignored for now. At time TO where 
no load is applied, the length of the offset distance 0 is the last (blue) target on 
the timber to the centroidal plate target (red). Throughout the description of the 
analysis, times T1 and T2 will be referred to. The curve and slope of the 
member at time T1 is given by the following equations respectively: 
2 dxml x am, ym, + bm, ym, and dym, = 
2am, ym, + bm, 
For simplicity, the equations will be expressed as 
xml = (aY2 +by) 1 (3.5.1.1 a) and 
(dx 
=(2ay+b)ml (3.5.1.1b) m dy 
)., 
Extrapolating from the curve by offset distance 0, from the last target, i. e. 
target closest to the plate, gives the y 
.., 
co-ordinate of the imaginary target 
behind the plate. Substituting y., into the curve and slope equation 3.5.1.1a 
and 3.5.1.1b respectively gives the position of the target. The angle of the 
target is given by 
tan-' 
( dx 
dy = tan-' 
(2ay + b)., 
Similarly, at time T2 
=(2 +b ) (3.5.1.2a) and Xm2 ay Y m2 
om 
2= tan-' (2ay + b)m2 
= 
(2ay + b)m2 dy 
(dX )m2 
.1 
(3.5-1.2b) 
(3.5-1.2c) 
The relative rotational movement at time T2 can be found simply by the 
difference in slope angles in T2 and T1 
- 
i. e. 
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75"1 1-1 = 15 21 - 19?? Il (3.5.1.3) 
The assumption in the analysis is that 0 is always constant. This in reality, 
may not necessarily be the case. As illustrated in Fig. 3.5.1.4, when moment is 
applied, the timber bends, hence the vertical distance between the last co- 
ordinate and the imaginary co-ordinate would have changed. However, this 
change is negligible as the angle of rotation is small and negligible compared to 
distance 0. 
Offset y, before load Offset Y2 after load 
Assumption: 
Y2 
- 
YI ý 
Meml 
Reality: 
Y2 
-7'- YI 
Plate 
Fig. 3.5.1.4 
- 
Offset distance constant throughout test 
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Plate deformation is part of semi-rigid behaviour of the plate. A similar concept 
is applied to the plate data to measure any plate deformation. A polynomial 
representing plate rotation is denoted by a red line as shown in Fig. 3.5.1.5 
below. 
Local co-ordinates 
x 
y 
Polynomial representin 
plate rotation 
Timber member 
I 
--" 
Centroid target of 
the face 
Plate 
Fig. 3.5.1.5 
- 
Plate Analysis 
Fig. 3.5.1.6 shows how the plate may distort under load at time TO to T3. The 
distortion is exaggerated to illustrate the deformation in the plate. The equations 
are the same as that of 3.5.1.1 to 3.5.1.2 but will represent the plate instead. 
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At T1 the curve, slope of the curve and the angle at the centroid are 
xP, 
= 
(ay 2+ by )P 
I 
(3.5.1.4a) 
(dx (2ay + b)pl (3.5.1.4b) dy 
Op, = tan -I(dx tan-'(2ay + b)pl (3.5.1.4c) dy 
P, 
respectively. 
For T2, the corresponding expressions are 
=(2 Xp2 ay + by 
)p 
2 
(3.5.1.5a) 
= 
(2ay + b)p2 (3.5.1.5b) dy p2 
Op2= tan tan-' (2ay + b)P2 (3.5.1.5c) dy p2 
Hence, the relative rotation of the plate at T2 is 
t9p2-1 = l9p2 
- 
t9pi 
The analysis is repeated as before, however, unlike the member analysis there 
is no need for extrapolation because all the targets are visible. This leaves only 
the rotation at the centroid of the face on the plate to be determined. 
As mentioned earlier semi-rigid displacement is the displacement of the plate 
and relative displacement between the plate and member. Therefore by 
definition, at T2 
"ý 19M2 Z92 
" 
-1 
+ z9p2-1 (3.5.1.6) 
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3.5.2 Semi-rigid axial deformation 
As for the semi-rigid rotation analysis, member and plate displacements are 
determined. The semi-rigid analysis is simple and is determined directly from 
the co-ordinates from the targets. Co-ordinates for plate displacement are 
directly obtainable, but co-ordinates for the member behind the plate are not. In 
the rotation analysis, we ignored the two lines of targets on either side of the 
member and used the middle one (master curve) only to measure rotation. 
Using the same method to extrapolate, we now use these targets on the side to 
predict two more points on the timber, behind the plate. The two curves drawn 
by these targets will be referred to as the slave curves. Hence, co-ordinates for 
two more points behind the plate are now known as indicated in Fig. 3.5.2.1 at 
T1. Axial displacement is movement measured in the direction of the member, 
i. e. the y-axis. Targets connected by the blue (dashed dot) and red (dashed) 
line are used for the analysis. As before, blue and red represent targets on the 
member and plate respectively. 
Let the vertical (y-co-ordinate) mean of the 3 targets 1,2 and 3 on the member 
be am, at T1 and for targets 7,8 and 9 be am2 at T2. Similarly, for the plate, 
targets 4,5 and 6 for ap, and 10,11 and 12 for ap2 
- 
Hence, the semi-rigid axial 
displacements are. 
am2-1 
= 
am2- am, 
and 
ap2-, 
= 
ap2- ap, 
a2= am2-1 + ap2-, 
In General terms 
an= 
(a.,, 
- 
a,,,, (n-1) Ha, - a, (n-1) 
) 
where, m is the time epoch 
(3.5.1.7a) 
(3.5.1.7b) 
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3.5.3 Semi-rigid shear deformation 
Shear is complex because it is difficult to measure in the presence of moments. 
Nevertheless, moment and axial displacement have been determined which 
makes it easier to determine shear displacements as it will now be described. 
At this stage all co-ordinates for the member behind the plate have been 
predicted as determined in the semi-rigid rotational and axial displacement 
analysis, 3 points in total. Using least squares again, a regression curve can be 
drawn as before connecting these 3 predicted points. However, as illustrated in 
Fig 3.5.3.1 the orientation of the curves are different, therefore y= f(x) will 
be used instead of x=f (y). As before, blue targets are on the member and 
red targets are on the plate. 
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Again member and plate movement are treated separately. The illustration in 
Fig. 3.5.3.1 separates member and plate movement at times T1 and T2. What 
is being determined is how much of the movement is due to shear from one 
time to another. With reference to Fig. 3.5.3.3 the analysis is broken down into 
4 parts from times Tl to T2. 
At time T1 O/T1 
-Initial stage 
At time T1 1- Axial displacement 
At time T1 2- Rotational displacement 
At time T1 3/T2 
- 
Shear displacement 
At time Tl 1, the first 1 represents time 1, the second suffix 1 denotes stage 1 as 
the analysis is broken down into 4 stages. The dotted lines represent previous 
movements whilst the line in bold represents current movement. 
At time T1 1 
-Axial displacement 
The first part of the analysis requires the mean vertical displacement of the 3 
points for the member which has already been determined in the axial semi- 
rigid displacement analysis given by Equation 3.5.1.7a, 
Where am2-1 
= am2-a I. 
At time Tl 1: 
Target a (XMIO 9 Y. 10 + am2-1 
)a 
-ý (Xml 19 Yml I 
)a 
Target b+a '= (Xml 19 Yml I )b 
(XMIO 
9 Y. 10 m2-1 
)b 
' 
Target c (xmlo 9 y. 10 + a2-i 
)c 
": ', 
(Xmi 
i, Ymi i 
)c 
Letting y.,, 
--= y,,,, o + am2-1 and xmIO = xmI, I because no 
horizontal displacements 
due to shear are considered. 
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Moment rotation-T12 
Movement due to rotation is implemented next. Co-ordinates before rotation as 
shown at Tl 1 are: 
Target a 
(Xmll9y-ll)a 
Target b (Xmll"ymll)b 
Target c (Xmll9y. ll)c 
Targets a and c are simply rotated clock-wise around target b. Recalling 
equations 3.5.1.1c and 3.5.1.2c for member rotation at times Tl and T2, which 
was already determined in the moment rotation analysis 
0.1 
= tan -'(2ay + b)., 
0.2= tan-' (2ay + b)m2 
(3.5.1.1 
(3.5.1.2c) 
The rotation is exaggerated in Fig 3.5.3.3 to illustrate the method. The distance 
between a and b is: 
Ra 
--'2 
V(Xml 
lb - Xml la 
Y+ (Yml 
lb - Yml la 
Y 
where x 
..,,, 
and XmIlb are x-co-ordinates on the member for target's a and b 
respectively at time T1 and ditto for y-co-ordinates. At time T12, there is vertical 
and horizontal displacement due to this rotation. 
Vertical movement due to rotation 
R. (sin l3m2 
- 
sin t9ml) 
Horizontal movement due to rotation 
a" 
Ra (COS l9m2 
- 
COS t9mi 
The new co-ordinates after rotation at a are 
(Xml 
I+ XatYml I +ya)= (Xml2')Yml2 
)a 
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LettingXmll + Xa «' «': Xm12 
Repeating the same for target c by determining X, Yc and Rc 
Gives 
(Xml 
I +Xc9ymll +yc): '- 
(Xml29Yml2)c 
Again letting Y-, I+ 
Yc 
= Ym12 andXmII + Xc = Xm12 
Note that target a and c is rotated clockwise, but target a is moving up 
whereas target c is moving down and therefore the displacement of c is in the 
opposing direction to a. 
Shear movement-T13 
The shear movement as illustrated at time T13 in Fig. 3.5.3.3 is the mean 
horizontal distance between targets at time T1 2 and T1 3, they are 
At a S. = 
(X. 
13 - Xml2), 
At b Smb = (X. 13 - Xm12 
I 
At cS.. c= 
(X. 
13 - Xm12 
I 
Hence the shear displacement for the member is 
Sm2 = 
Sma + Smb +Smc 
3 
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A similar analysis is repeated for semi-rigid plate shear. Referring back to Fig 
3.5.3.3 the 3 member targets at time Ti 0 are replaced by the 3 predicted 
member targets also shown in Fig. 3.5.3.2. The same procedure is applied over 
again with subscript m replaced by p. The point of rotation is naturally the 
centroidal target on the plate. Therefore the shear analysis for targets on the 
plate can be summarised as follows: 
For axial displacement 
At a +a x 
(XP109 
Yplo p2-1 
)a 
:( p119 Ypll). 
At b +a x "': 
( 
pl 19 Ypl I 
)b (Xplog 
Yplo p2-1 
)b 
"' 
At c (xplo, yplo + ap2-1 )c -": (Xpl 19 Ypl I )c 
For Moment rotation 
(Xpll+Xa9Ypll+yb)a"' 
Xpl2')Ypl2) 
a 
Letting xpl, +X= xp,, 
For Shear displacement 
At a Spa Xp13 -x p12 
At b Spb = 
(Xpl3 
- 
Xp12 
I 
At c Spb ": 
(Xpl3 
- 
XpI2 
I 
(Xpl 
I +Xa)Ypl I +ya)c '- 
(Xpl29Ypl2)c 
and YPII +X ý- yp, 2 and so forth 
Hence the shear displacement for the plate at time T2 is: 
SP2 = 
Spa + Spb + 
pc 
3 
From the analysis the shear displacement of the plate and member have been 
determined. Therefore the semi-rigid shear displacement at time T2 is: 
S2-1 =S 
m2 - 
Sp2 
Which complete the data interpretation for semi-rigid displacement. 
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What follows is similar treatment of other connection types in the Queen truss 
as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.2. As in the crown joint analysis, the red and blue 
circles are targets on the plate and timber respectively with regression curves of 
the same colour code linking them. Each face/plate of a connection is 
represented by a dashed red cross. The dashed line parallel to the member is 
used for the moment rotation analysis on the plate, where the centre of the 
cross is denoted by a red (filled in) target. Three lines represent the member. 
One is a blue dashed dotted curve and the other two are dashed curve. The 
blue dashed dotted curve denoted by the number one is called the master 
target. Targets at the end of this curve, denoted by the number 4, are 
extrapolated and used for the member rotation analysis. The two blue dashed 
line represents the slave curve and are used to extrapolate data to determine 
the axial and shear displacement of the member. Note that for some joints, 
targets on slave curves are all visible thus there is no need for extrapolation. 
An example of this is the outer curve on leg 2, of the heel joint in Fig. 3.5.3.5. 
With some assistance from the legend below, illustrations of the regression 
curves and targets required for interpretation for each joint are presented. The 
targets for the Crown joint test has already been given in the analysis but will be 
illustrated again for completeness. The following legend can be referenced to 
view the illustrations from Fig. 3.5.3.1 to Fig 3.5.3.7. 
Legend 
1. Master Curve. 
0/111 C-I %; Slave curve 1/2. 
4/5 Extrapolated targets from master/slave curves. 
Centroid target on plate. 
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The illustrations show how data will be extracted to determine semi-rigid 
rotation and deformation. It is understood that not all the data will be 
necessary. A connection is only as strong as its weakest link and it is this 
weakest link that will determine the strength of the connection. It is therefore 
only necessary to consider the weakest face in the joint. However, as 
illustrated, all faces are considered as there is no telling which face will fail first 
although in some connections, such as the bottom chord joint, it is obvious that 
face 1 will be the failure face as the web members are in compression and the 
bottom chord has a significant amount of bite area, Le face size, than the 
centre web member. The heel joint is more difficult to predict. 
The application to deal with this analysis was an on going development 
throughout the study. At the same time, the literature for the theory was written. 
After a few preliminary runs, some minor modifications to the theory were 
required. The second order polynomial described above was found to be too 
sensitive to target co-ordinates and frequently gave erroneous results in the 
moment rotation analysis. This is due to a number of reasons. The first is that 
the targets are not stuck in a perfectly straight line and can have a profound 
effect on curve slopes. The second reason is that if images taken are of bad 
quality, this can sometimes distort measurements of some targets. Some of the 
targets were obscured and required the camera to be placed in a less 
favourable position to capture them, which can affect image quality as 
experienced here. Subsequently, a less sensitive linear equation was adopted 
instead. However, the rest of the data interpretation process remains the same. 
The equation for the linear regression line and the angle of rotation is. 
(ay + b). tan-' 
(ýLm- I= 
tan-' am dy ) 
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and 
xp = (ay + b)p tan -1 
(dxp 
tan-' ap dy 
For the member and plate respectively. 
The linear interpretation of the member is reasonable in the moment rotation 
analysis as the member remains quite rigid when loaded in the tests. Although 
the second order polynomial presented had not been adopted, it is kept in the 
body of the text to illustrate the aspects considered in developing the theory and 
the laboratory tests. The use of the second order polynomial was first adopted 
as it was thought that some curvature of the member was expected. A second 
order polynomial would be of better use if members were much longer and 
displayed significant curvature. 
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3.6 Loading arrangement 
The preparation of the loading arrangements consumed a significant part of the 
test period. This was due to five different test arrangements, which 
encompassed 4 joint tests and one full scale tests. In addition many problems 
were encountered during the entire process of preparation and testing. 
Although the timber was not conditioned, i. e. kept in a controlled environment, 
the storage environment was very similar to the testing environment. Typically 
the humidity was 40-65% and temperature 22-240. Timber members were 
propped to avoid contact with the floor and gaps were also made between 
timber members to allow for air circulation. Measures were also made to prop 
the members at close proximity to discourage the possibility of warped 
members. 
An existing steel frame was used to conduct the joint tests. The frame is 
approximately 2.5m wide and 3. Orn high. Components were designed and 
drawn using AutoCAD R14 drawing package and then fabricated to 
accommodate the specimen, load cells and other various components in the 
frame. The frame dimensions ultimately dictated the lengths of the timber 
sections in these tests and posed difficulties in the design and fabrication stage 
when trying to accommodate inclined timber members within the square frame. 
Further problems were encountered due to the complexity of the loading 
regime, which required independent control of moment and axial loads without 
compromise to joint movement as demonstrated later. Several designs were 
considered before reaching the final one. Because each test was different new 
components were required for each test. 
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The force component of each member in the truss under vertical load is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.6.1. These force components are maintained throughout the 
joint tests to simulate joint behaviour as part of a truss. Note that there is a 
tension splice joint near the left heel joint. The longest timber length available is 
5.5 metres, which is below the width of the truss. The size of the splice plate is 
such that it can be assumed the bottom chord is continuous at that point. In 
addition, by locating the plate there the bending moment at the plate is reduced, 
whilst it is adequate under shear effects. The adequacy of the plate is observed 
in the structural tests as presented later. 
There are 4 connection tests and one full scale truss test. The mechanics and 
moving components will be presented in detail for each test in the following 
order: 
Crown joint test 
9 Heel joint test 
* Top chord joint test 
9 Bottom chord joint test 
Overall full scale truss test 
Connection dimensions for the joint tests are now presented. 
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The dimensions of each joint and their corresponding plate sizes are tabulated 
below. 
Depth Breadth Plate 
Joint type Member (mm) (mm) size 
Crown Top chord 97 35 93xIOO 
Web 72 35 
Heel Top chord 97 35 67x1 50 
Bottom chord 97 35 
Top chord Top chord 97 35 41 xI 00 
Web 72 35 
Bottom chord Bottom chord 97 35 67x2OO 
Web 72 35 
Table 3.6.1 
- 
Joint Dimensions 
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3.6.1 Crown Joint test 
The crown joint test is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.1.1 on the next page. (See Fig, 
A4.1 for photograph). Because new load cells were required, the design was 
changed a few times either because load cell dimensions were not suitable or 
fittings for the load cells were difficult to adapt. Bolting components to the frame 
was made easy because of 22mm 0 holes with 4" centres existed on the 
columns and beams of the frame. Initially it was thought that the height of the 
steel beam in the frame was adjustable. This would give some an advantage in 
designing subsequent tests if for example timber specimen members either 
needed to be reduced or increased for whatever reason. It later emerged that 
this was not possible due to the requirements of the close range 
photogrammetry where targets on the frame are used as fixed control point for 
the VMS afterwards. Slots as opposed to holes were drilled into most steel 
components to achieve a good fit and allow room for errors in machining. The 
frame was not perfectly square and this posed problems for components 
situated at the corners of the frame. As a result, the two brackets attached at 
the top corners of the frame were bolted to the frame first then tap welded in 
situ for a good fit. Some components were modified due to physical restrictions 
of machines in the fabrication process. The following legend is used to assist 
viewing of Fig. 3.6.1.1. 
1. Top chord members 
Web member through which axial and moment load is applied 
3/4 Moment loads applied through a combination of dead weights, pulley and 
cable 
5/6. Restraining points 
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As illustrated in Fig 3.6.1.1, the joint is isolated and constrained such that no 
loads are shed on to the frame apart from reaction loads. Tensile and moment 
load are applied through the web member denoted by 4 on the sketch as the 
centre web member is in tension in the truss as illustrated in Fig 3.6.1. The 
moment load is applied through a pair of cables looped round the pin at 4, and 
rests on twin pulleys at either side of the flange of the column at 3. The cables 
are looped round another pin further down at the side. A hanger where dead 
weights can be placed, is hooked to the centre of this pin. The advantage of 
such a system is that the moment loading will be invariable because the applied 
dead weights are constant. The disadvantage is that the overloading of the 
hanger poses a safety problem. Also, manual work is involved when applying 
loads. Moment loads are isolated at the joint by holding the connection by 
bolts. When moment is applied to the connection via the web member, the 
connection will rotate. The reaction to this will also rotate the top chord 
members. In this particular loading arrangement the members will tend to 
rotate clock-wise under bending moment loads. The top chord members are 
restrained from rotating through steel components bolted to the left column and 
top beam for the left and right chord respectively as denoted by 5/6, thus 
confining moments at the connection. 
The application of axial loads and moment loads are independent and lead to a 
design where the ram applying the axial load would rotate as well when moment 
loads were applied. As illustrated in the CAD drawing in Fig. 3.6.1.2, a 
hydraulic ram is used to apply axial loading through the web member at the 
centre of the frame via the T-block through to the twin hollow sections. When 
the ram is pumped the head pushes the T- Block which in turn pushes the twin 
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hollow sections, this force is transferred to the timber by a pin threaded through 
the hollow section and web further up, denoted by the number 4 in Fig. 3.6.1.1. 
The ram sits on top of the load cell, which is in turn bolted to a rotating platform. 
As illustrated in the diagram the ram is not restrained in anyway. The stability of 
the ram is established by applying a small load (less than 0.5KN) to temporarily 
keep it in position before testing. The rotating platform is supported by a pin 
threaded through it, which rests on a twin set of angled sections. A slot has 
been drilled into the hollow section to allow for axial movement. As illustrated in 
Fig. 3.6.1.3, this system permits the application of axial loads and free rotational 
movement when moment is exerted and vice versa. 
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It was the intention of the loading arrangement to obtain independent control of 
axial and moment loads. However, from Fig. 3.6.1.1, one may identify that 
when a constant moment is applied and axial force is increased the joint will 
move in the upwards direction. Whilst this is happening the cable angle relative 
to the hollow-section will decrease, thus the moment load is no longer the same 
because the lever arm would have changed. In addition when moment loads 
are applied by the wire/pulley and the member rotates, there is a vertical and 
horizontal force component at the point of application. The other imperfection is 
when the member is rotated, pure axial load no longer exists as the hollow 
section is no longer perfectly parallel to the member, thus load is applied at a 
very small angle. However, the movement will be minimal as demonstrated in 
the test results thus the effects of these imperfections are small. 
For the first loading arrangement, a mock test was conducted to try the frame 
and all the hardware involved in the tests. Although much effort was made for 
the tests to run smoothly there still were many problems encountered relating to 
the maintenance of the data logger and the availability of the cameras. In 
addition, because of the amount of hardware involved in these tests, much of 
the problem during the very first test was to orchestrate the sequence of data 
recording events as everything was operated manually by a single person. 
However, once the software were custornised to, subsequent tests were easier 
to conduct. 
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3.6.2 Heel Joint test 
The preparation for this test was faster than for the Crown joint test because it 
was possible to re-use some of the components from the crown joint test. 
However, some new components were made as shown in Fig. 3.6.2.1 (See Fig. 
A4.2 for photograph). The loading arrangement was simplified by orientating 
the heel connection. The method of applying axial load is similar to the crown 
joint test. As illustrated in Fig. 3.6.2.2, the system is simply reversed to pull 
down instead of pushing up as the top chord member is in compression. The 
middle column near the centre of the frame provides the reaction for axial loads. 
The hollow sections were modified with extra slots. In this test, a steel support 
was made to provide support to the bottom chord and is bolted to the right 
column of the frame. The position of the support conforms to BS5268 38 to act 
as a wall plate underneath the heel joint in a truss with 5mm thick plate placed 
between the timber and support as detailed in Appendix Al under wall plates. 
The length of the top chord member is short to accommodate the specimen, Le. 
the lever arm is short. Furthermore, The heel joint retains a higher moment 
capacity than the crown joint. Originally, the moment loading system for the 
heel joint tests was adopted. It was therefore not surprising that half way 
through the tests, modifications were necessary to the moment loading system 
as there were insufficient dead weights to impose adequate bending moments. 
The system was subsequently changed and the force was applied through a 
hydraulic ram instead. As illustrated in Fig. 3.6.2.3 a buffer is bolted to the side 
of the frame providing the reaction for the ram. A load cell is sandwiched 
between the hydraulic ram and a steel platform welded to a steel rod. As before 
cables are hooked round the rod and connected to the specimen at the other 
end via a pulley. 
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Legend 
1/2 Bottom chord and Top chord respectively. 
Point of axial and bending moment load. 
Restraining point 
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Fig. 3.6.2.1 
- 
Heel Joint test 
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3.6.3 Top Chord Joint test 
Fig 3.6.3.1 shows the top chord test (See Fig A4.3 for photograph). In this 
particular test there are three load points, to simulate truss loads. These are: 
the axial loads parallel to the web, top chord compression force, and the 
moment load. To simplify the loading arrangement the joint is orientated such 
that the top chord is horizontal and the web is angled. The column and hollow 
section are simply moved near the centre of the frame. The axial loading 
system on the web is that of the Heel joint test but only inclined at a 220 to the 
vertical. To support the joint on the left, an inverted column is bolted to the top 
beam of the frame. The combination of a box section with and two plates bolted 
on both sides of the section is utilised to reach out and provide support the top 
chord at 3. As shown in Fig. 3.6.3.2, a load cell is fixed onto the box section 
horizontally and is sandwiched by a channel section used in previous tests. 
The specimen and channel are kept horizontal by the two plates. A pin threads 
through the plate, channel section, and the specimen. A slot is drilled into the 
plates to provide vertical support but allows force to be transferred to the load 
cell. Denoted by the number 4, at the other end, the compression load to the 
top chord is applied through a ram. A box section is bolted to the right column 
on the frame. The ram is fixed onto the box section where contact is made with 
another channel section at the tip of the ram. The specimen fits in the channel 
and is held there by a pin. Again, a plate is bolted to the box section, extending 
out to support the channel and specimen by the pin threading through. A slot is 
drilled to allow for movement for compression loads. With three load points 
there are many load combinations. It was therefore decided that the axial- 
moment test of the joint would be conducted as usual with an additional five 
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tests. The five tests will consist of different levels of compression loads at the 
top chord with constant axial and moment loads. 
Legend 
1/2 Web and Top chord member respectively. 
Point of axial and bending moment load application. 
4 Left restraining point. 
Right restraining point and point of axial compression load. 
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Fig. 3.6.3.1 
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3.6.4 Bottom chord Joint test 
The bottom chord test was left till last because it was anticipated that this would 
be the most difficult test to arrange. This proved very much so even with all the 
experience and components made up from the previous tests. There was little 
room for error as there are five restraint points (1,2,3,4, and 5) and three load 
points as shown in Fig. 3.6.4.1 (See Fig. A4.4 for photograph). Even when the 
components were made fully adjustable the joint was difficult to fit and minor 
adjustments were necessary due to timber sizes and imperfections when 
making the connection. However, there are similarities between this test and 
the Crown joint tests. A tension load is again applied to the middle web 
member using the same loading system as before denoted by the number 1- 
The moment loading system is the same as that of Fig. 3.6.2.3. At 4, the right 
side of the bottom chord a pin is threaded through restrained by a pair of plates 
bolted to a short column, which is in turn bolted to the lower beam of the frame. 
This plate extends out beyond the column on the other side. At the restraint, a 
pin is threaded through the plate and member, where a slot is made to provide 
support and movement for tension loading. A pair of steel cables is looped 
round the pin, leading to a pulley at 6. From there on the system is exactly the 
same as Fig 3.6.2.3, except this time a box section bolted between the plates 
provides the reaction force for the ram instead of the buffer. (See Fig A4.5 for 
closer details). The left side of the joint at 2 is simply restrained as in the Top 
Chord tests by plates extended from a box section, which is bolted to a column. 
However, the column has been propped by another box section at the bottom 
beam so as to achieve the right support height. Like the top chord joint test 
there are 3 load points. Therefore, the approach would be the same, i. e. the 
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standard combined load tests and an additional five load level compression to 
the bottom chord. 
Legend 
1. Restraint for left web member. 
2. Left restraint. 
3. Point of tension and moment load application through web member. 
4. Right restraint. 
5. Restraint for right web member. 
6. Point of tension load application to bottom chord. 
7/8 Web member tension and compression respectively. 
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Fig. 3.6.4.1 
- 
Bottom chord joint test 
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3.6.5 Full scale truss tests 
The preparations for these tests included a parametric study for different load 
conditions, which included symmetrical and unsymmetrical load cases. To 
simplify testing arrangements, the study was limited to three load points for 
each load case where loads were applied vertically down. The purpose of this 
exercise was to gain an idea of how the joints would react under certain loads 
and thus, conduct tests, which would achieve useful results. For this, the semi- 
rigid joint truss program, STRUSS as explained in section 4.9, was used to 
determine displacement and internal forces of the truss. The connections were 
assumed to be rigid as at this stage the semi-rigid joint stiffness of each 
connection had not been determined. Nevertheless, the moment capacity of 
the connections at this stage was available from the joint tests. A rigid joint 
assumption would be adequate for linear behaviour and is more accurate than a 
pinned analysis. As illustrated below, 12 different load cases were simulated 
where in each case, 3,1 OkN loads were applied at various points of the truss. It 
was found that when the truss was loaded symmetrically at the nodes/joints, 
there were little bending moment and shear forces at the nodes/joints but very 
high axial loads. Unsymmetrical truss loading at the nodes gave slightly higher 
moments. Moments at the joints were significantly higher when loads were 
applied on members at points between the joints. This further increased when 
loads were unsymmetrical. The moment forces were analysed and compared 
to the moment capacity of the joints, which was determined in the joint tests. 
Loading between joints, at the centre of the bay gave excessive bending 
moments and thus was not chosen as a connection may fail prematurely in the 
test. This also resulted in significant bending moments at the members and 
indicated the member may also fail prematurely if the connection does not. 
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Both scenarios were to be avoided in order to conduct tests and produce results 
which would used to compare with analytical results. However, only loading on 
the members gave enough bending moments to the joint and the solution to this 
problem was to load the truss on the member but nearer to a connection. 
Other loading arrangements were also possible but it was considered prudent to 
keep the arrangement simple. Simulating uniformly distributed loads would 
have certainly complicated the test arrangements. The loading arrangement 
could involve a series of pulleys on a test rig with several load points so that a 
uniformly distributed load can be applied to the whole span. Such arrangement 
has been used by Masse and SalinaS26. Unlike the joint tests, it would be 
difficult to set up a test frame to accommodate such a span and to include the 
pulleys would complicate matters. Another example is to use fixed weights 
along the length of the bottom chord to simulate UDL's. However, this 
approach would be limited as loads would be difficult to increase but can be 
used to simulate dead loads. To simplify matters, one can assume point loads 
as illustrated below. 
/ 
Uniformly 
distributed loads 
Purlins convert UDL 
Into point loads 
Fig. 3.6.5.2 
- 
Loading of the truss 
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Whether it is a point load or a UDL, the load from the cladding will be 
transferred to the purlins and is then converted to point loads at the top chords 
of the truss and justifies the application of point loads in a truss. More complex 
loading arrangements such as wind loads are difficult to simulate as forces 
come from multiple directions. 
After the parametric study it was decided to simulate three load conditions. 
These were symmetrical loading where load points were located at the two top 
chord joints and the crown joint. For this, two different simply supported 
conditions were tested. The support for the first and second test was located at 
the bottom and top chord respectively. The third test consists of an 
unsymmetrical loading arrangement. Loads were applied at the top chord and 
crown joint only where the support was located at the bottom chord. Details of 
the loading arrangements of these tests are given in the next section. A mock 
test was arranged where only loads were recorded. From this test a number of 
minor improvements to the loading arrangements were made. In addition to 
this, significant out of plane deformations are found at the top chord 
compression member before any signs of failure at the joint were noticed, 
hence the truss could not be loaded to its ultimate capacity. Scaffolds were 
erected to provide lateral restraints at the top chords. A truss system for a roof 
consists of many trusses lying parallel to each other at a specified distance. It 
is assumed that there are sufficient trusses connected by purlins in a roof 
system to counter the effects of lateral loads. 
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Symmetrical loading 
The assemblage of the truss was similar to the connection tests, only at a larger 
scale. The members for the truss were cut first and then assembled together in 
the laboratory. The truss was clamped at each joint with a template at the 
bottom chord whilst a small moveable frame shown in Fig. 3.6.5.3 below at the 
back, was made up to compress the plate into the timber. The appropriate 
metal plates were compressed at each joint in succession after which the truss 
was turned over to repeat the procedure on the other side. 
Fig. 3.6.5.3 
- 
Assembling the truss 
Fig. 3.6.5.4 illustrates the set up for symmetrical loading. The scaffolding used 
to provide out of plane support have been omitted for clarity. Images of the 
entire arrangement can be found in Fig. A4.6. Two bases approximately 6m 
apart consisting of large H sections are bolted together and to the strong floor. 
Only three vertical load points were selected for this in line with the number of 
available load cells. 
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Minor alterations to the dimension of the truss were made. At load point 2, the 
apex of the truss, i. e. the crown joint, 25mm of timber was sliced off leaving a 
horizontal surface for a steel saddle as shown in Fig. 3.6.5.5a. The effect of this 
modification to the joint and ultimately the truss is negligible as both top chords 
are in compression. All crown joint tests showed that the critical area of this 
joint is at the web member and no signs of failure were observed in the top 
chords. 
For the load point 1&3 at the top chord on either side of the truss, two 
more saddles were fabricated to sit on the top chord and were propped by a 
tapere piece o glued timber as illustrated in Fig. 3.6.5.5b. The tapered design 
minimises the effect of extra timber, but also provide adequate support for the 
loads. A thicker piece would have contributed to the stiffness of the chord or 
the joint and would have strengthened that part of the truss. The strength of the 
glue line was designed in excess of the capacity of the load, but on the other 
hand was kept to a minimum. 
For all load points, a steel tube was welded onto each saddle with a pin 
threaded through allowing a steel cable to loop round the pin and lead down 
below the truss. The loading system is effectively the same as that for the 
moment loading in the Heel, Top chord and Bottom chord tests except that a 
beam replaces the buffer to provide reaction. Complications of this loading 
system were found during the mock test. The length of the cables contributed 
to the general instability of the loading system. In addition to this there were 
problems with keeping the pin horizontal due to instability at the saddle above. 
Clamping the saddle and attaching cable guides at the steel beam improved the 
stability. 
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As shown in Fig. 3.6.5.4, the extended support beam comprises 5 steel 
members bolted together and clamped to the bases at either end. The long 
member is further restrained at two points near the centre. At each point, a 
steel section sits on the member and is bolted down by to two steel rods. The 
restraint is completed by connecting the steel rods to a larger steel section 
which is bolted to the ground. This system and the clamp at the bases restrains 
the long beam from lifting when load is applied to the truss through the hydraulic 
rams. 
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For the second test arrangement, the supports at the heel joint are moved to the 
top chord as shown in Fig. 3.6.5.6b. As illustrated in Fig. 3.6.5.6a, initially this 
support was at the bottom chord. It was shown in the mock test that by locating 
the support on the bottom chord the plate is subjected to intense axial force 
parallel to the top chord, thus the heel joint failed through pull out first. As 
illustrated in Fig. 3.6.5.6, when load is applied on the crown and both the top 
chord joints, the top chord is in compression. The effect of this forces the top 
chord to slide in an outward direction at the heel joint. This is reacted at the 
heel joint and in turn loads the bottom chord in tension. The condition is 
eliminated when the support is moved to the top chord as illustrated in Fig. 
3.6.5.6b. The compression force is now reacted by the support. 
(a) 
Compression 
ýSy ISY IZ3, 
Tension 
Support Support 
(b) 
Fig. 3.6.5.6 
- 
Support at the heel joint 
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Unsymmetrical loading 
Since the symmetrical load system did not impose sufficient moments to any of 
the joints before the truss failed it was decided that the third test arrangement 
may achieve this by applying loads on the members (and not at the node 
points). However, according to the analysis carried out using the computer 
program described later, it was feared that this may lead to the member failing 
before the connection. This is because the members are rather slender and 
have low bending capacity. One possibility was to use layer members by gluing 
additional pieces of timber to the member, but this would have rendered the 
joint tests unusable for truss analysis. As discussed earlier, applying the load at 
the member but close to the joint reduced the moments on the member. After 
further analysis it was decided that loads would be applied at a sixth of the 
distance of the bay from the top chord joint as indicated in Fig. 3.6.5.7, load 
point 1 and 3, where by bending moment at the member is significantly reduced 
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3.7 Test procedure 
In all tests, initial readings were taken from the load cells and displacement 
transducers before any loads were applied. For every reading made on the 
data acquisition software corresponding images are also taken from the 
cameras controlled by separate computers. In addition to this, pressure and 
displacement readings were manually taken from a pressure gauge and digital 
displacement transducer respectively. 
For the joint tests, pure bending and axial tests were performed separately to 
establish axial and bending moment capacity. Once determined, 5 levels of 
axial and bending moment for the combination tests were decided. The load 
levels are selected such that the highest level is not too near capacity as in 
such a test the connection may fail before combined loads can be applied. 
Load levels are tabulated below but are repeated in Chapter 6 with the test 
results. 
CJT HJT TCJT BCJT 
B/M Level B/M Level B/M Level B/M Level 
(kNmm) (kNmm) (kNmm) (kNmm) 
Mla 0.0 M5 0.0 ml 0.0 ml 0.0 
M2 0.16 Mla 0.2 M2 0.1 M2 0.1 
M3 0.19 M2 0.4 M6 0.2 M6 0.2 
M4 0.35 M3 0.6 M3 0.3 M3 0.3 
M5 0.42.0 M4 0.9 M5 0.3 M5a 0.5 
Axial load Axial load Axial load Axial load 
level (kN) level (kN) level (kN) level (M) 
Al 0.0 Ale 0.0 5 0.0 Al 0.0 
A2 3.0 A2 2.9 A2 4.3 A2 1.1 
A3 4.4 A3 6.2 A3 4.9 A3 3.3 
A4 6.0 A4 9.5 A4 9.9 A4 6.4 
8.4 A5 10.6 A6 13.0 J A5 10.1 j 
Table 3.7.1 
- 
Load levels 
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All test equipment required manual operation and was therefore it was difficult 
to maintain a specified load rate. Images and observations were taken once 
movement had settled after each load increment. On some occasions this was 
not possible as either the transducer ran out of travel or slipped, or there was no 
transducer available. In such cases, a small time lapse is observed to allow the 
joint to settle before taking readings. Because of the timing of the readings 
being taken some kind of load rating was maintained. However, it was 
extremely difficult to sustain such timing near failure where the joint 
continuously deformed due to creep and the loads were difficult to maintain. At 
this point, sometimes more than one image and reading was taken per load 
increment. The load rate of timber is an important factor in timber strength. 
Generally, timber can sustain higher loads in short term loading and less load 
for long term loading. Nevertheless, tests described here are all short-term 
static tests and loads rates between tests were very close. Therefore load 
rating will be assumed to have had little effect on the results. 
This chapter has focused on the details of the test procedure. Results from the 
tests are described in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4 
Semi-rigid plane frame analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
Matrix analysis methods for skeletal frames were developed in the early 1960's. 
The simplest analysis is of 2-climensional pin-jointed frames. For the analysis of 
trusses, in fact, 2-dimensional pin-jointed analysis is quite common in industry. 
Although analysis of 3-dimensional semi-rigid frames is perfectly feasible, the 
theoretical development here will be restricted to 2-dimensional frames. 
In general, there are three types of semi-rigidity that can be defined for planar 
structures. 
e Semi-rigidity associated with joint rotation 
* Semi-rigidity associated with axial forces 
* Semi-rigidity associated with shear forces 
In this Chapter, these three types will be first defined. This will be followed by a 
summary of the stiffness matrix approach for rigid jointed frames. From this will 
be developed modifications to incorporate the three types of semi-rigidity 
mentioned above. 
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4.2 Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made when conducting the 2D semi-rigid frame 
analysis 
9 Sections are prismatic, i. e. they have constant cross sectional area. 
The timber is assumed to have linear and isotropic properties. 
0 The centre line of the members all meet at a common point at the joint, 
hence there is no eccentric loading due to misalignment of the members. 
0 Connections are non-linear with eccentricity accounted for from joint test 
results 
0 No out of plane forces exists, that is the analysis is only 2 dimensional. 
Roof truss consists of several trusses working together and because of 
this there is sufficient out of plane support. 
The following derivations are brief but full details can be found in Appendix 131 
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4.3 Rigid jointed frame analysis 
We start by briefly presenting the elementary stiffness method of the rigid 
jointed case as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.1 and then proceed to the semi-rigid joint. 
This is described in detail in several text bookS39,40,41 
. 
The equations of a rigid 
jointed member are well documented and are shown below for completeness. 
The symbols have their usual meanings. They are also defined in the list of 
symbols. 
ml 4EI 0i+ 2EI 
.. 
j+ 
6EI 
v-- 
6EI 
vj +M iF (4.3.1 a) 11 12 ? no P 
m 4EI omj + 2EI 6EI v 6EI +MF (4.3.1 b) iIIO. i + -F j- F- V. i i 
6EI 6EI 12EI 12EI MiF +MJF si F O. i + 17 
omj + 
1-3 
Vmi 
- -13 vmj + (4.3.2a) 
s 
6EI 0 6EI 12EI 12EI 
mF 
-mF (4.3.2b) 
--T --Tomj -- -ij i Mi 13 Vmi +--lT-Vmj 1 
And 
ýý (u -uj) (4.3.3a) 
EA pi ui 
- 
ui (4.3.3b) L 
Using the derivations above, the stiffness matrix of a rigid jointed member in 
local co-ordinates can be written as 
P, 
si 
mi 
P, 
si 
Mi- 
EA EA 0 0 0 
L L 
12EI 6EI 12EI 6EI 0 0 jý7 
6EI 4EI 6EI 2EI 0 0 iý L e L 
EA EA 0 0 0 0 L L 
12EI 6EI 12EI 6EI 0 
- 
0 
- 7 - jý7 L? jý e 
6EI 2EI 6EI 4EI 0 iT L 
0 
- iý L 
Umi 
V. i 
ow 
umi 
vmj 
-0 Mi 
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In global co-ordinates, the stiffness of the equation becomes 
IF}= [TI[K][T]JUI 
Where [T I= Transformation matrix 
And [K ]= Stiffness matrix 
pI 
st 
mi 
pI 
si 
c 
-S 00 
00 
10 
0 0 0 c 
-S 0 
0 0 0 sc 0 
-0 
0 0 00 1. 
o ol 
-S c0000 
1000 
00cs0 
00 
-S c0 
00001 
Umi 
vmi 
Ow 
U. j . 
vmj 
omi 
EA EA 0 0 0 0 
L L 
12EI 6EI 12EI 6EI 0 0 jý7 D D 
6EI 4EI 6EI 2EI 0 0 T L T L 
EA EA 0 0 0 0 
L L 
12EI 6EI 12EI 6EI 0 
- - 
- - 
0 F 7 jý7 D 
6EI 2EI 6EI 4EI 0 0 
- T L T L 
This can be written in the form 
The above stiffness matrix, [K] will be relabelled [S] when taking the semi-rigid 
behaviour into account the effective stiffness matrix [S] will be obtained by 
modifying the stiffness matrix [K] for rigid ended members. Thus, for rigid 
ended members 
[K]= [S] 
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4.4 Semi-rigid joint rotational stiffness 
This is idealised as a rotational spring2 inserted between the end of the member 
and the joint as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.1 below. 
member 
Fig. 4.4.1 
- 
Semi-rigid rotational spring 
The following derivation shows how joint semi-rigid rotation can be introduced 
into the slope deflection equations. Fig. 4.4.2 illustrates the member with a 
rotationally semi-rigid joint. Moments due to loading between nodes can be 
accounted for through MF and M 
F, the fixed end moments for nodes i and ii 
respectively. All moments are taken as clock-wise positive. 
M 
4EI 2EI 6EI R +MF (4.4.1a) I O. i +1 0-i 12 i 
m 
4EI 0.2EI 6EI +MF 
mj +-O. i (4.4.1 b) 11 12 
(Vmj Vmi (4.4.2) 
With reference to Fig. 4.4.2 let Or and z9m be the rotational displacement due to 
the spring and member respectively, therefore, the total rotational displacement 
is given by: 
? ji t9mi + t9ri 19mi = t9i 191i (4.4.3a) 
t9i t9mi + z9d t9mi = t9i t9d (4.4.3b) 
We define 
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rIULdLlUl Idl bpi Illy 
A, 9 Aj =Spring stiffness at joint i and j respectively. 
Such that 
mi mi 
O. Ii 01i 
Substituting in Equation 4.4.1 a and 4.4.1b for t9., and 6., and carrying out a 
series of algebraic manipulations gives 
, 
rj 6EI M 4EI + 2E, 
r 3r rri 2+rj Iv 
iP[4 mi 1 
[Trril 
T- 
-r 
6E, rri(2+rj) 
V+- -ri 
]_MF(r, 
-4)+ MF(2rj - 2) +-T[-4-rirj 
] 
mi iri 
[T- 
j 
M= 4EI[ Z 
3ri,. 
rj]tgj 
+ 
2EI 3rirrjrj]tgi 
_ 
6EI [rj(2+ri)1 
v 11-r. Z- i 
-ii 4-rrj ] 'j  
6EI r r, (2 + r, )] 
+[ Z. 
r 
-J -MF(r, -4)+ MIF (2r, - 2) 7 4-rirj ]v" rr 1 -U- ij 
Where, M, = Moment at joint i 
and 
(Iil+3EI) 
rj =(Ajl 
+3EI 
(4.4.7a) 
(4.4.7b) 
The original form of the slope deflection equation is kept for clarity and ease of 
implementing the new terms in the existing code, except of course rotations 6, 
and t9j are the full rotation, member and joint combined. The last term in the 
moment equation is moment due to member loads. 
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I= 
CM 
, Z: 
Internal Shear 
With the aid of the diagram below the shear equation can be simply derived. 
At i and j respectively. 
Mj+Mi+Si 1=0 
mi +Mi 
-sil 
=0 
Therefore, 
si = 
mi +Mi (4.4.8a) and 
- 
Sj = 
mi +Mi (4.4.8b) 
II 
M 
ii 
Fig 4.4.3 
- 
Internal shear/reaction 
li 
By substituting the expressions for the moments, the following shear equations 
are deduced. 
S 6EI 
[ 
ri (2 + rj)] gi + 6EI 
rrj(2+ r, )Jj 
+ 
12EI -r, + rrj + rj 
Vmi P4 --r, 
rj 12 4 --r, rj j 13 4-r, rj (4 4.9a) 
mF 
(I 
+_L_. l +MF 
ri r, 12EI ri + rrj + rj 
v+i ri r, 13 4- rrj 
I 
Mi 
=_ 
6EI rri(2+ rj)] 6EIrrj(2+r, ) 
j_ 
12EI -r, +rrj +rj - 
V. i s 
Oi 
-P 
4- rirj 
- 
MF 
I 
_j 
- 
4-rirj 
- 
(4.4.9b) 
_. 
I)+ MF 2+A 
+ 
12EI[ri+rirj+rj 
v 
_[ 
rrj i+ ri 
- 
ri i 
(I 
- rj 'i 
13 4- rirj 
-j 
4-rrjl 1 
The last term on the shear equation is shear due to member loads 
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si si 
Member axial forces 
The member axial forces are also modified for member loads. Fig. 4.4.4 below 
illustrates the forces present due to the member being loaded, the fixed end 
moments having already been considered. The axial loads are denoted as w, 
for node i, and similarly wi for node j. w is denoted as the total load on the 
span. It is assumed reaction forces at the ends of the member are equal. 
Component resolved 
parallel to the beam 
to give axial loading 
si 
wsin 
2 
Total vertical 
member load w 
I 
si 
Shear/reaction forces 
at node due to direct 
loading WCOSIC 
2 
Fig. 4.4.4 
- 
Member load force diagram 
For member axial force 
MF 
i 
WCOSIC 
2 
EA ( At end i Pi =1U. i -u (4.4.1 Oa) 
And 
EA At end j Pj u 
.. 
j -u., 
) (4.4.1 Ob) 
Hence, the total member axial loading is: 
EA ( pi U. i _u j 
)+ wi sin ic 
2 
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EA +w sin ic pi u 
.. 
j-U. i I 2 
The total reaction/shear force due to member loads is 
mF j2MF 
(I 
+ 74 W, Cos, r, ri ri r, r, 
_4- 
rrj 2 
]MF 
_2 +7 r _. 
IýMF( 4 j41 rj rj r, W, cosv 
+ (4.4.11 b) 
ri r, 2 
for nodes i and j respectively. 
The equations can now be expressed in matrix form. The stiffness matrix [K] is 
now a combination of two components. This comprises the original stiffness 
matrix, [S]of the beam, but modified to include semi-rigid actions. The original 
form of S will be preserved, therefore, all new terms due to the semi-rigid joint 
rotational spring will be placed in a new matrix denoted as C. Hence, now, 
[K] 
= 
[SI[CL (4.4.12) 
The suffix R, denotes joint semi-rigid rotation. In addition, the matrix modified 
to include forces induced by load between nodes, i. e. member load, will be 
denoted as 1, local member forces. Hence, the equation takes the form: 
[f I= ISIIUI+ VI 
Local forces are modified to: 
Is] Icl lul + ýl or [f ]= [K][u]+ ýj (4.4.13) 
Transformation of the local equation to global form is as follows: 
[f ]= [T] [F] 
[T]IF}= [K]fu)+ 
Multiplying both sides by [TI1, Matrix T is orthogonal therefore [TY = [TI' 
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[Tyl[T] IF I= [Tj [Kjju I+ [Tr PI 
For global to local displacement transformation [u]= [TIU] 
IFI= [Tr[K][T]IUI+[Tr Ul (4.4.14) 
Where, [K] 
= 
[S][Cl 
The method to determine the new connection matrix, CR is determined by 
utilising the flexibility matrix. The generation of the connection matrix is as 
follows. 
Let us write the following equation 
[K] 
= 
[S] [C] 
Where, [K] Full set of newly derived equations. 
[S ]= Member stiffness matrix 
[C] 
= 
New connection matrix accounting for semi-rigid joint 
Matrix [K] is the new set of derivatives and [S] is the stiffness matrix. 
[S I'[K ]= [S I'[S ] [C ] [Sl' and W on the right side of the term cancel 
each other out therefore [Sll [K] = [C] 
Where, [Sl'= the reciprocal of the stiffness matrix, i. e. the flexibility 
matrix, which is well documented. Finally, the equations can be presented in 
matrix form where the stiffness matrix is preserved. 
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It should be noted that by applying zero rotational stiffness, the equation should 
be reduced to that of a pinned truss analysis. On the opposite end, by applying 
infinite (or very high) rigidity, the equation should be reduced to that for the rigid 
jointed frame analysis. 
For pinned joint we can assign the following value 
Aj 
= zero rotational stiffness 
For rigid joint we can assign the opposite value 
Aj 
= 
Infinitely large rotational stiffness 
The matrix can now deal with pinned joints, rigid joints, and semi-rigid joints. 
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4.5 Semi-rigid joint axial stiffness 
A linear spring is used to model axial stiffness of a joint. The diagram in Fig. 
4.5.1 below illustrates this spring along with the rotational spring. 
member 
Before 
Fig. 4.5.1 
-2D. O. F Semi-rigid joint representation 
The axial displacement of a member is illustrated as shown below. 
Usi 
member 
After 
u Si 
Fig. 4.5.2 
- 
Axial spring and member displacements 
umi =Local member horizontal displacement at node i 
umj =Local member horizontal displacement at node 
Uai=Local joint horizontal displacement at node i 
17i =Local joint horizontal displacement at node j 
=Total horizontal displacement at i 
uj =Total horizontal displacement at 
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riuldiluildi 5priFly 
The term u, and uj denotes horizontal displacement for ends i and 
respectively. It now comprises two components, member and joint 
displacement. Hence, the following can be written 
Ul =U 
mi 
+ uai 
U 
mi 
+u 
ai 
Uai 
P, 
andU ai = 
pi 
rai rai 
,, i =Axial spring stiffness at oint 
1 Where ri 
r 
. 
=Axial spring stiffness at joint j ai 
Umi =UI 
-Uai 
u Mi =Ui- Uai 
We recall the axial force Equations 4.3.3a and 4.3.3b for member axial force. 
EA 
P (u 
- 
u. j 
) 
and Pj uj 
-U. i) iL mi L 
for end i and j respectively. 
Substituting for u 
.. 
i and umj we can arrive at the following after a series of 
algebraic manipulations. 
EA pi 
= IP ui -u j) (4.5.2a) 
EA pi 
= lp uj -ui) (4.5.2b) 
Where, 
1+ EA EA 
1r, 
,j 
Horizontal displacement is now represented in terms of u, and uj, total 
displacement, member and joint combined. The stiffness matrix can now be 
modified to include equations 4.5.2a and 4.5.2b. Again, to preserve the original 
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form of the stiffness matrix, modifications are made to the connection, C matrix 
only. 
Where, [K]= [S][CI4 
The suffix A denotes semi-rigid axial connection stiffness. In global co- 
ordinates, the stiffness of the equation is shown in Fig. 4.5.3. 
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4.6 Semi-rigid joint shear stiffness 
To implement shear stiffness the condition must be introduced to the vertical 
displacement component of the slope deflection equation. The new system is 
illustrated below in Fig. 4.6.1 with the joint semi-rigid shear spring. 
member member 
I ýAxial 
Shear spring 
spring 
Before After 
Fig. 4.6.1 
- 
System of rotational, axial and shear semi-rigidity 
A beam with the joint semi-rigid shear spring is shown below. 
Vill 
V,, Ij 
si 
A- 
ýv 
Fig. 4.6.2 
- 
Displacement system of shear semi-rigidity 
There are now 2 components for the vertical displacement as shown in the 
diagram above. 
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Where, 
vmi = Vertical member displacement at node I 
v, j = Vertical member displacement at node 
v. j = Shear spring displacement at node I 
vsj = Shear spring displacement at node j 
r, j Stiffness of shear spring at node I 
r. = Stiffness of shear spring at node j Si 
The term R of the slope deflection equation is modified because it is associated 
with the vertical movement of the equation, hence it can be expanded as 
follows. 
We know R= A' 
= 
vmi Vmi 
Denoting the following 
At =Vi -Vi AS = VSj - VSi AM = VMj - VMi 
where, A, Total vertical relative displacement 
As 
= 
Spring relative displacement 
Am= Member relative displacement 
Vi = Total vertical displacement at node 1 
vj = Total vertical displacement at node 
Also, 
At=As +A 
m 
. 
*o Am 
=At -A s 
Hence, v. j = vj - vj V. i = Vi - V'i 
Therefore, 
vmi Vmi 
= 
(Vi 
- 
vsj (vi 
- 
vsi 
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But V, i 
S' 
and vj = 
Si 
Where 
mi +Mi Mi+Mi 
si =-- 1 and Sj -1 as defined in (4.4.8a) and (4.4.8b) 
respectively. 
vmi = Vi 
si 
and 
rv 
Vmi =Vi- 
sl 
r, i 
Substituting the above vmjand vmi terms into equations (4.4.7a), (4.4.7b) for 
moments and (4.4.9a), (4.4.9b) for shear, followed by a series of algebraic 
manipulations gives us the following 
M, = 
4EI 3aajr, 0i ++ ýEI 
3aiajrirj 
I 4riaiaj + 4aaj 
- 
r, rj ail 
o- 
4caaj + 4aiaj 
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rjrj 
6 EIrj, 8 r, 6EIrj 
6EI 
aaj r, 
(2 
+I (6EI a, aj ri 2+ a, a, 
v+ 4riaiaj+4aiaj-rirj 1 12 4Eaaj + 4aaj 
- 
rrj 
V, (4.6.7a) 
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6EIa,, flrj r, mF 
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rirj 
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ri mF 
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Iv+1V, 
12a +4aa 
- 
rj 4. riaaj+4aiaj-rirj (4.6.7b) I 4Ejaj 11j ri 
+ 2r, 
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2ai 
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14ej. 
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1 
14, 
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- 
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Ij 
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= 
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+i 
ri r, 11 ri r, 
Where, + 12r 12r 
sj vi 
a, 
=1+ 
3 EIri 
and ai =1+ 
3EIrjfi 
II 
and ri = 
Mr, 
ajl ail 
ajar 21 ri 6 Elfir, 
6EI ii(a, 
I 
t1i 4eja, a, + 4a, aj 
- 
rrj 
Li 
(4.6.8b) 
The new terms are introduced to the correction matrix. The matrices where 
shear rigidity will be implemented is in the [C], and ý] matrix. 
[F] 
= 
[TT[KI[Tl[ul+ ITT N., where, [K] = [S][C]ms 
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Member and Joint displacements 
With the introduction of the semi-rigid effects, the displacement at the member 
ends now comprises member and joint displacement components. The local 
displacements of these two components can be determined once global 
displacements have been transformed. Local and global displacements are 
denoted by lower and upper case respectively, assuming the global 
displacements are obtained. Local internal displacements are obtained by the 
following. The total displacements, i. e. the global displacements are: 
Ui 
V, 
A 
U=l 
ui 
Vi 
Oi 
Transforming the global displacement to the local displacement requires the 
following transformation 
IJ I= IT] IN 
ui 
vi 
u 
v 
Oi 
-c 
s 0 0 0 0- Ui 
-s c 0 0 0 0 Vi 
0 0 1 0 0 0 19i 
0 0 0 c s 0 Ui 
0 0 0 
-s c 0 Vj 
0 0 0 0 0 l_ 
- 
19j. 
The internal member displacements need to be determined now. The 
equations for local forces in general form are: 
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ff }= [K]ISI+ ýj 
The force at the member end is given as, 
IFI. 
em '*"ý 
IS11451mem 
+ 
Minem 
The force for entire system is given as 
IFI= [SI[CLAs 191 +e Ls 
Where 
Isl 
= 
Stiffness matrix 
[CLs 
= Connection matrix 
16 Lem= Member displacement. 
V Lem 
= 
Internal force due to member loads. 
IJ }= Total local displacement 
Iflem 
= 
Force due to member loads. 
(4.6.9) 
(4.6.10) 
By conservation of energy, that is, no loss in energy through the system, 
therefore force for the entire system and member have to be in equilibrium. 
IFI= IFI. and ýl= ýIem = ff Ls, 
By equating Equations 4.6.9 and 4.6.10 
. 
-. 
Jý J. 
em = 
[CLs 16 1 
With reference to Fig. 4.6.4 the local displacement of the rotational, axial and 
shear semi-rigid connection can be found by 
16 1= 1ý 16, + fj L. 
... 
where 15L. u., i 
_VS 
1ý ion 
= 
1ý I- 16 L. 
Substituting IJI. 
rm 
into equation 4.6.9 and determine 
V IRAS 
as detailed in Fig. 
4.6.3, hence, IFI. em is found. Fig. 4.6.4 below can be used to visualise the 
member, connection and total displacements. The physical presence of the 
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springs in the sketch bears no resemblance to the geometry of the connection 
and is only for illustration purposes. 
Semi-rigid member 
connection 
j - (, on 
Fig. 4.6.4 
- 
Semi-rigid joint model 
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4.7 Stability functions 
The analysis can be modified to include the effects of the instability of the 
members. Stability functions are available in text bookS42 and are only briefly 
mentioned here for completeness. More fundamentally, it is how the function is 
implemented into the current analysis. The instability of a structure occurs 
when compressive forces are present. As the axial loads increase the rotational 
stiffness reduces because as the member bends eccentricity increases and 
loads applied axially are converted into bending moments. The bending 
moments reduce the rotational stiffness of the member. The effects of 
instability are particularly important for slender members subject to compressive 
loads. Stability functions are used to quantify the effect of axial force on 
stiffness and work by reducing the stiffness of the member which is dependent 
on the end conditions, material properties, length of the member and the axial 
load. The frame analysis is based on the assumption that when the Euler load 
is reached stiffness is zero. The function is implemented into the stiffness 
matrix as follows. 
Recalling the slope deflection equation 4.3.1 a and 4.3.1 b 
4EI 2EI 6EI 6Ei 
m omj + Vmi v. +mr +F T- Mi 
m 
4EI 2EI 6EI 6EI F 
-0 
.. 
j+ 0., + -- FVmi +Mj (4.3.1 b) 11 T- Mi i 
The derivation of the following equations which includes the effect of the axial 
force and member rotational stiffness is found in text books and will not be 
repeated here. 
EI EI EI EI 
+MF (4.7.1a) m =S-19mi+SC-Lgmj +s(i+C tA Vmi 
-S(l +cL, 
[
v i mi 
EI EI EI EI 
+MF (4.7.1b) m S-19. j + sc- 19. i -s (1 + c) 7v MJ -+s+ c)fi -2, 
t
v 
mi 
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MF+MF TEI EI TEI EI ii Sl (S 
- 
SCJ 
1-2 
oll'i +7 O-J 
I 
+2s(l+c tT Vmi -7V. j 
I+1 (4.7.2a) 
s =-(s-sc 
EI 0i+ EI 
-2s(l+c 
f EI 
V 
EI MIF +MJF (4.7.2b) iIP 12 
0-1] 
t _p mi -TV mi 
11 
Where, s=a 
(I 
- 
2a cot 2a) 
and C= 
2a 
- 
sinh 2a 
(tan a- a) sinh 2a 
- 
2a cosh 2a 
These are called the stiffness and carry over function respectively. 
p 
Where, a- 
'P1 
and p 2 PE 
Where P is the member load 
P, is the Euler load 
9 2Ei PE 
=P 
The stiffness matrix is modified as follows 
s= 
EA 
1 
EI EI 0 2s(l+c 1- sc)-'2-' (S 
S(i+C 
EI 
s 
EI j 
EA 00 
1 
0 
-2s(l+c 
EI EI 
SC) 
-v2 
ý73 
-(S 
EI EI ±i 
12 
EA 
1 
0 0 
0 
-2s(l+c 
EI 
3-1 sc 
EI (S- 
2 TT 17 1 
0 
-s(i+c 
6EI ) 
'l L 1-2"l s 
EI 
i7 
EA 
L 
0 0 
0 EI 2s(I+c : 2" 3 
EI 
sc)f-" -(s 1 
0 
-s(I+c 
EI 
s 
EI 
Hence, the stiffness matrix is now a function of axial compression load. By 
using this matrix, rather than the matrix in Fig. 4.6.3, the instability effects due to 
axial compression can be included. 
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4.8 Non-linear connection behaviour 
The connection function utilises joint experimental data to describe the 
behaviour of the joint from elastic through to plastic. The method is described 
below. 
Assuming a typical example is taken from a joint test, the results may look like 
the following plotted graph for a given joint. 
plot 
IL 
0 
-J 
K0 
Fig. 4.8.1 
- 
Foschi Power function 
- 
K(5 
e 
Ko 
) 
Displacement, 8 
Fig. 4.8.1, shows the Fosch i12 exponential function being fitted to a set of 
experimental data. Load P, can be bending moment, axial force or shear force. 
Similarly, 6 can be a rotation or a translational displacement. 
Where, 
Initial stiffness 
KO 9 Asymptotic to Tangent stiffness 
K, Tangent Stiff ness 
6 Semi-rigid displacement 
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By experimenting with the different parameters a function for non-linear semi- 
rigid response for a joint can be determined and implemented into frame 
analysis. Therefore further modifications to the semi-rigid equations are 
required. 
Recalling the semi-rigid rotational stiffness equations 
M. 
I and A, 
Let Foschi's exponential function for moment rotational stiffness be modified to 
M=(KO+KIO I-exp KO) 
(- 
Ko 
The non-linear stiffness is therefore: 
dM 
= exp(- K' 
TK-K, 
+K, 
OK]+ K, 
d0 ý Ko ý Ko 
Hence 
ýM-' 
= exp 
Kz9ri 
dO, i 
(- 
Ko 
and 
K-K, +K, 
O"K 
+K, 
I 
Ko 
_ 
Aj 
= dOj K-K, +KO"K +K, 
dM I= exp( Ko 
I 
Ko 
_ 
(4.8.1) 
(4.8.2) 
The above equations apply for joint i and j of a beam element and similarly, for 
axial and shear semi-rigid stiffness. The Foschi parameters are determined 
from directly using the values through trial and error in an Excel spreadsheet 
until a good fit, judged visually was established. The alternative method is to 
use a least square fit to the power function. However, this was not implemented 
due to time pressures. In addition, the benefit of the visual method is that rogue 
values can be spotted and neglected immediately. 
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4.9 Computational procedure 
The mentioned theory of the analysis has been programmed in FORTRAN 90 to 
obtain truss failure loads and deflections. Using an existing Fortran program 
from Brebbia 43 as a starting point, the program STRUSS, was developed to 
include geometrical non-linearity and non-linear semi-rigid rotation, axial and 
shear connection response. STRUSS uses an incremental load procedure. At 
each load increment out of balance forces are iteratively reduced to a specified 
convergence criterion using the constant stiffness matrix method. Afte r 
convergence at each load increment, loads and displacements are accumulated 
where co-ordinates are updated, setting the truss for the next load increment. 
At each stage a linear analysis is performed. As this type of analysis is well 
documented, details have been left out. 
A flow chart of STRUSS is presented on the next page. The steps are typical of 
an incremental load analysis. Some details of each step are presented on the 
following page. 
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Fig. 4.9.1 
- 
STRUSS program flow chart 
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Read in number of nodes and timber beam lengths, beam cross sections 
and properties, non-linear connection properties and boundary 
conditions. 
2. First compute member stiffness matrix S, which is dependent on stability 
functions. Next compute connection matrix C, derived from the Foschi 
power function for non-linear semi-rigid connection which is a function of 
local nodal displacement. For the first increment and iteration, initial 
stiffness is used. Finally compute stiffness matrix, K= SC 
Place stiffness matrix, K into overall stiffness matrix. 
Repeat steps 2-3 until all members computed. 
Apply boundary conditions to overall stiffness matrix. 
6. Read in Nodal and member loads. If in the middle of an iteration apply 
Out of Balance Forces. 
Apply boundary conditions to load matrix and use Gauss elimination to 
solve for global displacement, U. Accumulate displacement. 
Use global displacements transform to local displacements to find local 
member forces. 
For each node, summarise internal and external forces and determine 
out of balance forces. 
10. Is out of balance forces within specified tolerance? 
11. If out of balance forces out of tolerance, transfer forces in to the load 
matrix. 
12. Proceed to the next load increment if not the last. 
13. If yes, accumulate member forces and displacements for the next load 
increment. 
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Chapter 5 
Finite element analysis 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents details of the finite element model used to calculate the 
local response of the connections. The 2-D beam analysis described in 
Chapter 4 can predict the overall response of the truss through displacements, 
member forces, and other semi-rigid parameters at the joint. However, it does 
not provide details of the stresses within the members and the connection. 
Such results, if available, would provide data for detailed analysis in the truss 
and individual connections. In particular stress distribution data of the nail plate 
would be valuable for plate designers and various plate models as mentioned in 
the literature review. 
The entire process of the finite element is conducted in ANSYS, a commercially 
available finite element package. 
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5.2 Assumptions 
The following assumptions are made in the analysis 
* For the same reasons as the 2-D beam element analysis, the 2-D and 3-D 
finite element model is assumed to be laterally adequate and effects of 
lateral forces are negligible. Timber is an anisotropic material but is 
assumed to be orthotropic in the x-y plane for simplicity. Forces are 
dominantly in this plane whilst z plane forces are negligible. 
* Timber members are assumed to be linearly elastic throughout the load 
history. 
e Timber is known for its different properties in tension and compression, 
whether parallel or perpendicular to the grain. The tensile and compression 
modulus of the timber perpendicular and parallel to the grain are assumed to 
be equal. 
e The critical parts of the truss are at the joints as the connection will fail 
before the timber. This is evident in the connection and full scale truss test 
mentioned later. In fact, timber member capacity is never breached. 
Therefore the preceding two assumptions are reasonable. 
9 The strength properties of the nail plate are dependent on the angle at which 
it is loaded. However, values derived for the connections already accounts 
for nail load at an angle. Therefore connection strength properties are 
assumed to be isotropic. 
9 The moment rotation data is not applied to the FE model as rotational 
parameters cannot be applied to the elements. Rotation parameters are 
dependent on the isotropic properties of the element which is determine 
through direct axial loading test. 
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5.3 Finite element model 
Before any values were given to the material properties in the timber a 2-D 
model was drawn in ANSYS. This is a standard procedure in ANSYS for 
defining areas to be meshed. To save computational time and the size of the 
database, coarse meshing was used for the main timber member as stress 
distribution is simple in these areas. As the members approached the 
connections the mesh density was gradually increased. Each member is 
treated as a separate entity and only has a relationship through the connection 
model as explained later. The process of drawing the model for the timber first 
involved plotting key points to form lines. Using the lines, areas are established 
so meshing can proceed. This was done for half of the truss due to symmetry. 
Key points were designated such that it would coincide with the shape of the 
plate at each connection and also allow a gradual reduction of mesh density 
away from the connection. The model was then mirrored at the centre and 
nodes merged at the bottom chord joint of the truss for a continuous member. 
Timber is an anisotropic material, however, as frequently adopted to simplfy 
analysis it is assumed to be orthotropic. This reduces the original 21 
independent coefficients for anisotropic materials to 9 as illustrated for the 3-D 
body in Fig, 5.3.1 below. 
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Stress state of 3-D body 
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The orthotropic material constitutive relationship adopted is as follows: 
E. 
EY 
Eoz 
r1ly 
ryz 
.0 
zx 
. 
0. =I 
1 v YX v Vt 0 0 0 
E., Ey E, Ull 
v XY 1 v ZY 0 0 0 IT E., Ey E, Y 
VXZ 
- 
VYZ 1 0 0 0 az Ex Ey Eý. 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
Ge 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
Gyz 
0 0 0 0 0 
Gzx 
1-0 }= IC I fal 
Where 
Gxy = 
Exy 
Xy 
Gxy = 
Ey, 
and Gxy = 
E, 
2(1 +v 2(1 + vyz ) 2(1 + vz, ) 
However, because the model is 2-D, z terms are cancelled and matrix C is 
reduced to the following. 
-OX 
'1-. VYX 0 ax, Ex Ey 
ý ey 0=- Ly 10 ay ý Ex Ey 
rxy 001 To 
L Gxy j 
fel 
= 
[C] fal 
Hence, there are now only 4 independent terms Ex, EY, G XY and poisson's 
ratio, vxy =Vyx are required. The strength values assigned to the timber are 
obtained from BS5268 Part 1138. 
Modulus of timber parallel to the grain ETfl= 74WNmm -2 
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In the absence of test data the modulus of timber perpendicular to the grain is 
assumed to be a 20th of the modulus parallel to the grain 44, therefore 
ET. 
L = 
7400 
= 
370Nmm 
20 
Therefore, 
ET_L = Ey and ETI, = E., 
The poisson's ratio vxy = Vyx =0 are assumed as there is no data available for 
this parameter. The timber is assumed to be linear throughout the load history 
therefore no plastic laws are implemented into this material. Plane 42 type 
element is used to mesh the timber, which has 2 degrees of freedom per node. 
The mesh design for the timber at all 4 connections are presented at the end of 
this chapter in Fig. 5.3.6 
- 
5.3.9. At this stage the timber members have no 
relationship with each other and the model is incomplete and connected via the 
joint as presented next. 
Connection model 
Shell elements used to represent the connections are established using existing 
nodes on the mesh, i. e. elements representing timber. The total area of 
elements is exactly that of the area of the plate as shown in Fig. 5.3.6 
- 
5.3.9 by 
a thick black line. The connection is idealised as shell elements because the 
physical nature of the protruding nails resembles a thin plate. The shell 
elements are used to represent the overall behaviour of the semi-rigid joint. 
The strength parameters of the shell elements are derived from joint test results 
and will be a bilinear model representing the initial strength moduli, yield stress 
and tangent modulus of the joint. A sample of the derivation from the heel joint 
test is now presented. 
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For the heel joint, the failed face is at the top chord and the calculation is as 
follows: 
Timber interface 
Top and Bottom 
Chord 
E 
E 
(0 E 
E LO 
It 
CY) 
\V 
Fig. 5.3.2 
- 
Nail plate interaction shell idealisation 
As presented in the results in Chapter 6, Fig. 6.3.2, the yield load for the heel 
joint test (HJTM5) subjected to pure axial loading is 10KN. The thickness of 
18mm represents the total length of the nails on 2 plates, i. e. 9mm per plate as 
detailed in Appendix B2. 
Hence, 
Yield stress on shaded area A, a, = 
IOXIO, 
= 
7.908Nmm-, 
18x7O. 255 
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The distance, 39.145mm from the bottom of the plate to area A is considered to 
be the mutual point, i. e. the y centroidal distance. As indicated, the length of 
interface between the top and bottom chord is 97.8mm. Load displacement 
plots of the HJTM5 test show that the semi-rigid displacement at an axial load of 
1 OkN is 3.5mm. Therefore, 
ModuluS E=7.908 
= 221. lNmm -2 3. y 
9 7.846 
After yield at 1OkN, the subsequent stiffness of test HJTM5 is 0.2 of initial 
stiffness, therefore, the reduced modulus is 
ET= 22 1.1 x 0.2 = 44.2Nmm 
The shell element is assumed to be non-linear and isotropic and it is reasonable 
to make this assumption as strength values are directly obtained from test 
results which account for loading at an angle to the connection. Similar 
calculations are carried out for the other joints and applied to the appropriate 
connections in the model. Results of these calculations are tabulated in 
Chapter 6, Table 6.9.1. The constitutive relationship for the shell elements are 
presented as follows: 
Referring back to Equation 5.3.1 for an orthotropic material, the C matrix is 
simplified. Only stress in xy plane are considered, these are the dominant 
stresses in the connection. Furthermore, for an isotropic material 
E=Ex 
=Ey =Ez 
Therefore, G=G., y = G., z = Gy,, 
and v= VXY = VXZ = Vyz 
Hence, there are only 2 independent coefficients for a 2-D isotropic material and 
C matrix can be written as 
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Ex 
EY 
EZ 
Yýy 
YYZ 
YZI 
1 v 
- - E 
y 
rxy 
YZ l 
rx 
. 
1-0 1= [C] fa I
Again, omitting stresses in components in the z direction for 2-D analysis gives 
V0 
EE 
V1 EY 0 ay EE 
00T. Y. L Gj - 
(5.3.2) 
1-0 1= fal 
2(l + 
Thus E is the initial modulus of the connection. The poisson's ratio v=0 as 
there is no data available for the poisson ratio of the plate with holes associated 
with punched nails. 
Where non-linear plastic behaviour is observed in the connection the following 
plastic laws are implemented to account for this response. ANSYS provides 
built-in plastic laws to model plastic behaviour in materials. The connection at 
hand is not a material as such and requires an examination of o 
-E curves to 
suit results presented in Chapter 6. For this the BKIN function for bilinear 
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kinematic hardening is used. This is a bilinear o 
-, E curve as presented in Fig. 
5.3.3 used to represent plastic behaviour. 
1(0) 
ay 
s 
Fig. 5.3.3 
- 
Bilinear Kinematic model 
BKIN uses the von Mises failure criterion to locate the general failure stresses, 
o. This criterion determines whether the material has reached its yield point or 
not and can be plotted onto a 2-D stress space as illustrated in Fig. 5.3.4. 
A 
12 
Fig. 5.3.4 
- 
Von Mises failure surface 
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The equation for this criterion is: 
I [22 (Isl- ja}y [M jjs)- jaj)]ý 
- 
cy =0 
where the Deviatoric stress vector, 
lsl= fal- a. 11 1ooo of 
The mean stress, am =I (a., + ay 2 
And yield surface shift a= f CýePl) 
C is the constitutive relationship as established in Equation 5.3.2. 
Any stress state inside the circle is elastic and analysis can continue as normal. 
However, once the stress state reaches the circle or beyond, i. e. F=0 or 
F>0, the yield criterion is no longer valid and a new criterion is formed for 
subsequent stress states, i. e. material behaviour beyond yielding as indicated 
by oy in Fig. 5.3.3. Part of the formation of this new circle is determined 
through a hardening law. In this particular model, kinematic hardening is used. 
This simply involves shifting the circle as shown below. 
01 
Old yield surface 
New yield surface 
02 
Fig. 5.3.5 
- 
Kinematic Hardening 
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The direction in which the circle shifts is determined by an associated flow rule. 
DF 
=3 (Is I- faD Da 2a, 
The direction of the movement is normal to the yield sufface and is defined as 
the plastic strain. The above equations are implemented by ANSYS prograM46. 
Contact model 
The length of the gaps of abutting joints at the connection are assumed to be 
zero as this is the case in the tests. The connections are made to fit exactly to 
rule out any effects of gaps between members. Whilst tensile loads are not 
affected by gaps, compression members certainly are. This could complicate 
analysis as the plate may buckle near or at the gap and thus may require a 
more complex plastic theory. Potentially, gaps can also weaken the strength of 
the joint. The effect of abutting joints and friction between these members are 
accounted for in the model. Contact elements are placed between nodes on 
one member to another at every joint in the truss where potentially compression 
and friction can occur. 
The contact 12 element is used to model contact behaviour. This is a node to 
node contact where an element with stiffness and friction properties is defined 
between abutting members at the nodes. The following properties are used for 
the contact element. 
The bearing strength across the grain of the timber is the compression stress 
perpendicular to the grain and similarly for parallel to the grain. The contact 
surface angles varies for each connection and an appropriate value of 
compression strength for each surface depending on the angle can be 
calculated using the Hankinsons formula 33 
. 
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Hence, 
Compression parallel to the grain 38 all = 8.2NmM-2 
Compression perpendicular to the grain 31 a_L = 2.5Nmm-2 
The Hankinson's formula is normally used to determine loads at angles to the 
grain, but here it is used for stresses at angle to the grain instead and can be 
presented as follows: 
a, = 
oflo, 
a, sin' a+a, cos' a 
a is the angle to the grain. This bearing angle can be determined. However, 
because connections have different member angles faces abutting, the weaker 
stress angle is adopted. Only abutting members in compression are 
considered. The bearing angles for the respective connection is tabulated as 
follows: 
Joint Type 
Member 
Heel 
Bottom Top 
Chord Chord 
Crown 
Top 
Chord 
Top chord 
Top Web 
Chord 
Bottom chord 
Centre Side Side Bottom 
Web Web Web Chord 
a 0 34 0 68 0 56 0 0 34 
Ga 8.200 4.787 8.200 2.770 8.200 3.194 8.200 8.200 4.787 
Contact area(mM2 6071.3 4095.105 2717.9 672.221. 
. 
3509.9 
No of contacts 14 18 1 13 1 4 1 1 1 
Contact strength(N) 1 2076 1 4197.483 1 57--g-. 1-81 - 536.823 1 1 12100.31 
Table 5.3.1 
- 
Contact element parameters 
The selected contact stress is then multiplied by the contact area then divided 
by the number of contact nodes in that area. Since there is no data available 
for timber friction a value of 0.4 for Coulomb coefficient of friction is adopted 
from Eshbach as published in Vatovec et aP. The red lines in the following 
illustrations show where contact elements are placed at each connection 
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This Chapter described the finite element idealisation model. The results are 
presented in the next Chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
Results and Discussion 
6.1 Laboratory Experimental test 
This Chapter presents the results of the joint tests and full scale truss test. Two 
types of tests are conducted for each joint. The first is the constant bending 
moment test, where bending moment is applied to the joint to a desired level 
and then held. This is followed by the application of axial loads until failure. For 
the second type of test, axial loads are increased to a desired level and held, 
followed by an increase in bending moment until failure. For the two tests, 5 
levels of bending moment and axial loads are selected for the constant bending 
moment and constant axial load tests respectively, which includes pure bending 
moment and pure axial load tests. The truss test consists of the application of 
three vertical load points to failure as discussed in Chapter 3. 
The failures modes of these tests are discussed along with the effects of 
combined loads. A comparison of results of the full scale truss tests are made 
with the 2 models proposed in Chapter 3 and 4 followed by a conclusion. 
It is emphasised that the primary aim of the joint tests was to obtain average 
rotational, axial and possibly shear stiffness, and not to define the true 
characteristics of the connections 
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6.2 Crown Joint test 
Constant bending moment tests 
- 
CJTM series 
The load pattern for each constant bending moment test is tabulated below. 
Bending moment is increased to the values indicated and held constant. Axial 
load is then increased till failure as indicated in the table. Tests CJTM1a is a 
pure axial loading test. 
Test CJTMla CJTM2 CJTM3 CJTM4 CJTM5 
Constant B/M X 103 (KNmm) 0 0.16 0.19 ý 0.35 0.42 
Max. Axial load (M) 13.59 10.36 - 19 R8 10.49 12.04 
Table 6.2.1 
- 
CJTM series test programme 
Fig. 6.2.1 shows a typically deformed plate for test series CJTM. In the image 
what remains is the top chord member of the crown joint. The web member has 
been detached under tensile loads. The nails at the edge of the plate failed by 
pull out, but more resistance was exhibited away from the edge through small 
chunks of timber taken out from the web member. Nail bending is more heavily 
displayed away from the edge of the plate with pairs of nails bending towards 
each other. The anchorage area of this face of the joint is very small which may 
explain the relatively low level of damage to the nails and the timber. The 
behaviour of the Crown joint in axial tension can be described as brittle as there 
is little warning of failure in the test as shown in Fig. 6.2.2. All the tests exhibit a 
relatively constant 'elastic' stiffness followed by sudden failure. This maybe 
explained by the interaction between the nails and the timber. The connection 
under such load in this configuration relies on the nails to stay straight. Once 
the nails bend at the edge of the plate, out-of-plane forces at the nail/timber 
occur. The only resistance to loads at these nails is the friction between the nail 
and timber. Once this is exceeded, continued failure progress throughout the 
nails in the plate occurs until no additional load can be sustained. These results 
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show that there is little influence of moment load on axial displacement and that 
axial stiffness remains mainly unaffected regardless of the level of bending 
moment. However, axial capacity decreases with increased bending moment 
although a firm pattern is not established. In tests CJTM3 and CJTM5, there is 
evidence of some embedding shortly after the application of load, shown by 
significant displacement, but less so in other tests. Embedding could be caused 
by loose contact between the tooth and the timber at parts of the joint. 
Fig. 6.2.1 
- 
Tensile axial load failure 
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Constant axial load tests 
- 
CJTA series 
In these tests the axial load remains constant where the bending moment is 
increased until failure. The axial load levels are tabulated below for each test 
with the failure bending moment. Test CJTA1 is a pure bending moment test. 
Test CJTAI TCJTA2 CJTA3 CJTA4 CJTA, 5- 
Constant Axial load M) 0.01 3.0 4.41 6.01 8.4 
MaX. B/M X103 (kNmm) 
1 
0.511 0.531 0.471 0.53 1 0.58 
Table 6.2.2 
- 
CJTA series test programme ý 
For the CJTA fixed axial loads test, more nail bending was displayed, which- 
was in the direction of the bending moments. At failure, larger pieces of timber 
were fractured from the web member, some of which was from the nails at the 
edge of the plate, as shown in Fig. 6.2.3. However, as the results in Fig. 6.2.4 
show, the behaviour is quite different from the CJTM tests. The curves show 
clearly ductile behaviour as indicated by the continued decrease in stiffness 
exhibited in all the tests. The stiffness represents the resistance by a group of 
nails interacting with the timber against the rotation of the joint. Once the 
capacity between the nail and timber is exceeded the connection yielded. The 
capacity of the nails in the timber progressively fails throughout the connection 
until no additional load is sustainable. This increased rate of movement 
towards the end gave clear warning of failure in the CJTA series tests more 
than that for the CJTM tests. However, tests CJTA3 exhibited brittle behaviour, 
which could possibly be contributed by some inconsistency in the timber 
strength. 
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Fig. 6.2.3 
- 
Bending moment load failure 
There is some influence of axial loads on bending moments during the later 
stages of the tests. In fact tests with higher axial loading retain higher rotational 
stiffness and bending moment capacity during the latter stages of the test. 
Dead weights of different magnitude (5kg, 1 Okg etc. ) were used to apply 
bending moments. With the load increments available loads were gradually 
increased using different weight combinations which sometimes involved taking 
partial load off at times and reloading to avoid large load increments. For 
example, if the load was at 50kg and the next increment required was 55kg, a 
load of maybe 5kg would be taken off first. Subsequently, a load of 1 Okg would 
put on to make 55kg, thereby loading and unloading to achieve the right load 
increment. This was necessary due to the lack of dead weight increments. 
This occasional reduction in load is represented by kinks along the curve, for 
example test CJTA1. 
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6.3 Heel Joint Test 
Constant bending moment tests 
- 
HJTM series 
A similar test programme is adopted here as tabulated below for the constant 
bending moment test. Again the desired bending moment is achieved, followed 
by an increase in axial load until failure. 
Test HJ M5 I HJTMla I HJTM2 I HJTM3 I HJTM4 
Constant B/M X, 03 (kNmm) 0.0 1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 
Max. Axial load (M) 12.11 15.881 17.66 15.231 23.32 
Table 6.3.1 
- 
HJTM series test programme 
Plate failure was exhibited in all HJTM series tests. This is marked by a vertical 
snap from the top of the plate where the two members meet as shown below. 
Fig. 6.3.1 
- 
Typical plate failure for HJTM series test 
In the crown joint test, axial loads produced a brittle response, whereas the 
same loads for the heel joint produced a ductile response. The explanation for 
this is that nails at the heel joint provide adequate strength for axial loads, which 
forces the failure to be at the plate, thus producing the ductile effect. The yield 
point in Fig. 6.3.2 is actually the plate yielding until such point, at the end of the 
curve, the plate snaps. The results of the HJTM series tests show that there is 
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some effect of bending moments on axial stiffness. As indicated in Fig. 6.3.2 
the initial stiffness of all the tests are similar up to approximately 10-12.5kN. 
There is generally a kink at this point, which can be considered as the point 
where the connection yields and behaves in a plastic manner under a weaker 
axial stiffness for each joint. From this point, there is an increase in axial 
stiffness for connections with larger bending moments. A marked difference in 
stiffness between tests HJTM4 and HJTM5 is observed. Specimens in between 
the limits have similar stiffness. There is also generally an increase in the axial 
capacity of the heel joint. According to these results bending moment actually 
contributes to axial stiffness and capacity. 
Although, in general it was observed that failure was initiated by pull out of the 
nails, in this instance, little or no pull out was exhibited. The failure of the plate 
suggests that nail strength was adequate as far as axial stiffness is concerned. 
Plate failure occurred at the point where the amount of material was minimal, 
i. e. in between the slots on the steel plate. Test HJTM3 and HJTM4 also 
exhibited similar failure characteristics but with the bottom and top chord torn off 
respectively. As seen in Fig. 6.3.1, the plate has only failed at the top. 
The location of the wall plate is detailed in Appendix Al Truss design in the wall 
plate design. 
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Constant axial load tests 
- 
HJTA series 
The following test programme for the Heel joint constant axial load test is 
adopted. 
Test HJTAle I HJTA2 I HJTA3 I HJTA4 HJTA5 
Constant Axial load M) 0.01 2.91 6.21 9.51 10.6 
X, 03 Max. B/M (kNmm) 1.251 1.501 1.591 6, 1. 3 1.74 
Table 6.3.2 
- 
HJTA series test programme 
The damage to the connection was predominantly at the top chord of the timber 
as shown in Fig. 6.3-3. Small deformation is observed at the corner of the plate. 
The mode of failure was splitting of the top chord member caused by tensile 
forces acting perpendicular to the grain situated near the corner of the plate due 
to the direction of the applied moments. It is postulated that the nails at this 
corner of the plate provide a weak point in the connection as far as bending 
moment is concerned. The direction of the bending moment encourages tensile 
forces to act perpendicular to the grain. Timber is very weak in this respect and 
the nail, which essentially introduces a void in the timber fibres encourages 
cracks to form. 
Fig. 6.3.3 
- 
Failure mechanism for HJTA series test 
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The location of the crack was always near the corner of the plate because away 
from the corner of the plate, timber is held together by the increased number of 
nails. Thus, timber at the inner part of the plate is being held together by the 
nail plate. There was also some deformation of the plate as the nails bend as 
well. In general, the results in Fig. 6.3.4 show that the connection behaves in a 
ductile manner under bending moments. During the latter stages of the test, as 
bending moment level increases, a gradual decrease in rotational stiffness is 
observed. 
There is some effect of axial loads on rotational stiffness. Initially, the tests 
exhibit similar rotational stiffness. As axial loads increase, the difference in 
rotational stiffness is more obvious. The failure loads shows distinctly the 
difference between the tests. The difference in axial load capacity of HJTA1e 
and HJTA5 is approximately 600kNmm. 
Problems were encountered for the pure bending moment test HJTA1 and the 
test was subsequently repeated 4 times from HJTA1 C through HJTA1 F to test 
for strength consistency in the timber. Failure was consistently at a bending 
moment of 1.2kNmm. The results of all these tests are similar and can be 
found in Appendix C1. Only one sample from the test namely HJTA1e, has 
been used to represent pure bending moments in Fig. 6.3.3. 
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6.4 Top Chord Joint test 
Constant bending moment tests 
- 
TCJTM series 
Constant bending moment tests are conducted as tabulated below. 
Test -T TCJTM1 T CJTM2 I TCJTM6 I TCJTM3 I TCJIM5_ 
Constant B/M X, 03 (kNmm) 0.001 0.141 0.201 0.26 1 0.30 
Max. Axial load NN) 13.87 1 14.4 1 17.421 7.86 1 4.39 
Table 6.4.1 
- 
TCJTM series test programme 
For the TCJTM series with constant bending moment test, the failure was 
located at the top chord. The nail plate served more as shear connectors 
stopping the web from sliding as the axial loads were reacted by abutting 
members. However, as soon as crushing was about to occur some axial forces 
were distributed through the plate. A marked difference in axial load was 
observed for tests TCJTM1, TCJTM2, TCJTM6 compared to TCJTM3 and 
TCJTM5. Test TCJTM6 did not go with the trend, which is due to some 
variation in timber strength. The first three tests were literally direct bending 
moment test on the top chord with little bending moments at the joint as axial 
compression load was applied to the web member. The top chord failed in 
these tests and therefore dictated the capacity. The last two tests were subject 
to larger bending moments, which decreased the axial load capacity caused by 
tooth withdrawal and splitting of the timber but axial stiffness remains relatively 
the same for all the tests as seen in Fig. 6.4.2. The axial failure load is much 
lower for TCJTM5 due to large bending moments. The connection was 
probably close to failure in bending moment already, before the axial loads were 
applied. The results of all these tests, show a relatively linear response 
followed by a peak where yielding occurs except for test TCJTM5 where a brittle 
response is observed. The axial stiffness for these tests are consistent, which 
shows that bending moment has little effect of the axial stiffness of the joint. 
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But there is profound difference in the axial load capacity due to the difference 
in failure modes as discussed. As bending moment increases, the axial load 
capacity is reduced. 
Fig. 6.4.1 
- 
Failed test specimen from TCJTM5 
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Constant axial load tests 
- 
TCJTA series 
Constant axial load tests are conducted as tabulated below. 
Test -T TCJT5 CJTA2 I T TCJTA3 I - TCJTA4 TCJIAfL-- FTC 
Constant Axial load (M) 0.0 4.3 4.9 1 9.91 13.0 
Max. B/M X, 03 (kNmml 
- 
0.291 0.27 
1 
0.27 1 0.22 1 0.32 
Table 6.4.2 
- 
TCJTA series test programme 
For the TCJTA series tests, plate failure in the form of buckling and tensile 
failure was observed at the plate. All tests exhibited tooth withdrawal and 
increased levels of timber crushing for increased axial loads. Fig. 6.4.3 shows a 
typical mode of failure where tensile failure occured at the plate. 
0. 
C 
Fig. 6.4.3 
- 
TCJTA2 connection failure 
øt. 
The results in Fig. 6.4.4 show that axial loads have only a little effect on the 
initial rotational stiffness of the connection. The connection initially acts linearly 
as the plate sustains the bending moment. It is observed from the figure that 
the point of yield for the plate is at approximately 225-250KNmm. Once the 
plate fails, timber crushing is initiated. This was followed by a decline in the 
stiffness due to the gradual crushing of the timber. It is in this region that the 
effects of axial load on rotational stiffness are noted. The rotational stiffness 
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decreases for higher levels of axial loads as increased axial loads encouraged 
timber crushing. In fact this behaviour had little to do with the joint itself as the 
mentioned trend is due to timber crushing under larger axial load where the 
connection has actually failed already at yield. The results show that the joint 
behaves in a ductile manner. 
The result of test TCJTA6 differed from the set trend. Stiffness is initially higher 
followed by higher yield strength. The difference is due to the strength 
properties of the connection, which may be caused by variations in the strength 
of the timber. Further, variability was demonstrated in two other tests. The 
results of tests TCJTA4 and TCJTA5, which were repetitive, are compared in 
Fig. C1.1. The results of these two tests differ, even with identical load patterns 
with marked difference in capacity. 
In addition to the tests reported, a brief investigation of the effects of 
compression load at the top chord to the axial stiffness of the member was 
carried out. Results shown in Fig C1.44 are inconclusive due to different 
response, which is possibly due to timber variations. 
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6.5 Bottom Chord Joint test 
Constant bending moment tests 
- 
BCJTM series 
Test BCJTM1 I BCJTM2 I BCJTM6 I BCJTM3 I BCJTM5a- 
Constant B/M X, 03 (kNmm) 0.001 0.091 0.22 0.45 
Max. Axial load (M) 121 12.031 11481 6.84 1 8.14 
Table 6.5.1 
- 
BCJTM series test programme 
The constant bending moment tests were conducted as detailed in the table 
above. In this series all failures occurred at the web member where the load 
was applied. As shown in Fig. 6.5.1, the separated web member showed less 
damage to the timber at the edge of the plate. This suggests that the nails had 
little resistance and that the main cause of failure at this part of the joint was nail 
pull out, which lead to the greatest deformation in the plate. In addition to the 
pull out and bending of the nails, some timber damage was exhibited. Timber 
residue was found attached to the nails away from the edge of the plate, which 
indicated the strength of the nail bite compared to at the edge of the plate. As 
results show in Fig. 6.5.3 the connection behaves in a brittle manner. 
RcjrN, 
Fig. 6.5.1 
- 
Typical failure of BCJTM test series 
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Fig. 6.5.2 
- 
Nail and plate deformation of BCJTM series 
The axial stiffness and strength capacity of specimens BCJTM 1, BCJTM2 and 
BCJTM3 remains un-aff ected by bending moments and exhibits brittle 
behaviour shown by constant axial stiffness followed by an almost abrupt failure 
at approximately 12KN. Tests BCJTM4 and BCJTM5a shows ductility is 
encouraged by bending moments. They show that large bending moments 
reduce the axial stiffness of the connection and axial capacity although the 
strength capacity of test BCJTM5a is not consistent with the trend, i. e. 
BCJTM5a shows a higher axial load capacity than BCJTM4. 
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Constant axial load tests 
- 
BCJTA series 
The loading of the bottom chord test was conducted as tabulated below. 
Test BCJTAlT BCJTA21 BCJTA31 BCJTA41 BCJT' 
Constant Axial load M) 0.0 1.1 3.3 6.4 10.1 
Max. B/M X, 03 (kNmml 0.52 1 0.531 0.54 1 0.461 0.24 
Table 6.5.2 
- 
BCJTA series test programme 
The nails at the edge of the plate initiated failure and was evident from the 
withdrawal. Nail deformation was towards the load direction. The response of 
the connection under bending moment is of a ductile connection. The 
connection is similar to the crown joint where a similar failure mechanism was 
seen. The difference is seen in the curve characteristics, which depend on the 
configuration of the joint. Clearly the crown joint configuration is different from 
the bottom chord. The strength of the group of nails in the joint is described by 
the initial linear stiffness of the joint. Yielding occurs once the contact capacity 
between the nail and timber is exceeded for a sufficient number of nails at the 
edge of the plate. The rate of displacement increases when loading continues 
beyond yield point. The capacity of the nails in the timber progressively fails 
from the edge of the plate until no load is further sustainable, which is shown by 
large movements i. e. low stiffness. The results show that the bending moment 
stiffness is affected by high axial loads. Tests BCJTA4 shows an earlier decline 
in stiffness than BCJTAl-BCJTA3. This decline in stiffness is even more 
profound for test BCJTA5, where yielding is almost half that for the first three 
tests and with less ductility. There is only a little influence of axial loads on 
rotational stiffness and capacity except for higher axial load levels, i. e. BCJTA4 
and BCJTA5. A significant decline in rotational capacity is exhibited in test 
BCJTA5 for a higher axial load level. 
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6.6 Joint test summary 
The joint tests are now briefly surnmarised. Tensile axial loading of the plates 
perpendicular to the length of the plate produced a brittle response where pull 
out was the primary cause of failure. However, the angled load in the HJTM 
test series produced a non-linear and more ductile response. Although there 
are signs of frictional resistance between the top and bottom chord, these 
contribute little to the strength as loads are predominantly vertical. In addition, 
plate failure, which was the cause of the ductile response was exhibited in these 
tests. The BUT and the CJT tests look visually similar sharing the same failure 
anchorage area at the web. Adjacent members connected to the plate are in 
compression and abutting either to each other (CJT), or to other members 
(BCJT). The plate-nail to member orientation is the same but results are 
different. All joints gave a ductile response under bending moment loads. 
When pull out is the initiation of failure, it is usually exhibited at the edge of the 
plate with more resistance away from the edge. This indicates that strength is 
not consistent throughout the plate. 
The results confirm that there is generally effect of combined bending and axial 
loads on the stiffness of the joint and the failure load. The effects of this 
phenomenon vary between connections and there is no linear relationship. 
After the joint tests, samples were cut from one of the member of each joint 
from where density and moisture content were measured. The density and 
moisture content of the timber was typically between 8.8-10.8% and 0.37- 
0.50mg/MM3 respectively, details of which are presented in Appendix C1. 
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In the joint tests an attempt to measure shear in the presence of moments has 
been difficult. Results are difficult to interpret and therefore have not been 
used. A sample from test HJTA1e is given in Appendix C1. 
Displacement results of the joint tests have been successfully measure using 
digital photogrammetry. Fig. C2.1 shows a typical image from the HJTA1 tests 
with reflective dots. This is one of four images taken around the object. The 
co-ordinate of each dot is measured through VMS and then processed using 
EngVis to produce a displacement diagram as shown in Fig. C2.2. The results 
presented above are only the data required for purposes of this thesis. 
However, close range photogrammetry produced much more data than 
reported. Because targets were measured in 3-D cartesian co-ordinates, out of 
plane movement can also be measured. As discussed before, this indicates 
potential for nail plate analysis such as pull out as reported in the tests in this 
thesis, although it was not the purpose of this thesis to investigate this subject 
intensively. 
The results of the joint tests can be summarised below in Table 6.6.1. 
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Test Constant Max. Axial Constant 
Joint Code B/M load Axial Max. B/M Failure mode 
X1 03 X1 03 
(kNmm) (kN) (kN) (kNmm) 
Crown CJTM Ia 0 13.6 Pull out 
CJTM2 0.2 10.4 Pull out 
CJTIV13 0.2 12.9 Pull out 
CJTM4 0.3 10.5 Pull out 
CJTIV15 0.4 12 
- 
Pull out 
CJTA1 
- - 
0 0.5 Pull out 
CJTA2 3 0.5 Pull out 
CJTA3 4.4 0.5 Pull out 
CJTA4 6 0.5 Pull out 
CJTA5 
- - 
8.4 0.6 Pull out 
Heel HJTM5 0 12.1 
- - 
Plate failure 
HJTMIa 0.2 15.9 Plate failure 
Pull out and bottom 
HJTM2 0.4 17.7 chord detached 
Pull out and top 
HJTM3 0.6 15.2 chord detached 
HJTM4 0.9 23.3 
- 
Plate failure 
HJTA1e 
- 
0 1.3 Top chord split 
HJTA2 2.9 1.5 Top chord split 
HJTA3 6.2 1.6 Top chord split 
HJTA4 9.5 1.6 Top chord split 
HJTA5 
- 
10.6 1.7 Top chord split 
Top 
Chord TCJTM1 0 13.9 
- 
Timber bending 
TCJTM2 0.1 14.4 Timber bending 
TCJTM6 0.2 17.4 Timber bending 
TCJTM3 0.3 7.9 Pull out 
TCJTM5 0.3 4.4 Pull out 
TCJT5 
- 
0 0.3 Plate failure 
TCJTA2 4.3 0.3 Plate failure 
TCJTA3 4.9 0.3 Plate failure 
TCJTA4 9.9 0.2 Plate failure 
TCJTA6 13 0.3 Plate failure 
Bottom 
Chord BCJTM1 0 12 
- 
Pullout 
BCJTIV12 0.1 12 Pullout 
BCJTM6 0.2 11.5 Pullout 
BCJTIV13 0.3 6.8 Pullout 
BCJTM5a 0.5 8.1 Pullout 
BCJTA1 0 0.5 Pullout 
BCJTA2 1.1 0.5 Pullout 
BCJTA3 3.3 0.5 Pullout 
BCJTA4 6.4 0.5 Pullout 
BCJTA5 1 10.1 1 0.2 1 Pullout 
Table 6.6.1 
- 
Summary of joint test results 
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6.7 Full Scale Truss test 
The following table summarises the full scale truss test conducted 
Testcode 
FST1 FST2 FST3 FST4 FST5 FST6 
Load Sym 
-Sym 
Sym Unsym Unsym Unsym 
Support B/C B/C Rafter B/C B/C B/C 
Table 6.7.1 
- 
Full scale truss test programme 
Key 
Sym 
- 
Symmetrical load, Fig. 3.6.5.3 
Unsym 
- 
Unsymmetrical load, Fig. 3.6.5.6 
B/C 
- 
Support at the Bottom chord, Fig. 6.6.3a 
Rafter 
- 
Support at the rafter, Fig. 6.6.3b 
As described in section 3.6.5, the symmetrical load with the supports at the heel 
joint, under the bottom chord was tested twice, four times including the mock 
test. Although displacement measurements were not recorded for the mock 
test, the failure was recorded and found to be similar to the other tests. In all 
three tests the truss failed at the heel joint, but the mode was quite different 
depending upon where the supports were. As designed, by placing the 
supports at the bottom chord the mode of failure obtained was as shown in Fig. 
6.7.1. The principal mode of failure observed was the pull out of the nails. 
However, test FST3 was a slightly different test. As explained in section 3.6.5, 
the truss is supported at the top chord as oppose test FST1 and FST2 at the 
bottom chord. As shown in Fig. 6.7.4, the failure load for FST4 is 16KN and 
shows a significant difference of 10KN in capacity, although the stiffness 
remains similar. Furthermore, the mode of failure was also different. Here, the 
principal cause of the failure was splitting of the timber parallel to the grain at 
the top chord as shown in Fig. 6.7.2. 
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Fig. 6.7.1 
- 
Failure mode for support at the bottom chord 
Fig. 6.7.2 
- 
Failure mode for support at the rafter for test FST3 
The mode of failure can be explained by illustrations in Fig. 6.7.3. The cause of 
failure is through tension forces from the bottom chord, which applies tension 
load perpendicular to the grain at the top chord. In test FST1 and FST2, the 
reaction from the support at the bottom chord reduced the tension load 
perpendicular to the top chord and the cause of failure was simply pull out. 
Whilst in FST3 a similar load was applied but there was no support at the 
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bottom chord. Therefore, the top chord was being directly loaded in tension, 
perpendicular to the grain and resulted in a far inferior strength than test FST1 
and FST2. More fundamentally, timber is weak in tension perpendicular to the 
grain and this dictated the truss capacity. 
The results in Fig. 6.7.4 show that the truss behaved in quite a linear fashion. 
The failure of the truss can be described as brittle with very little ductility. 
Shear foroej at 
the plate 
(a) 
Tension 
H 
(b) 
Fig. 6.7.3 
- 
Failed heel joint for two different support points 
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The unsymmetrical load test was conducted three times. In all tests the heel 
joint failed first with the principal mode of failure being pull out of the nails at the 
top chord of the connection, similar to FST1 and FST2. Test results in Fig. 
6.7.5 indicate slight variations in the load deflection curve in test FST4 
compared to all the others 
In all truss tests, the splitting of timber fibres could be heard just before failure. 
Although there was some warning of failure, it was still quite abrupt. 
Comparison of all the truss tests is shown below. The truss stiffness is 
consistent regardless of symmetry of the loads with the exception of test FST4. 
The truss capacity is reduced for the unsymmetrical tests as the loads are 
concentrated on one side of the truss. 
30.0 
i 
.x 
25.0 
20.0 
15.0 
to 10.0 
5.0 
0.09- 
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 
Vertical displacement at centre (mm) 
Fig. 6.7.6 
- 
Overall truss results 
FST1 
FST2, 
FST3 
FST4 
FST5 
FST6 
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6.8 Semi-rigid plane frame analysis 
As explained in section 4.8 power functions are used to fit a curve to the joint 
test data, which is programmed into STRUSS giving the truss program non- 
linear semi-rigid connection capability. Both the symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical load cases were simulated. Fig. 6.8.1 below shows the 
conditions at which these simulations were ran under for both load cases. 
Members Cross section 
I 
E=7.4kN/mM2 
1-4,8,9 97mm x 35mm 4 
5-7 72mm x 35mm 
0 
14 
(D 
Members Cross section 
1-4,8-11 97mm x 35mm 
5-7 72mm x 35mm 
10 
7 
Fig. 6.8.1 
- 
Load and Boundary conditions 
E=7.4kN/mM2 
r7lý 
As illustrated, nodes 1 and 6 are fixed vertically and node 3 is fixed horizontally 
to prevent the truss from sliding. In the laboratory tests, 2 rollers supported the 
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truss at either side of the bottom chord. The truss was free to move horizontally 
but did not. The boundary conditions prescribed closely resembles this 
behaviour. This is because the more load that was applied to the truss the 
more horizontally stable it became. Large rotational, axial and shear stiffness 
were prescribed where members are continuous at the joints, namely the top 
and bottom chords. Where loads were applied at the members, intermediate 
nodes 7 and 8 were placed where again large stiffness was prescribed. The 
Foschi parameters used to simulate non-linear semi-rigid joint stiffness in the 
analysis are presented in Table 6.8.1. An average was chosen for the heel joint 
axial stiffness. Other Foschi parameters for the combined loading tests are 
given in Appendix C1 along with individual joint test results. 
Stiff nesses Joint Type 
Rotational 
(kNmm) Crown 
I 
Heel opchord 
1 
13ottorn chord 
KR 30000. C 70000.0 7300. C 27000.0 
KRO 500. C 1350.0 220. C 550.0 
KRI O. C 0.1 350. C 0.0 
Axial (kN) 
KA 2.3 8. 2, 4. E 
KAO 8.5 11. 10000. ( 20000. C 
KA1 4.0 0. 0.0 Ox 
Table 6.8.1 
- 
Foschi parameters for truss joints 
Where, 
KR 
=Initial rotational stiffness 
KRO 
=Asymptotic to tangent rotational stiffness 
KR1 
=Tangent rotational stiffness 
KA 
=Initial axial stiffness 
KAO 
=Asymptotic to tangent axial stiffness 
KA1 
=Tangent axial stiffness 
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As explained in section 4.8, the Foschi parameters are determined by trial and 
error. Parameters are varied until a reasonable fit to the experimental data is 
achieved. Good fit is judged by the eye. As presented in Fig. 6.8.2, initially 
STRUSS results of the symmetrically loaded truss SYM-A do not compare well 
with test results. It appears that there is a lack of stiffness in the truss. From 
the experimental truss test results, it is postulated that the lack of stiffness is 
due to the heel joint. A sensitivity study as presented in curve SYM-B in the 
same graph, demonstrates improvement in the result due to an arbitrary 
increase of the axial tangent stiffness value KA1 to 1.5 for the heel joint. 
As shown in Fig. D1.1 in Appendix D1 a sensitivity study revealed that the 
central deflection of the truss is sensitive to the axial stiffness of the heel joint. 
An explanation for the difference between the experimental results and the 
computed results (curve SYMA may lie in eccentric behaviour of the heel joint 
in the truss. Fig. 6.8.3 shows how eccentricity can affect the response of the 
truss. 
Fig. 6.8.3 
- 
Load conditions in joint and truss tests 
It demonstrates that the connection can actually behave differently depending 
on where the axial force is applied. It would be reasonable to assume that axial 
forces would not travel through the centre of the member under truss loading 
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Case 1- Eccentricity under joint Case 2- Eccentricity under 
tests connection tests 
conditions. The following sketch illustrates how the model can be improved to 
account for eccentric loads in STRUSS. 
Fig. 6.8.4 
- 
Modelling eccentricity in STRUSS 
Although connection parameters are derived from actual connection tests where 
eccentricity within the joint is present, in STRUSS, eccentricity is not accounted 
for. It is assumed that the centre of the members meet at a common point with 
the connection and that the force only travels through the centre of the 
members. The difference in failure modes under connection and truss test 
conditions can also be observed. Recalling the mode of failure for the heel joint 
for the connection test and the truss test as shown below. 
h&, 
Fig. 6.8.5 
- 
Joint and Truss test 
In the joint test the connection failed at the plate whereas in the truss test, the 
failure is due to nail pullout. There are clearly two different modes of failure 
which is an indication of different heel joint behaviour for isolated single joint 
tests and truss tests. 
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A rigid analysis plotted in Fig. 6.8.2, diverges away due to non-linear nature of 
the truss. As specified in BS5268 Part 2 for strength class TR26 grade 
material, the average mean Young's Modulus of 1 1. OkN/mM2 is adopted in the 
analysis. Fig. D1.2, in Appendix D illustrates demonstrates the how the 
Young's Modulus affects truss response. 
The shear and bending eff ects at the Heel joint/ Top chord were found to be 
small. Due to the symmetrical loading of the truss, there are no shear forces 
and bending moments at the centre web member of the bottom chord joint, as 
shown in Table C1.3. The table shows that only the load for the top chord 
member (Member 1) at the heel joint (Node 1) exceeds axial capacity. An 
examination of the stiffness for the heel joint, presented in Table C1.3 shows 
that the bending moments are never exceeded for both the connections and the 
members. 
Having discussed the results of the symmetrical load case, a similar comparison 
is presented for the unsymmetrical load case, Fig. 6.8.1. As demonstrated in 
Table C1.4 in Appendix C1, the unsymmetrical load case gave larger bending 
moments than the symmetrical case, but STRUSS shows that bending moment 
capacity of the connections are not breached. The largest bending moments 
were found at the load points. 
Tables C1.3 and C1.4 also show that the shear forces are negligible compared 
to axial forces for the symmetrical tests. Shear forces are slightly larger for the 
unsymmetrical load case but do not exceed the shear capacity of the timber. 
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STRUSS indicates that the heel joint is the most critical part of the truss which 
agrees with the test results. The results of the sensitivity tests for the 
symmetrical load case used to validate STRUSS are presented in Fig. C1.45. 
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6.9 Finite element 
Using the method mentioned in section 4.8 to determine the strength 
parameters the following strength values can be presented. The derivation of 
these values can be found in Appendix B2 and the results of the calculations 
are tabulated as follows 
Joint Type 
Crown Heel Top chord Bottom chord 
Axial strenqth CJTMIa I HJTM5 I TCJTM1 j BCJTM1 
Load (N) 13000.000 10000.000 14000.000 11000.000 
Anch. Width (mml 72.000 70.257 44.219 72.000 
- Axial lenqth(mm) 32.311 97.846 104.618 32.75 
Elongation(mm) 3.2501 3.500 7.807 3.000 
Strain, E 0.101 1 0.036 075 0.092 
E (Nmm-2) 99.724 221.060 235.704 92.664 
Gy (Nmm-2) 10.031 7.907 17.589 8.488 
ET(NMM-2) 0.000 1 44.212 , 0.000 
1 0.0001 
Table 6.9.1 
- 
Finite element joint strengths 
The values are obtained from the pure axial load tests as indicated in the table 
and show that, the heel joint is the only connection that behaves non-linearly. 
Generally, axial loading of these connections produces a relatively linear and 
brittle response except for the heel joint. It is noted that the values represent 
the interaction between the nails and the timber and not the strength of the 
timber or the plate. The Young's Modulus of timber used for the analysis was 
7.4kN/mM2. 
Results in Fig. 6.9.1 and Fig. 6.9.2 show that there is generally good agreement 
between the FE model and test results for both symmetrical and unsymmetrical 
load systems respectively. Fig. 6.9.5 and Fig. 6.9.6 show a graphic plot from 
ANSYS which illustrates how the truss deflects. 
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The truss displacements in Fig 6.9.3 describe an accurate account of the actual 
behaviour of the truss near ultimate capacity. As observed in the test, 
maximum displacement is located at the centre of the truss. The load 
displacement plots in Fig. 6.9.1 confirm that the model closely represents the 
actual truss test results. The slight kink in the model results is due to the 
assumed bi-linear behaviour of the heel joint. Referring back to Fig. 6.9.3, the 
plot of the top chord slipping at the heel joint closely reflects the behaviour of 
the truss as observed in the symmetrically loaded truss tests. The result of the 
unsymmetrical case as plotted in Fig. 6.9.2 shows of similar accuracy. Model 
results closely follow the truss test data plots. In Fig. 6.9.4, the maximum 
displacement is located at the centre of the truss. This was also observed in 
the unsymmetrically loaded truss test. The unsymmetrical load is highlighted by 
biased displacement on the left side of the truss at the top chord joint where the 
load was applied. In addition, the plot shows slippage of the top chord at the 
heel joint is far greater on the left side of the truss than the right. This closely 
represents actual unsymmetrically loaded truss test observations. The 
displacement for both truss plots is scaled up 10 times the original to 
emphasise the response. As far as central truss deflection is concerned, the 
response for the symmetrical and unsymmetrical load cases are similar and is 
in close agreement with the test results. 
From the failed test specimens it is postulated that failure of the heel joint was 
due to the pullout of the nail plate. This was located at the edge of the plate 
represented by the profound difference in behaviour between neasr the edge 
and away from the edge. This may be simply caused by weakness of the joint 
at the edge of the plate or an uneven distribution of stresses in the plate. 
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Indeed nail plate stress distribution ha, been studied in articles as cited in the 
literature review. 
A snapshot of the X and Y stresses in the heel joint at 25KN load is presented 
in Fig. 6.9.5 and Fig. 6.9.6. The ANSYS stress output shows there are great 
stress variations in the connection. The stresses peak in the area where the 
top and bottom chords meet whilst a gradual reduction of stress is exhibited 
away from this area. Plot of stresses in the X direction in Fig. 6.9.5 shows the 
plate is mainly in tension as the bottom chord is also in tension. The maximum 
tensile stresses are located parallel to the where the bottom and top chords 
meet at the joint. This is reasonable as in these areas, there is no timber to 
support tensile loads, thus the load is completely supported by the plate at 
these areas, hence a high concentration of stress Elsewhere on the plate, 
stresses are far lower as tensile stresses are distributed among the plate and 
timber. The same explanation can be given to stresses in the Y direction. As 
plotted in Fig. 6.9.4, the plate is in compression. Compression stresses are due 
to the top chord sliding. The maximum stresses are again at the interface 
between the top and bottom chord, the explanation is similar as the steel plate 
supports the load where there is no timber and shared among the timber and 
plate where the plate is connected to the timber. The stress plots show that 
stresses are low at the top corner of the plate, at the top chord. This is also the 
area where failure initiates. It is an indication of how weak the joint is at the 
edge and comers of the plate. In the truss tests, the largest deformation is at 
the comer of the plate at the top chord. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
7.1 General 
An extensive test programme has been carried out in this thesis where all the 
connections comprising the Queen truss have been tested to determine 
connection properties. The effects of combined axial and flexural loads were 
also investigated. In this project, a new technique of measuring displacements 
using photogrammetry is used and shows a huge potential in delivering detailed 
results for member and plate distortion. Data that previously have not been 
retrieved can now be made available. In this project the deformations of the 
plates have been measured in detail. In the future data of this kind would be 
useful to plate manufacturers. The stress distribution in the plate can also be 
measured experimentally. However, the amount of work required for the 
measurements compared to conventional measuring methods also increased. 
7.2 Joint tests 
The results of the joint tests suggest that the connections respond differently 
under combined loads compared with flexural loading. In fact some 
connections showed higher stiffness under combined loads. A typical example 
is the HJTM series test where larger bending moments allowed the heel joint to 
show higher axial capacity. The initial stiffness in these tests were similar but 
the difference was in the axial load capacity. Generally, it has been observed 
that the combined loading has less effect on the stiffness of the connection, but 
more on its strength capacity. Results of repeated tests are close which 
suggests that the timber strength had varied little. However, variations in timber 
strengths were found in tests TCJTA4 and TCJTA5. Nevertheless, the general 
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quality of the timber was good. Closer observation of the failed specimens 
showed that pull out was the common failure mechanism. This also indicated 
that there existed either an uneven stress distribution in the plate or a profound 
weakness at the edge of the plate in the form of nail pulling out of the timber. 
Pullout is essentially caused by failure between the tooth plate and the timber. 
A tight fit of the tooth plate nail in the timber and ultimately the friction between 
the tooth and timber governs the pull out strength of the joint. 
In the case of plate failure, usually between the slots where material is minimal, 
the failure mechanism here is simply shear in the steel. 
7.3 Truss tests 
Large bending moments were not achieved in the truss test due to the small 
dimensions of the truss members. As discussed, one way of achieving larger 
bending moments is to load the truss on the members away from the 
connections as adopted in tests FST4-6. The distance of the point of 
application of the force had to be limited as loading further away could possibly 
lead to premature failure of the member and would not have tested the joints 
under truss load conditions. Should the member be deeper, loading at the 
member further away from the joint would be feasible. 
Failure of the Queen truss for the symmetrical and unsymmetrical load tests 
were located at the heel joint. This was due to loading at the top chord which 
was subjected to significant axial compression loads. The heel joint provided 
the main reaction to this load, making it the most heavily loaded joint in the truss 
which lead to the heel joint failing first. The mode of failure was pull out at the 
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corners of the plate at the top chord. This was with the exception of test FST2, 
where the truss was supported at the top chord instead of the bottom chord. 
The reaction to this was excessive tensile loading perpendicular to the grain at 
the top chord. In general, timber is weak perpendicular to the grain. In this test, 
the truss failed earlier as the strength of timber perpendicular to the grain 
appears to have dictated the truss capacity. 
In all tests no signs of failure were observed at the other connections which 
means capacity was not reached in those regions. 
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7.4 STRUSS and Finite element model 
Two approaches of predicting truss response through using test data have been 
reported. Initially, STRUSS results were compared to test results where 
discrepancies were found, most notably when load was approaching truss 
capacity. Sensitivity analysis showed that the truss is sensitive to the axial 
stiffness of the heel joint. An arbitrarily chosen tangent axial stiffness value was 
investigated, namely KA1 of the heel joint where improvement of the results 
were found. 
STRUSS indicates that the heel joint is under substantial axial compression 
load where as the bending moment and axial capacity in the other joints were 
never reached. The analysis also revealed that rotational stiffness has little 
effect on truss response due to nodal loads and symmetrical loads which cause 
low bending moments in the truss and high axial loads. However, if the new 
proposed model in Fig. 6.8.4 is adopted substantial bending moments due to 
eccentricity, at the heel joint and other joints maybe detected. The sensitivity of 
the truss due to rotational stiffness and shear is difficult to determine with the 
current model. Nevertheless there is general agreement between STRUSS and 
tests that the capacity of the other connections have not been breached. To 
examine this issue, a pinned assumption in STRUSS was tried and this showed 
little difference in truss response compared to the rigid assumption, a sign of 
low bending moment in the truss. STRUSS had been validated with examples 
with pin and rigid jointed assumptions by Brebbia 47,48 as detailed in Appendix 
C3. Although non-linear timber behaviour was not accounted for in the analysis 
and observed in the tests, in other structures they could be significant. 
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The finite element connection model focuses on the load slip behaviour of the 
connection. The modulus, yield stress, and tangent modulus of each 
connection are derived from the joint test results and implemented into the 
model. Good agreement was obtained between the model and the test data for 
both symmetrical and asymmetrical load cases. The model has given good 
results as eccentricity in the connection is already accounted for due to the 2-D 
nature of the mesh. The deduced values of the heel joint are derived from pure 
axial load tests from HJT1. This indicates that in fact the values prescribed for 
the connection are accurate and leaves the eccentricity factor the cause of 
difference in the results in STRUSS model. 
Generally STRUSS, ANSYS and the test results all agree that the heel joint is 
the most critical part of the truss. These also agree that the effects of 
symmetrical and unsymmetrical load systems are similar in terms of the central 
deflection of the truss. 
The study shows that the heel joint is the most critical in the truss. As 
demonstrated in the truss tests, the mode of failure is nail pulling out of the 
timber. This behaviour is local to the heel joint and no other signs of failure or 
plastic behaviour were observed in the other joints. Although all joints should 
be treated equally, it seems obvious that the capacity of the truss can be 
increased if the strength of the heel joint is increased. This would allow more of 
the forces to be distributed to the other joints, thus achieving a more balanced 
truss in terms of force distribution. The truss is designed to BS 5268, but it is 
clear that a single weak joint results in an inefficient truss as demonstrated. 
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7.5 Summary 
The objectives set out in Section 1.6 have been achieved. The axial and 
rotational stiffness for all the joints have been determined through extensive 
joint tests. In the presence of bending momept, an attempt has been made to 
measure the shear stiffness of the connections. Load deflection plots of the 
joint test results indicate that there is interaction between axial loading and 
rotational stiffness, and bending moments on axial stiffness. Full scale truss 
tests have been successfully conducted and have produced load displacement 
results for the overall comparison between the 2-D beam element and finite 
element model. The experimental results from joint tests have been 
implemented into a program STRUSS developed here and a finite element 
model. STRUSS has produced satisfactory results compared to the full scale 
truss test. Where the comparison was not so good an attempt has been made 
to explain the difference. The answer may lie in connection eccentricity. A good 
comparison is achieved between the 2-D finite element model and the truss test 
results. As discussed in Section 6.9, fundamental truss behaviour such as the 
top chord slipping at the heel joint have been successfully represented in the 
model. Both models compare well when defining fundamental characteristics of 
the Queen truss behaviour under nodal loads where truss response is sensitive 
to heel joint axial stiffness. 
7.6 Future Work 
This study has demonstrated the application of experimental data to theoretical 
analysis techniques. The use of photogrammetry have contributed to 
experimental data acquisition and proved a useful tool in measuring structural 
movement to a high degree of accuracy and also provide comprehensive data. 
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Although the model of the plate in the FE analysis has provided details of the 
stress distribution, its applicability and accuracy can only be measured through 
further tests. These tests would include obtaining displacement measurements 
on the surface of the plate. The photogrammetry method mentioned in this 
report can be employed to obtain these displacements. The strains can be 
determined from these tests thus deducing the stresses as the Young's 
modulus of the plate is known. Measured stresses can then be compared to 
the FE model. 
In this study, the Foschi function proved to be a useful equation to implement 
into the stiffness matrix. The parameters K, Ko, and K, were determined by 
fitting the curve to the load displacement results of the joint experiments. The 
parameters were varied until a good fit, judged by eye, was achieved. Although 
it appears to be a reasonable fit it can be, however, a biased way to treat the 
data. A less biased way would be by using the least squares method to fit a 
regression curve to the data. Nevertheless results are not expected to change 
significantly. 
The experimental tests reported herein lack repeatability. Although the quality 
of the timber supplied was generally of a high standard and there was 
consistency in repeated tests, each timber test should be repeated a few times 
before full confidence is achieved in there reliability. 
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London 
I Date: 
17-02-04 
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Analysis of Semi-figid Metal BS5268 ' Sheet No. 255 
Plate Connected Truss 
I 
Part 2&3 Checked br. KSV 
I 
Trussed rafter design 
Truss data 
Top and Bottom members 
Web members 
35x97 1,2,4,5,7,8 
35x72 3,9,6 
em 
2.023m 
6 
Forces in members as a result of BS5268-3,6.4. Loads converted to point 
loads as detailed above. 
Timber Specification 
Strength class 
Bending # to grain 
Tension H to grain 
Compression # to grain 
Compression 
- 
to grain 
Shear# to grain 
Modulus of elasticity (mean) 
Modulus of elasticity (min) 
Characteristic density 
Average density 
Loads 
: TR26 
: 10. ON/mM2 
: 6. ON/mM2 
: 8.2N/mM2 
: 2.5N/mM2 
: 1.10N/mM2 
: 1100ON/mM2 
: 740ON/mM2 
: 370kg/M3 
: 450kg/M3 
Dead loads and livelImposed loads 
loads on top chord 
Deadloads 
Weight of tiles 
Weight of felt battens and rafter 
Total 
Livefimposed 
Snow loading 
0.575KNItn' 
O. IIOK]Vlm 2 
0.685KIV / tit' 
0.683KNIin 
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Loads on Bottom chord 
Dead loads 
Weight of whole ceiling area 0.25KN /M2 
Live-rimposed 
Concentrated load (Man) 
Type 3, 
0.9KN 
Load duration 
Modification factor K3for duration of loading Table 14, K3= 1.25 
Applicable for stress values only, not E 
Depth factor 
For members with a depth of 72 mm or more, apply depth factor for bending 
stresses 
K7= (3001hy*" = (300/97y*" = 1.132 
For members with a depth of 72 mm or less, apply depth factor of K7= 1.17 
for bending stresses. 
Method of design 
Generallsed method of analysis 
The analysis assumes the joint is rotationally pinned. Centre lines of the joints 
do not meet at a common point. However, they can be ignored according to 
fig. 2 
The height of the rafter measured at the centre of the span exceeds 0.15 times 
the span of the truss. 
Member desIgn 
Members are designed in accordance with the recommendations of BS5268-2 
Lateral support 
It is assumed that lateral restraints for the members will be provided by purlins 
and will therefore satisfy BS5268-3, cl. 2.10.8, table 16. In any case, the 
calculation is carded out. Checks are also carded out for buckling. 
Depth to breadth ratio= 
97 
= 2.771, therefore ok as ends are held in position. 35 
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Design for compression members 5, and 7 
a) Internal compression members 5 and 7 
4/L 
= 0.9 
Depth factor 
Depth factor not applicable as member is subjected to axial loading only. 
Slenderness ratio 
The slenderness ratio of compression member 5&7 is the effective length 
divided by the radius of gyration 
1088640 The radius of gyration is i= =_== 20.785 
FLý 
N 2520 
L, = 0.9 x 1809 = 1628. Inim 
Hence, the slenderness ratio is A=L= 
1628.1 
- 
79 
-. 
OX 
i 20.785 
Members subject to axial compression (without bending) 
Axial loading for members 5&7= 947AN 
compression stress # to grain 6,.,, = 
947.4 
2520 = 
0.376Nmin 
o,,.. d. jl ý 8.2K3= 8.2 x 1.25 = 10.25Nnini -2 .. 
Lateral buckling 
Refer to note BS5268-2,2.10.8. 
Shear 
N/A 
Def lection 
See end for global deflection of truss 
OX 
Bearing perpendicular to the grain 
N/A 
Design for compression members 1., 2., 3 and 4 
b) Chord compression members 1,29 3 and 4 
'-IL 
= 0.8 
Depth factor 
K7= 1.132 
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Slenderness ratio 
Radius of gyration i 
12661962.927 
= 
28.001 
3395 
L, = 0.8 x 1809 = 1447.2mm 
Hence, the slenderness ratio, A 
1447.2 
=51.684 '. O. K 28.001 
Check for buckling 
Member 1 and 4 
Axial loading for both members =5244.3N 
External loading 
5244.3 
-2 compression stress H to grain a,., l =-=1.545Nmm OX 3395 
Member 2 and 3 
Axial loading for both members = 4280.5N 
Compression stress H to grain a,,, = 
4280.5 
= 1.261Nmm 3395 
For members 1,2., 3 and 4 
Members subject to axial compression and bending 
0 
.. Ojl 
-+ 
0 C. OJI < 
1.5a,.. jIK3 xK, 21 
acadmjl 
is the maximum apPlied moment in the member, which is at the fixed 
end in this case as the other end is pinned. 
Modification factor for compression member 1,2,3, and 4 
2 
K12 
= 
I+ (I+ ijýr2E Jýj 
+ 
(I + 17ýr2 E92E 
2NA2(rK 2NAý(TK N; C a, K- 3 31 3 
detailed in 6.4.3 K3= 1.25 
+ 
(I+qýr2EJ= 1+ (1 + 0.25 8ýr2 x 7400 1=1.417 
2NAýaK3 
1ý 
2xl. 5x5l. 684'xlOxl. 25 
Ir 2E, 
= 
Ir 
2 
x7400 
-=1.458 NA'a, 1.5x78.3312xlOxl. 25 
K12 = 0.675 
o, cA&. jl 8.2K3KI2= 8.2 x 1.25 x 0.675 = 6.919Nmin -2 
Maximum moments at joint 2 and 5, le. 
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Aly 
= 
0.020 1X 106 x48.5 
= 0.366Nmm -2 1 2.662 x 10' 
5244.3 
= 1.545Nmm -2 3395 
X2E 
__ 
; r2(7400) 27.34INmm-2 (L, Iiy (1447.2/28.007ý = 
0.366 
+_1.545 =0.1856. -. O. K 
lOxI. 13 I- 1.5(t. 545)xl. 25 xO. 675 8.2(1.25) 27.341 
Lateral buckling 
Refer to note BS5268-2,2.10.8. 
Shear stress at member 
r. d. = 1.1 ONinin -2 
3 F, 3(l 1.1) 4 904x 10-3 Ninin -2 iA = T(3395) * 
Bearing 
N/A 
Def lection 
Local deflection of nodes 
OX 
Member Xi(mm) Yi(mm) 0 (Rad) Xj(mm) YI(rnrn) 0 (Rad) 
1 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.378 2.087 0.001 
2 0.377 2.088 0.001 0.685 1.944 0.000 
3 
-1.545 1.364 0.000 -1.236 1.508 -0.001 
4 
-1.237 1.508 -0.001 -0.859 -0.580 -0.007 
Local mid span deflection of rafters 
Member X(mm) Y(mm) 0 (Rad) 
1 0.189 1.260 0.001233 
2 0.532 2.206 
-0.000159 
3 
-1.390 1.628 -0.000159 
4 
-1.048 0.680 -0.001233 
a) Local deflection of rafters must not exceed 
0.004 X 1809 = 7.236trun OX 
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iI 
Bearing 
N/A 
Design for Tension member 6 
Depth factor 
K7= 1.17 
Tension members 
Width factor 
K14 
= 
1.17 
Member subjected to just tension 
o, 
#.. d. j, K3K7K, 4 = 6.0 x 1.25 x 1.17 2= 10.267Nmm-' 
at'ajl == 2520 = 1.027Nnim 
-2 
-. 
OX 
Lateral buckling 
Refer to note BS5268-2,2.10.8. 
Shear 
N/A 
Def lection 
Member Xi(mm) Yi(mm) 0 (Rad) Xj(nim) YI(mm) 0 (Rad) 
6 
-1.995 -0.158 0.000 -2.275 -0.518 0.000 
No checks. 
Design for Tension member 8, and 9 
Simplif led analysis 
Along with the conditions as mentioned previously the following must also be 
complied to 
Depth factor 
K7= (3001hr" = (300/97y'll = 1.132 
ension members 
Width factor 
K, 4= 
(3001hf-" 
= 
(300/97r" 
= 1.132 
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Member subjected to axial tension and bending 
K3 K14 = 6.0 x 1.25 x 1.132 = 8.49Nmm -2 
CrO. 
&AIJ, 
K3 K7 KI., 
= 
10.0 x 1.25 x 1.132 2= 16.018Nnim -2 
Bending moment will be at peak at the centre of the truss. 
0.9(l. 5)- 0.491 = 0.859KNi7i 
Ity 
= 
0.859 x1 06X 48.5 
= 
15.65ONnim -2 
1 2.662 x 10' 
4341.2 
= 
1.279Ntyun-2 7395 
ON. 
*. //- +0 fdJI = 
8.952 
+ 
1.279 
= 
0.783 OX 
01.,. d.. Il 14.15 8.49 
Lateral buckling 
Refer to note BS5268-2,2.1 O. B. 
Shear 
Maximum shear at node 3 
Shear force in the member = 613.8N 
3F» *IM) 
= 
0.27 1 Niiiiii-2 
, r, 
= Z. = 
--ý- 
2A 2(3395) 
Def lection 
Local nodal deflections 
Node Xi(MM) Yi(MM) 0 i(Rad) Xi(MM) YI(mm) 0 j(Rad) 
8 0.000 0.000 0.006 
-0.518 2.275 0.000 
9 
-0.518 2.275 0.000 -1.037 0.000 -0.007 
Local ceiling tie centre deflections 
Member X(mm) Y(mm) 
8 
-0.259 12.808 
9 
-0.777 12.808 
Local deflection of ceiling ties must not exceed the following 
b) 0.006L&, = 0.006(3000) = 181nin OX 
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i 
Wall plates 
Beadng at nodes 1 and 6 
Total loads is 9235N, distributed equally among the bearings 
The vertical beafing load is the sum of the loads equally distdbuted to the 
supports 1 and 6. 
9235 
= 4.6175N 2 
The position and size of the wall plate is specified in the sketch below and is 
designed in accordance to BS 5268-3. 
loomm 
Area of bearing = 35 x 100 = 350011, n, 
2 
Hence, bearing force= 4617.5 
= 1.3 19NI11,11-2 3500 
Permissible compression stress perpendicular to the grain= 2.5ffinm-2 
"". 
0. K 
Deflection of truss 
Overall member displacements 
Member X(mm) Y(mm) 
1 
-0.55 1.15 
2 
-0.79 2.13 
3 
-0.24 2.13 
4 0.49 1.15 
8 0.26 12.81 
9 0.78 12.81 
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Deflections must not exceed the following. 
OX 0.003 X 6000 = 18nim OX 
For Horizontal displacement 
WA 
Global displacement 
Node X(mm) Y(mm) O(mm) 
1 0.00 0.00 6.25 
2 
-0.85 1.94 0.54 
3 
-0.52 2.28 0.00 
4 
-0.52 1.99 -0.35 
5 
-0.18 1.94 -0.54 
6 
-1.4 0.00 -6.51 
d) For vertical node displacement 
Any node must not exceed 12mm 
. 
-. 
OX 
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iI 
Design for joint 1 Heel joint 
Structural performance 
Lateral resistance of fastener 
Edge distance of plate at bottom chord is 
97-93 It= *. ignore 5mm at each side, hence plate width is 83mm. 2 
Refer to drawing for dimensions 
Nails required 
Top chord member 1 
Resultant of 2 forces 
613ON 
1389. ON 
5244.3N 
A2 
=B 
2 +C2 
- 
2BCcos 114 
A2=1.3892 +5.2443 2-2x1.3 89 x 5.2443 x cos 124 
Solving the equation, ,. A=6.130 i. e. 6130.147N 
Use sine rule to determine angle between load and chord grain 
sin 124 
= 
sin 00= 10.827* 
6130.147 1389 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 44.8270 
Angle of load to grain member 10.827" 
Hence, permissible load is 8OK3=80xl. 25=IOON 
6130.147 Nails required in top chord 2xIOO = 
30.65 1, say 31 
Bottom chord member 8 
For equilibrium nails at bottom chord must oppose the force 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 44.827* 
Anale of load to arain member 44.927* 
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i 
Hence, permissible load is 51K3= 51x1.25 = 63.75N 
Nails required in bottom chord 
6130-147 
= 
48.080, say 49 2x 63.75 
Tensile strength 
Force acting in the direction of the fastener length= 4341.2 
Minimal width required for tensile strength 
IV= 
4341.2 ýin 34 = 20.927nim, say 21 mm 
( 
2x58 ) 
Compression strength 
Force acting in the direction of the width at member 1= 1389N 
I= 
2x39 = 
17.81nun, say 18 
same applies for member 8 
Shear strength 
Angle of shear to the plate is 34", peninissible shear line = 28Nmm-1 
Required width of the plate for shear iv = 
5244.3 
sin 34 = 52.367mm, 2x28 
say 53mm 
Required dimensions of plate 
Length= 2(18) = 36nun 
Width= 53mm 
Joint design 
Minimum fastener bite 
Minimum fastener bite on chord members must not be less than the following (0-21+15)=(0.2( )+15)=28.4mm 
- 
30min 
Def lection 
0.25 (97) 
= 24.25inni 
See deflection of truss for nodal deflection 
Recommended plate size F67 150x67 
Joint specification 
265 
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Design for joint 2 Top Chord 
Lateral resistance of fastener 
Edge distance of plate is member depth minus plate width divided by 2 
i. e. 
72-41 
= 15.5nim -. OX 2 
Nails required 
For web member 5 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 0* 
Angle of load to grain member 0* 
Hence, permissible load is 10OK3=IOOXI. 25=125N 
Nails required 
- 
947.4 
= 
3.790, say 4 2xI25 
For member 112 
Force must be equal and opposite 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 0* 
Angle of load to grain member 68* 
Hence, permissible load is 38K3=38XI. 25=47.5N 
Nails required =. 
947.4 
= 9.973, say 10 2x47.5 
Tensile strength 
N/A 
Compression strength 
Minimal width of the plate 
947.4 
= 12.803trun, say 13mm 2x37 
Shear strength 
Force acting at 68* to the length of the fastener is 947AN 
The permissible shear line at 68* by interpolation of table 3= 46.4Nmm-' 
Calculated shear line 
Force shearing plate at angle 68" = 947.4 Cos 68* = 354.902N 
Therefore required plate width = 
354.902 
Cos 22 = 3.560mm, say 4mm 2x46.4 
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Joint design 
Timber shear stress condition 
3V 
ar. 
a&w 3 ý: -9 T, 
Compression force at member 5/7 exerts shear on top chord, hence, 
V= 947AN, hence minimal bite k= 
3V 3(947.4) 
= 
29.530mm 
2b av, a&x K3 2x35xl. lxl. 25 
say 37mm 
Minimum fastener bite 
Minimum fastener bite on chord members must not be less than the following 
-(0.21+15)= (0.2(75)+15)= 30mm 
30trim 
0.25(97)=24.25niin, OX 
Deflection 
See deflection of truss for nodal deflection 
Recommended plate size D41, I OOx41 
Joint specification 
Nails provided for top chord member 1/ 2= 18 
New strength 2x 47.5 x 18 = 1.71KN 
Web member 5 
Nails provided for web member 5 
New strength 
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Design for joint 3- Bottom chord 
Structural performance 
Refer to drawing for dimensions 
Nails required 
Web members(5, and 7) 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 34" 
Angle of load to grain member 0" 
Hence, permissible load is 88K3= 88x 1.25 =I ION 
Nails required in web 5 and 7= 
947.4 
= 4.306, say 5 2xI10 
Member 6 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 90" 
Angle of load to grain member 0* 
Hence, permissible load is 85K3= 85 x 1.25 = 106.25N 
Nails required in web 6= 
2587.3 
= 
12.176, say 13 2x 106.25 
Member 8 and 9 (continuous) 
The resultant of the web is = 2587.3 
- 
2(947.4sin 34)= 1528. ON acting vertically. 
Joint must be equal and opposite, hence total vertical force at bottom 
chord= 1528.0 + 300 = 1828. ON 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 909 
Angle of load to grain member 90* 
Hence, permissible load is 54K3= 54 x 1.25 = 67.5N 
Nails required in member 8 and 9- 
1828.0 
= 13.54, say 14 2x 67.5 
Strength of the plate is calculated where the members are discontinuous 
Plate Tensile strength 
Minimal length dimension to support tension web 
2587.3 Inun, SaY 20mm = 19.9W 2x65 
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Minimal length dimension to support bottom chord vertical tensile force 
1828 
= 14.06nun, say 15mm 2x65 
Plate compressive strength 
Minimal width dimension to support web 
Force acting in fastener length direction due to web= 947.4cos 34* = 785.43N 
Width required= 
785.43 
= 10.614mm, say 11 mm 2x37 
Minimal length dimension to support web 
Force acting in fastener width direction due to web= 947.4sin 34* = 529.78N 
length required 
- 
529.78 
- 
6.792inm, say 7mm 2x39 
Plate Shear 
Member 819 
No plate shear as member forces cancel each other out 
Width 
= 38 +11 = 49nun 
For tolerance 
Recommended plate size 75x54 
Joint design 
Timber shear stress conditlon 
3V 
ET* 
Net tension force in member 6= 1528. ON 
Vertical load at joint 3= 30ON 
V= 1228. ON, hence minimal bite h, = 
3V 3(1228L_ 
= 
38.275mm 2ba,.,,. K3 2x35xl. lxl. 25 
say 37mm 
Tension stress 
> K, 0.06T I (w+1 d) 
For tension perpendicular to the grain, refer to BS 5268-2, cl. 2.7 
Permissible tension load perpendicular to the grain. 
o, f. w, &. K3= 
1.10 
x 1.25 = 0.458Ntiun 3 
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Hence, the minimal fastener bite for tension load perpendicular to the grain 
d 
=(0.06KT wY16 61.90'. 1. 
=(O. 
G6xl. Oxl827.74 1 75 16 
0.458 
Y 
10.278mm, say 11 mm 
Minimum fastener bite 
Minimum fastener bite on chord members must not be less than the following (0.21+15)= (0.2(67)+15)= 28.4mm 
- 
30min 
0.25(97)= 24.25nun 
Deflection 
See deflection of truss for nodal deflection 
Recommended plate size H67 200x67 
Joint specif [cation 
Nails provided for web member 5&7= 19 
New strength =2x 110 x 19 = 4.18KN 
Nails provided for web member 6 
New strength 
16 
2x 106.25 x 16 = 3.4KN 
Nails provided for bottom chord 
New strength 
64 
2x 67.5 x 64 = 8.64KIV 
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Design forloint 4 
Structural performance 
Lateral resistance of fastener 
97-93 
= 2nun *. ignore 5mm at each side, hence plate width is 83mm. 2 
Refer to drawing for dimensions 
Nails required 
Top chord members 2 and 3 
1089N 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 20* 
Angle of load to grain member 14" 
Hence, permissible load is 83K3= 83 x 1.25 = 103.75N 
Nails required in top chord, members 2 and 3= 
3800 18.314 
2x 103.75 
say 19 
Web member 6 
Resultant load of upper chord cancels out due to symmetry 
Angle of load to fastener length direction is 90* 
Angle of load to grain member 0* 
Hence, permissible load is 85K3= 85 x 1.25 = 106.25N 
Nails required in web, member 6= 
2587.3 
= 12.18, say 13 2x 106.25 
Tensile strength 
Force acting in the direction of the fastener width= 2587.3N 
Minimal length required for web tension member 
1 87.3 1= '"5"' ff 6ý = 19.902inin, say 20mm 2x65 
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Compression member 
Resultant Compression force acting at member = 380ON 
Minimal plate width required w= 
3800cos2O 
= 48.254mm, say 49mm 2x37 
sssMinimal plate length required 1= 
3800sin2O 
= 16.663min, say 17mm 2x39 
Joint design 
Minimum fastener bite 
Minimum fastener bite on chord members must not be less than the following 
(0.21+15)= (0.2(112.178)+15)= 37.436mm 
30mm 
0.25 (97) = 24.25mm 
Deflection 
See deflection of truss for nodal deflection 
Recommended plate size D93,1 OOx93 
Joint specification 
Nails provided for both top chord members 2&3= 28 
New strength =2x 103.75 x 28 = 5.81KN 
Nails provided for web member 6= 18 
New strength =2x 106.25 x 18 = 3.825KN 
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i 
Glue Line 
I cl. 6.10.1.3 Timber to timber joints 
Permissible 
Ia1 a&nH(I 
- 
0.67 sin a) 
r, 1.0 x (I 
- 
0.67 sin 0) = LON /MM2 
Assume 1 ton load at each load point 
10000 x cos 56 = 5591.93N 
I Required glue area 
A= 5591.93 
_ 
5591.3mm' 
1.0 
therefore, length required = 
5591.93 
= 159.77mm 
1 
35 
I Provide 200mm 
I New permissible force 
200x35xl. O 
= 
12518N 
= 
1.25Tons 
cos56 
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Twinoplate Lid DETAIL SHEET 3 
BOARD OF 
BBAAmrjvVvT 
TWINAPLATE TWISTNAIL 
ý"zzfz-s-t- PUNCHED METAL PLATE TIMBER FASTENERS 
I7Trr 
",,, 11114,11, 
': -, 
0 THIS DETAX SHEET RMACES CERTIFICATE No 84! IJ26 
A-140 RELATES TO TVIINAFLATE TV/. ISTNAfL PUNIOiED METAL 
PLATE TOAPER FASTENERS. 
Th. 's DeAzif 5ýýeef must be i-ecd in conjurchan wit. h1he Front Sheef cmd NA011 Sf, eef 1, -hichpive Cond tions ci Certif icaýoin, defaAs common to 
cd Tw=03te ceitAcated losterurs the prodvd's posirkm reg. 24mg, 
the &4diV Reg4blhons re*ec: hviJy. 
77T. '-7777 40 ý'Iqt f 0; 4 7  =77 Es 
I Description 
1.1 Twinoplate Twistnali Punched Kýetal Plo-e 
Timber Fasteners ore palvvqzed mild steel 
pýaies having rows c inr&gral' ro-Is pressed out 
to proýect at appoximately right-ongles to one 
d 
; 
'p 
face ýf tiý) ) tes (see Rgure 1). Ne slots so formed 
! Zz, 
levh direction of the fastener. Twz nci's ore formed from eo, -h s! ot. from a distanice of 4 mm from the face of the 
plaies, each coil 4 tNisled through 430. 
Across the width of *e fastener ikree pa, rs ef 
noIs of e7,, ol len h are f6lowed by one pcir. 
of nais a; vneqllergtý. Alternate ronws cf*, 
nails are voggered. 
1.2 Týe Fasteners am morufoctured from 
mclerial desigrafort Z2 G275 to F-S 2989 
1982 5pecif=lion for cort; nuovsý hol-d', p zinc 
cooled and kon-zov olloy cowed steel ý vvide 
strip, sheeLlplate orýd slit wide *ip- An upper limit onVIrnate lensile strengh ýs additionally 
Imposed to ensve, suitability for pressing. " '4_ 
Fe'erence shotld be mode to IBBA-Wc motion 
No 9 Punched Wa( I'tate Timbefl`cste)ers 
Specjlka. ý'on fcw Hot-Dip Z; nc Coated Sleef and Qual, 'Iy Con. 'rof Gu&nce Notes. 
1.3 The dimer-sions cM spacing of the nols 
are shown in Figvre 2, The thýic"ss of the 
plate ineluding zinc coating is nominally 0.91 rnm, 
2 Sizes 
The stando-d sizes of f3s+erer are I given in Table 1. 
tr 
te LA *O1 T1ce Twfsna1 
inchd A4J Ptoe Timbe Fo, ne: 
- 
3 Identification 
The fasteners ore stompod wilS +e 
mdýufccturer's idenfrficcýiom mark TNP, and 
ore pocked in boxii beadng the BSA 
idenfification mok incorpofating the nU'Mber of 
this Cert&ale. 
Poodws crt wVwd to chock thrx #4 D" 
-We4 bw rKi bwo w6&awn or rj; ww*id by a k. ** bY Clh- ftfe-llg to &W 
*I%Jex d Cared UA Wcokbns' w ccnWing Ahe W dýW, fTtýpkm Mcirine 0923 642M). 
I 
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C. 
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4 Timber species 
TI)is, DeaF ', +. eet covers the use of TwinapIcia 
Tvýistral fasteners in savvii or p1cred, trez)ted 
o, untTeoted, stress gicdod timber of mwmum 
specifýed ikkne,. ts oi at ieast 35 mm, -0 
-I mm d: verc_exe +rougýout a member 
iwher meastired at 20%. moistvre content) of 
+e 
-OVowin-g Species. 
Eumpezin vvHte-, wo,,; d 
Eurcpe--n red,, -,, )oc-d 
ýfm-fir 
'Nevem wfiita spruce 
Eamern Conadiar, spm; ce iprincess spnicel 
'MCe-coine-fir. S 
5 Structural performance 
Lcteral resistonce 
5.1 The twercl resistance of c icstener 
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nurnber e effective no n *e joýrr 
species of timbe, cnd its moistire cortent 
ci. rofion o, k4d 
oirecýon ol bearing of -he naI with resped io 
týi! grain of the tn+er 
avgýe of -, o--d to the fastener. 
5.2 TI-e number of effective nails In the jolint 
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noils recrer ihon 6 m. m to the edge of +e 
tir-ber 
t, o;; s nearer 'hon 6 ? nm fro-n +, e end of the timýet 
member meosured p3rollel to the grain, 
5.3 The permissible laietol load per effecive 
ro I for -+ie fasierers under lorg-tarm load: rg ýor the so4twood sp*:: ý-es included in thi's 
assessment ;s 9*,. en in Table 2. The 
loo6s art spe--ified for 1,5" invements of 
angle of Ic-ad to 'he gain crd nail or-enfoSon, 
as rd: coted i-I Yýqlre. 3. 
Toble- 2 Few'ss4ke foods Np, 
"icrs) per Imij, for i w. rtap(ate T-wisina, ') foveners 
Ar4o 0 10: 31d lo AM, ID 'M lcaz iv wavr Vmrker _ _ falw-w wt 
" (1 0 V., 45' 6c* 750 W* 
ION-to ft. boewq 
53 4. -, 3a 36 
15 M ý_- 6 5ý c; 
'm 
3ý, 
D ;7 83 A6 52 422 17 36 
45 80 ý. S 5 
o3 5 31 4.2 37 3-6 
75 7S 63 5ýAzv 3", 
9D 82 U '66 ý? 5! ý. t 
'The taW: 
-, t&d wo ý, w f"-*isfj ir pkwoj rle*" 
, 
Fe- juw-W 
hmbat *0 pwmttbl# kad vokm mist be %-, d i; W b%, lhvwwlvi-V 
bv 0 9. 
5. A The Pwmlsýble lcleo! load ior rredijrrý. 
short- ond verv shod-te, m duration of locA 
should be obtolned in occcrdance with BS 5268 
- 
Part 2t 1989 5+wturo! use of 
"I-b-er 
- 
Code of prachce for permiss; ýe stress des n, materjot's cnd vvo+manship by 
m2iXin, j +. e I-org-term, permissible loads 
gi en or, clale 2 by the fo! lowirg factors-. 
Med-um term 1.12 (eq dead + srcw, 
dead + fi-emporary impcsed) 
Shoo term 1.25 (e, g dead + imposed + vAnd', dead + imposed + snow - wind*) 
Very slý, Ort tern 1.25 (eq dead + imposed + windl) 
'Fot vwýod, short-teim cotegory applits to clo%% C (I$ s 9. vl, cis dof'oel -n CP3 , Ch=ler Vs Pert 2. 
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2 C2 
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5 Structural performance 
Laterci 
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deel, 
- 
i. sýrz. -ýe 
.-ý. vild,: 
Ve-, Y ter'n, 
irýp. liet tr. rl-I-. N C 
dmý nk, Chmtet V Port 2, 
Y er uopiý- 
2rie 3 13 ý 01 5sg ist), zu Ael -er, i- C ý3 V; Pom 2. 
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Tensile streng'h 
13 
5.5 The max-imum tensIe force acting on the 
imteners, For nll -our cclegcries ef load 
wolion, must nct exceed the Io: lovv; rq., 
: orce octin!; In din-cfi-, n of fcstener ler-9th - 
58 N-, ifn- --f fosiener vvic* 
fcrce ccftng in dieclion of (cstener wid-h 
- 
, ý5 tMM-1 of f054ener length. 
Compressive. strength 
3.6 -he maxinLm ccrnoressive force acting -on 
the fasteners, f--r ol! (oLr categories of lood 
ci-raSor,, must not exceed the follo%%ringt 
force acting In d4ection of fastenee length 
37 Nmrn-, of fcsterer width 
fcrce o--frg in difection of fi3sterer widths 
- 39 Nmm-, oý fastener ler. 9n. 
5.7 The loads given in section 5.6 were derived 
from tests crd are based cn a týpical factor of 
scfe-y for gerernI use. Wlrere failure of the 
fastener will result in 4orces being iolken in end 
becir-, rq, aid the icin1wiI nor be subjectto, stress 
reversa!, the permis5kle values ior compressive 
force may be mod, f; ed by multirlying by 1.5. A 
suitably qLtnlited engir"r shol be responsible 
forconsideriN ther*ri-sof eochopplicciiion and ýeciding upon 6e appropriate perTniss-Ible valve. 
Shear strength 
5.8 The maximum shear force mfing on a 
;, csterer, for cl'iot,, r caleqcries of load duration, 
must not exceed the voCle given in Table 3 for 
-he angle a, +e angle týeM-een the fastener 
length &ection crd tF-e direction in výhlch the 
load is Och-1g. 
ToWe 3'ý: Morum'u'm ýhear krcis 
kv# Qi OýOw k-10 
0 31 
to ; 11 
.0 28 30 28 
40 28 
50 42 
50 
70 44 
20 32 
90 21 
'Voluft lot 4i-eme6ate cn5las cori Le in-9-POoled. 
5.9 The vclues are Lm"ted to angltt a up to 
and inclidi-ig 900, as required by conventionall 
UK practice. The requIrements reloting to shecr 
f 
'ven in MOAT No 16 - 1979 induide valves 
or angle a from 00 to 1800, An assessment 
will therefore be necessary ln'each porftiulcr 
case wýere va'ues for shear rrge a greater 
than 90' cre reqiý, rea. 
6 Practicability of installation 
Týe faster-ers are easy to embed using ihe 
corrmercicl plwon of roller press eqLfipment 
r. o, -molly employed for trust fab(cofon. 
Anoo of ), >: id to groo cod noil 
, Nhttw 10 j PO "* J-IWOO 0 1"d O"d d-IK"Or 019"1" 
ah, 0ý the J.; * t*s-ew, Iwm- iwr, 0-4 reer-cý Of goom 
- cikmcýce ol bad 
N-31 gtojp indot, t:: r CA 10-ma' Argla, CA Lccf iv wnm to hisfaref *rq, 
-0, - : EI - ilý$ -0 - 00 0* 7-h 
00 900 EtA 
00 00 
00 
00 
-901, (904,16 
0-90, 
7 Durability 
C 6rs tove'a zinc coc pq U6' asir 
ý(sýi sect; cii, J-. 2 6f *tis Dvail 
'whIc6"%vAi giviei iadpýubte protectionu'-" 
against corrosion i  n, oriýl iýterl`l 
, 
al d6iýesft 
of the, 
timber dces". not i. 'Xceed 18-Yo. for dny fgn? pcent 
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i rvýý, e ir 
, 
Lý-h 
5.5 mox -I, It: lo.:. e C. -ting or *rle ýol 
-; . es cf lood 
cooft: )n, mj%t rul exle-ea Ole fo iov. 
r 7e C%(.. 
-7 m : -f 
fos-ener 
c r-7 e Cdý"Cj i-ý 
Compressive it-ený. + 
rý--- o -, c. - -15 t ene, ler-q tF 
f7 rre act r cl in ci, eoiýý-r r- 
-Arn- 
-, 
-' 
fastener ter j, 
57 -n-, loods given ;- st-, ý'L, 171 1: Sh rrd ; re 
sofe-v fo, per-erol use 'TNI, ero oilure Cf 'he 
r e- '. 
011 
re ýo It in boi%g t. iken in erd 
t: )e(: r rg. the -5ý: int vvi I -vý- be s, iDject lz-ý o, i- 
reverso. pmrrriý5kle volies 4or 
to'ce mc- 
'v 
be mod ýý&d Dv multinlying by I 
skdtýb -, quoh-ed em-gi-ieer ! Fo I be iesponsi7i 
fa, consjdeýrq he -, ei-7's of iý. jch appi cc, io-) c; 
-i t-v-- : jpp, r%Drir, -te pen-iss ble Tick 
Shear sirength 
5ý8T, I, - ntix mim sFec r fo-, e 
-cling o-i a vrz0f. ýrpr, to. r 
, 
-I 4,,: )L-r :: afewries cf &od do.; rjtic-r, 
moS* ric' exceed -he Voll-le Qtvep r) Tckle 3 fcr 
'ý)e : Ingle. 
-) 4 1! - lenal. ) dr, 
LfJý iS 
-It 
Tihe 
Al 
-- :1 -- I ýT n-o)rw m. Dre ang *! f or L-0 inlwnr. . 3! va, 
5ý9 Tý:, e Yclue% nre Im -ec to OrIgIg a jD to 
j-id ncl-, di-q 900, os required by cc! nveqti,. -i
1, <. Pf, 
--LtiCe. The equ remeits eloting to sli; 
g ven r f,. OOA, T No 16 : 1979 incluce valý- ra- cngle a fforn 0" Ic. 180*, Ar, cssessmýn-l 
vvil Incte':, re be necessory in eock parlcuicr 
6 Practicability of installation 
,ý-i jjjý)ed :. Cw; .-, - 
mercicl -,, 
-, 
rodef press eqj pm, ý tit 
ro, mrjl'y ernployed -or m., si Jabr cat wi. 
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i, gure 
-1 A'(, * (31 to gr2, n ond nor' 
C; f le. -. tafýx 
P. t-'-. '. r ip.. t. ... '. rr -Iv.., re C' V 
. 
"".., 
.... 
_. 
i- 
u 
'7 --! 
7 Durability 
ý, 
-wp rc coafrý-ý. f Dwa il S[- 1, 
wlý--ick w 1, give (3coqu-ote protection 
,, igninO -, -rrosior i-i -)ormcl 1-teTI(d 
dC-[TIk 
situ3tio4)s, vinew tl-e mastwe coziieni of the 
fi, rbef clues rlot exceed 18% ýcran), 5 qn"; -Luri 
Period cnd r3ces nct txcetid 22% at ony time. 
" 
-"S"". 
"", 
'-1 
" 
"" ""4 "" 
" 
: 
"" z""" 
7,, ie follow. rq is a ummori 0 tne tachnicol 
irvesfigoticns carr'ed oýjt on Twraplz)te 
, wstrol Kmcfýed NAera, Plole Timber 
Fzslonems- 
8 Tosts 
As part of Oe assemmmi leading to Iýe issue 
: -, ft he Prev-Ous Cert, licctet 
(I I -e5t5 were ccrie: l out on 126 
stmxtu ral ', oins, assambled usi, -ig Iiie commercial 
e_-Lipmerýt no-rnoliy employed. -ýe rasuis 
were assessed tý, oetermýne *e perrnIissibl-3 
loads crd s-, Lmses for tN2 icsterers. 
, 
""I -hree species oý fmbe-, European 4 
whitewood. Europion tedwocid ord Western 
-, -, 
hite spnice, were t; sed in the lest joints. 
Ex. sting dnta on ? he relative st-,, eno-h of spebes 
were ýseq to derive volves for uý-e with wher 
c, pecies- -ýie lests exomýred: 
variafons in strer, th witi, r spe,: ýes 
effects Oi surfucelmisý 
effec-s of direcýcn crd tip-e cf load-ing 
effec's of f3s*Lme, cdertation 
ters; le and sýeor properfies cf fasterers, 
1,3'1 Tes-s we, e cc-iducted to determine &ýe 
*: ickress and quclity of covanizing. 
9 Other investigations 
9.1 As. pat of +e cissessme-0, eadling lo +e 
6f tFe prvoizws CortfiCate, *he folliowing 
investications were mcde: 
; 11 7be c)ermi3sble load5, deriyed from the 
, evs. refe-r-, A to ebove, were compared w; th 
! -Ie e5tifnOted MCAMM 100dS tO COUSe 0 IDIMt 
slip ci 0.8 -, m. These latter load values, 
-iowever, were coms'sterfly Hgket ihmn those 
c, med on moximm 
lood vclues, In general, 
týe max! "ýLm inifiol slip ;p joiits in tension, at 
6-s permissible loric-terfn I-'Ods, WAI not be 
greater than 0,25 ;m md the average W-ia' 
&I ip not 9 reater Onan 0.1 mrn. 
(2) Exisfing data on tke cliTbIlity cot ptrche<J 
inetot picte timber tosteners were eiew"Ined, 
31 Exisfag data relating to, cv6c loading on 
avenors in dwehnss anc similor S*t,, jc*ut,. Is 
were ezmined aný the e4iec-s round to be 
insignificant. 
(A. I An assessment was ma6e. on +e 
praoicabillity of jo'*nt assembly, 
(51 The test data on wHich ! he previoli Certificate was based were te-exoKned and 
cnalysed in oc-cordorce w6 BBA MCAT 16 1979, and co, -npo, ed with relcred ccrnporofve 
reseora dz3ta- The analysis estoblisýed thoi 
the des, "gn date previously derived (ema'r 
vulid, 
16) The rfonufoctur--, ng, pTocess was examined, 
; niudýrig the mehods adopted for crjalýly 
control, and detals Yvere ob! cined of Oie 
quality orvd composition of the matcfVs used. 
9.2 As part cl tý, e assessment Ieodinq -a the 
issue of Ms Cerfifitale, He foVowing 
invest'Gafions were madei 
(1) A re-exom., rafion was mde of the dato 
aid Invesfiqcýons on which 1he previous Ce&, "ficate was based. 
ý '2-1 T I. %e streng-h of join-s in compression was investigated. 
9.3 Regular ior-tory inspections hcve been 
ca-r; ed out to ensure thot civality Is being 
rno rloir*d. 
9.4 No 4adure of the product in use ýos been 
reparled to'-he BBA. 
poop 3BA IF = tm'] lopIJT r 
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r. i 
8 Tests 
cuf r-ý'i 126 full-sl'2E 
oir-s, 
-, 
sse-bed usi-ic -)e corn-, e-: 7 cjý 
, ýý,,, ipmert -Fe +#L permis-, 61-. 
t 
h; te f., ce, wer, i sed r the fini jýýmls. 
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':, Is r Ifergil) "/It'l r 
eNec-5 ci di! e( f'ý'l ý: r J CA 
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t le -Ir, c- ui to -rs. 
9 Other investigations 
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-Pxkim r. -it-on -ýoAe of tf%e c:, 31,: j 
w-iF btjwc. 
Ij a- rsL,. oLti-:. ios hove be-c-r- 
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Appendix A3 Loading arrangement 
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Fig. All 
- 
Crown Joint test 
281 
Fig. A3.2 
- 
Heel Joint test 
282 
Fig. A3.3 
- 
Top chord joint test 
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Fig. A3.4 
- 
Bottom Chord Joint test 
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Fig. A3.5 
- 
Tensile loading of Bottom chord test 
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Fig. A3.6 
- 
Full scale truss set-up 
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Appendix 131 2-D non-linear semi-rigid analysis 
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Semi-rigid joint rotational stiffness 
mi 
= 
4EI O. i + 
2EI 
tl. i - 
6EI 
R +M iF (4.4.1 111 
m 
4EI O. j + 
2EI 6EI 
R +MF (4.4.1 b) 
11O. i -11 
R= 
(Vmj Vmi (4.4.2) 
Referring to Fig. 4.32 let t3r be the rotational displacement due to the spring, 
and total rotational displacement 
19i = t9w + 19'i (4.4.3a) 
191 = t9. j + Z9,1 (4.4.3b) 
Hence, rearranging the two equations and substituting for z9mi and t9m, 
mi = 
4EI (oi 
- 
OJ+ 2LI (Oj 
- 
0,1 )- ýEI R+MiF (4.4.4a) 
111 
m 
4EI (oj 
- 
Oj )+ 2EI (0, 
- 
0,, )- 6EI R +MF (4.4.4b) 
Expanding the two equations 
M'-l 
= 
40i 
- 
40, i + 2z9j - 26,1 - 6R +Mi 
Fl 
(4.4.5a) EI EI 
i 40j 
- 
40,1 + 201 
- 
2z9,1 
- 
6R + 
MFI 
(4.4.5b) EI EI 
Dividing equation (4.4.4a) by 2 and subtract from (4.4.4b) 
Mil 
- 
20i 
- 
20, i + Oj - 6,1 - 3R + 
M'Fl 
2EI 2EI 
MFI MFl Mil mii 
= 
-3t9j + 30,1 + 3R + &vai & --- j (4.4.6a) 2 EI EI 2EI EI 
Now divide equation (4.4.4b) by 2 and subtracting from (4.4.4a) 
mi1m 
il 
MFI Mi FI 
=-30i+30,. i+3R+ 
j (4.4.6b) 2 EI EI 2 EI EI 
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Rearranging (4.4.5b) and substitute the relationship for spring M, = z9,, A,. 
Where, Mi = Moment at joint i 
Ai 
= 
Rotational spring stiff ness at joint i 
mi1m 
il 
MFI Mi FI 
=-3t9i+3M! +3R+ j 2EI EI Ai 2EI EI 
Mil 3Mi mmFmF1 
=-3t9i+3R- j 
-+- 
i-i 
EI li 2EI 2EI EI 
3MiEI 3EI m mF F 
mi + Ail -I 
(Oi 
- 
R)+ 
-2j-2 j-+Mi 
i(1+2EI = 
3EI m mF F (Oi-R)+. j- j-+Mi 
Ail 122 
il+3EI 3EI 
m mF 
mj 
I =-(Oj-R)+. I- 
J_+M 
iF Ai 122 
let r, =( All + 3EI 
), 
hence, 
LE-Ir' (0, 
- 
R) +ý 
-jr, - ri 
(MjF 
_ 
MF 
12 (-2 i (4.4.6a) 
Repeating the same algebraic manipulations for equation (4.4.3a) and 
M. 
. substituting Ai 
- 
gives 06 
3EIr M, r, F ,, 
_i m (t9j 
- 
R)+ 
ýL_MF 
(4.4.6b) 
2 ri 
(21) 
let rj =( AjI + 3EI 
) 
Substituting Mj into M, 
r M ir r Mi= 
ýOr, 
+r3EIrr, 
iji rj 
(MiF 
- 
mF 
(MjF 
_ 
mF 
21 
(Oj 
i 1 
Ir, 
R) R)+ 
,4222 
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re-arranging the equation 
3EIr, rrF M, rirj MiF 
_MF -r 
J__MF M'- 
41 
(Oi 
- 
R)+ 
21 
(t9j 
- 
R)- 
212ji 
(2F 
4 r, 3EI r0 rjR )+ [, 4r, ri (EIF jF mi 
- -R+ II _MF - 
(ý! 
 m 
-i-rii r rj 22i rj 222 
rmF i 6EI 
MiF 
_MF 
i 
-MF mi 
r 
(20i 
- 
2R + rjOj 
- 
rjR)+ rr 2rj i -4( i iri ri 22 j
mi rjr. 6EI (20i 
- 
2R + rjOj 
- 
rjR)+ 
ri 
MFrj 
+2MF rj 
-2MF +4MF i 
ir14- rrj j 
irj 
] 6EI 
-i 
=[Z. 
r, 
]_M 
F (rj MF(2rj 
r i rj 
mi (20i 
-2R+rjz9j -rjR)+ 
[Z 
-r' i- 4)+ j -2) 1 , 
Likewise 
rj 6EI mF MiF mi 
- 
(20j 
- 
2R + ri0i 
- 
riR)+ j (ri -4)+ (2r, - 2) 
[ý 
r rj I 
(Vmj Vmi 
j r 
M, r, 
)] 
Vmj 
4EI 3 r, ] 19i 2EI 6EI 
(2+rj) 
ij (4.4.7a) 
r 
. 
(2 + r, ) r,  
jr , r. - 
6EI 
2+rj)] i MF(2 r, 
rj 
+ ii_ 
! ý_ 
Vmi +M iF 
(rj 
- 
4)+ 
-2) 
1] r.  j 
r 
Mi= 4EI 
3rj ]oj 
+ 
2EI 6 El r rj (2 + ri 
v. j r (4.4.7b) 
6EI Frj (2+ ri )l r )+MF(2r 
+ 
-[ 4-rrj Vmi +[ý-Jrrjl i, -4 ii -2) P4j- -M i 
Applying 
si = 
mi +Mi (4.4.8a) and 
-Sj = 
mi +Mi (4.4.8b) 11 
gives 
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s 
6EI r, (2 + rj 
+ 
6EI F rj (2 + ri qj + 12EI 
-ri + rirj + rj 
Vmi 12 4-rirj 13 4- rirj i- 4-rrj (4.4.9a) 
rF 
(I 
MF 
ir. 
-i - -2. )+ m -! -+A 12EI ri+rirj+rj +ji 
ý+ 
ri r, ri ri 
13 
v 
mi 4-rirj r. rj 
s 
6EI r r, (2 + rj )l 6EI rj (2 + r, )l 12EI r, + r, rj + rj 
v 12 
Oi 
- mi -F 4 ri rjj 4-rirj jP- 4-rirj (4.4.9b) 
MF m 
(I 
+ 
ri r, 
++ 
+ 
12EI ri+rirj+rj 
vii 
(I 
- ri ri 
13 4-rirj 
I 
-i 1 
(4.4.9b) 
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Semi-rigid joint axial stiff ness 
Recall the axial force equation for a member, 
EA pi =L ui -u j) 
EA pi 
L uj -ui) 
for end i and j respectively. 
The total displacement equations 
ui =U 
mi 
+ Uai 
U 
mi 
+ Jai 
Ui 
- 
Uai =U 
mi 
ui 
-Uai =U 
-i 
re arranged and substituted into the force equation as follows, 
Therefore, 
EA ' pi. =-, (Ui-Ui-Ui+u., i) 
p 
But, Uai =. 
L 
andU ai =i 
rai rai 
Where r. i =Axial spring stiffness at joint 1 
r. j =Axial spring stiffness at joint j 
Substituting into equation 
EA(ui__Li 
_u 
P 
pi =Ii+i) 
r. i ro ) 
(4.3.3a) 
(4.3.3b) 
(4.5.1) 
Since only axial forces are considered, for equilibrium P= Pi = -Pj, hence we 
have the following: 
Expanding equation (4.5.1) 
p EAU EA Pi EA EA Pi 
11r, 1 -1 1 r,, j 
Rearranging 
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p EAR 
EAR EA EA I +- I= 
-ui --Uj 
ri I ro 
A EA 
Pi +ýý+E = 
-u i -uj) Ir. i Ir-i I 
Letting pi I+ 
EA 
+ 
EA hence 
Ir. j Ir. j 
EA pi = lpi ui -u j) 
(4.5.2a) 
Likewise for Pj 9 
pj +EA+EAI 
... 
P, =Pj=p 1ý. j Ir,, i ) 
EA 
=_p j= lp ui _uj) 
(4.5.2b) 
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Semi-Rigid Shear stiff ness 
vmj vmi 
Denoting the following 
At = Vi -vj 
As =V Si - vsi 
A. 
=v 
-i -vi 
where, A, = Total vertical relative displacement 
As Spring relative displacement 
Am Member relative displacement 
Also, 
At = Al + AM AM =At -AS 
Hence, v. j = vj -v., j V'-i -= Vi - V. 'i 
Therefore, 
V-i v"a 
= 
(Vi 
- 
vsi (vi 
- 
vsi 
But Vsi = 
S, 8t VSj = 
si 
r, i rj 
Substituting into the equation above 
( 
vi 
-Si 
)-(Vi 
- 
Si 
R= 
(Vi 
- 
V5j (Vi 
- 
Vsi rV ri 
Recalling shear force equation (4.4.8a) and (4.4.8b) respectively 
Si = 
mi +Mi 
i=- S 
+1 mj ) 
Hence, substituting into R 
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vv 
-Si v+ 
(Mi +Mi) 
v 
(Aij 
+M 
ii 
1-( 
1 Ira 
R=E rj 
1, 
ra 
=( 
Irj 
I 
=vj+mi +mj -vj+mi +mj I 12r 12r 
s 
12r 12r 
si si 
v++m Vi 
)+ Mi 
12 ra 
(Tý,, 
j 
P 
ra 
(Trv 
+ 
Letting 12 
1+ 
12' rj ri 
Therefore, 
I( 
R=I yj 
-vi)+M,, B+Mjp 
Before proceeding any further the equation P can be tested. It is assumed that 
the spring is very stiff this will be the rigid condition. Just by inspection if rj and 
r, jare infinitely large then fi tends to zero. Therefore, R is equal to 
I 
1 
(vj 
-vi) 
which is equal to (V. j -VJ and reduces to the slope deflection equation. 
We recall the equations (4.4.6a) and (4.4.6b). 
(0, 
-R)+Mjr' -r, 
(MjF 
_ 
mF 
2 (-2 i 
3EIr (MiF 
Mj (Oj 
- 
R)+ 
ýL-j 
- 
rj 
- 
MF 
2 (-2 j 
By substituting for R in the equation the shear spring has been introduced to 
the system. 
= 
Mr, 
v+F (4.6.1 mi 
-(!, (Vi- i)+Mi, 6+mjp 
I 
-M I 
F) 
1 
loi )l 
2 r(L2j 
Mr, (vj rj ýKiF mi 
2j2 --m i (4.6.1 b) -vi)+Mifl+Mj, 8 
F 
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Expanding 
2EIr, (IV ri (M JF MF 
I- Vi)+ mA -ri ý-2 2 
(4.6.1 a) 
-, i), muo +ýH-rj -rj(MiF _MF 
)l 
221 
(4.6.1 b) 
Letting ai =1+ 
3EIrifi 
and aj =1+ 
3EIrjfi 
11 
Therefore 
ýNr, ri (MJ 
_MF 
F 
MI = -(!, vi-vi)+mifl +, 
Hjr 
_ 
(4.6.2a) 
ail 2aj ai (-2 i 
rj F J ýL 3EIr, i Fj mi 
= -(ý -v ___L _Mj (4.6.2b) 
ajl 
[oj 
1 
(vj 
')+M"8)] 2aj aj 
(2 
Letting R'= (v, 
- 
vi ) to simplify solution 
Therefore, 
ýKjF Mr, j r, j mF mi [Oi 
-(R'+Mjfi)]+ýý---ý- (4.6.3a) 
aj 2ai ai 
(2 
3EIrj [, 
j (R? Mrr mi =- ig)]+ 
ýýi i_J 
(MiF 
_MF (4.6.3b) 
ajl 2aj aj (2j) 
3EIr. 3EIrj Letting yj = ýw I and 7, = 
ajl ail 
Therefore, 
MF 
Mi = yj [Oi - (R ? +mj, 6)]+ 
A 
-, 
i 
(mj 
-M i (4.6.4a) 2ai ai 2 
Mj yj [Oj 
- 
(R'+ M+M, 
rJ 
_ 
ri 
(, ý, F 
MF (4.6.4b) 
2aj a, 21 
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Mi = ri (Oi - R')- Mj 
(rip 
- -L-(MF' - Mi 
F (4.6.5a) 
2ai ai 
r2 
M 
=yj(Oj-R)-Mi jp+ 
rj 
_MF) (4.6.5b) i 2aj ) aj 
i 
Substituting Mj into M, 
Therefore, 
rj, 8 
_ 
rJ rJ iF ri i 
(ýL 
_MF mi 
- 
(0, 
-R')- 
Irj (Oj 
- 
R')- Mi 
2aj aj 2 2aj 
r 
F 
i 
(mj 
- 
mF 
ai ý2 
(4.6.6a) 
If we assume that the system is rigid we should end up with the original semi- 
rigid matrix as derived in the slope deflection equation for semi-rigid joints. The 
test can be found in Appendix 3 
We can now continue evaluating Equation (4.6.6a). For programming purposes 
we shall separate the new terms from the old terms, thereby high-lighting 
changes required in the program. 
0. 
- 
riR'- rjgj 
- 
rjR'- rj, 8Mi + 
-fj-M 
rj MF+ rJ MF Mi ri ii- LL 
I 
2a i 2aj i a, 
Ing 
2ai 
ri M JF r 
+IMiF 
a, 2 ai 
Expanding the brackets 
2 
rirjflOj 
- 
Oj 
-rirj, 8R'+ R'-rirjp Mi+ M, +22-riflM, 
Mi 
= ridi - riR'- 
2ai 2a, 2a, 2aj 
F_ rr rJ M r'rj'6MF + --ý-r-j MF+ 2ý, ri 16 M ij MF 4aaj 2aj 4aaj aj j 2aaj J 
_fi_M 
F+ 
_Li_M 
F 
2aj i a, i 
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7 r. 7iri 
, 
7jrifi 7 r. fi 
M, di 
- 
ri R'- ri rj fit9j +''' Oj + ri rj, 8R'- 
-R+ ri rjB'M, --Mi-Fi"M, 2ai 2ai 2ai 2aj 
ri ri rirjflm, 
- 
riri 
MF_ri 
r jflMF+ riri MF_ ri MF+ i mi 
IIi- _L_MF 4aiaj 2aj 4aia i aj 2aiaj J 2a, j ai ' 
irj#g r8rrr 
rirj +.? ý_ 
_ 
g2 it iJi= 
ri Oi 
- 
ri R' 
- 
ri rj, 80j + rj r, + r, rj, 8R Lj i R" 2ai 2aj 4aiaj 2ai 2a, 
ri Pm riri 
MF 
_ 
rirjflMF 
+ 
riri 
MF 
_ 
ri 
MF + 
ri 
MF 
2aj 4aaj i aj j 2aiaj j 2ai j a, , 
Separating the coefficients 
+ 
Lý. 
-P +. L, -rifi - r, r, i= ri oi - ri ri P- 
Lj 
-r, ri -), irjfl+ r, r, 2a, 2aj 4aaj 2a, J-( 2ai 
rirjfl rir, 
+-Li-ý IF _(rirP8 
ri ri 
+ 
r, F 
2a 4aiaj ai a 2a a 2a, 
ýj 
We have now deduced the full equation. The equation will now be re-written so 
that we can distinguish the new terms from the old terms. This allows the 
preservation of the original equation thus allowing easier implementation of the 
equation in the existing program. 
Letting c, riyjfl2 _ 
rjrifl ririg 
2a, 2a i) 
Hence 
ri ri rr 
ri +1- 1 =rioi - rirjfl--ýj- ' ri - r1rip + -ýýj r, 4aaj 2a, i-( 2ai 
ririo ri ri 
+rr 
ri F 
-Li F 
P8 ri + 
2aj 4aiaj ai aj 2aiaj 2ai 
substituting 
3EIrf 
and yj = 
LE-Iri back into the equation. 
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ci +( 
4aiaj 
- 
r, rj ý EIri 
i 
EIri ýHrj 
', 
lrj r, E. 
4aiaj 11 2ai j 
3 EIrj EIr, Mr. 
+ 
ýVrj r, 
1111 2a, 
+ 
2EIri rj. B r, rj iF EIri rj ri rj +iF 1 2aj 4ajaj ai 11 aj 2aaj 2a, j 
3aiairi 4EI 3aiajrirj 2EI M, 
= 
Oi 
12 
6- j 4ciaiaj+4aiaj-rirj] I 
[ýcaaj 
+ 4aaj 
- 
r, rj al 
aiajri(2ai+rj) JýEI 36(EIY r, p+ ri 
1(6EIa,, 8rj 
+ 4a iF 
+4 2 
16 ri i 
rT - rrj j 4E, aaj + 4aiaj - r, r, 
J( 4cialaj +4aiaj aj I
12EIaiBrj F 
4caa + 4aa 
-r 1 
2rj + 2aj i 
ii, ri 
Substituting R'= 
- 
(Vi 
-vi) back in 
1 
It should be remembered that the vertical displacement is now in terms of total 
displacements V, and Vj for nodes i and j respectively and not member 
displacements vi and v_j 
. 
M, = 
4EI 3aa, r, 
+( 12(EIY, +2EI 
3ai aj r, r, 
oj 
II 4caaj + 4aiaj 
- 
r, rj 
Oi 
12 aj 
I 
4caaj + 4aiaj 
- 
r, rj 
ajajri 2+ rj 
6EIrjp 
aajr, 2+ rj 
6EIrjB 
(6EI a, Iv+ 6EP a, I) 
vi 12 
, 
4riaiaj+4aiaj-rirj 12 4ciaiaj + 4aiaj 
- 
ri rj 
L 
6EIa. prj r, 12EIaiprj r, mF r, 
-4aj -- , 'Prj 
I 
4ciaaj + 4aaj 
- 
rrj 
_ 
MiF + 
(2r, 
- 
2ai 
--I 
14-r, 
aaj + 4aa, 
- 
ri rj 
(4.6.7a) 
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Substituting Mi into Mj 
Frj ýL 
_MF)Jý Mi =, yj(Oj -R I, (Oi -R)-Mj 
(rifl 
- 2ai 
) 
ai 
(2i ji) j rJfl- 2a 
rj (MiF 
_MF 
aj ý -2 
MF+ 
ri MiF 
M =yj(Oj-R)-[yigi-yiR rjflM, +-ý-Mj rip i i 2ai 2ai J ai 2aj 
__ 
LJ MiF 
+ 
ri 
MF 
aj 2 aj i 
(4.6.6b) 
J6 2M+ 
2ýiflrJ Mj+i 
flri 
M 
ri rjB Oi 
- 
2ý, 
-rj ,-y, rjBR' + 
L-rj R' 
- 
ri rj 2ýj-p-r, 
M yjdj - yjR A, - 
2aj 2aj 2aj 2a, 
ri ri 
m 
Lifirim"+ riri 
MF + 
YJP'riMr_ riri 
MF 
4a, aj J 2ai i 4aaj ai 2aaj i 
r MF r. j L-+ -1 W 
aj 2 aj i 
.n+7, 
A r, r, r JI ring, +i= rjoi - ririfl-zi j ri - ri ri, 8 + 
2ý j 
2aj 2ai 4aiaj 2aj 2aj 
ZJ )6r, r, rj 
+ 
rj F +( 
ri 
+.? 
ýj. 8r' 
- 
rri F 
--ii (a, 2aiaj 2a, aj 2ai 4aiaj 
Ijp2 
Y, 
. 
8r 
J 
Pr 
i Letting ej 2aj 2al 
) 
+I- r, 
ri 
J=, ii- Yirip-2ýi-ri i -ririfl+-Lirj 4aiaj 2aj i-( 2aj 
Br rr ri ri r, F+ 
(-rj, 
il iF 
+ 
-ýJ- iw+.? 
ý- 
i 
ai 2aaj 2a i 2ai 4aiaj 
Substituting 
MY 3EIr. 
and ri back into the equation and re-arranging. 
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4ajairj 
m 
3EI 0 
4ajajrj 2EIr, 3EI ß- j- 
[- 1 3E1r, 
i zjejajaj + 4ajaj 
- 
rr, 
_11 
1 
- 
4cjajaj + 4ajaj 
- 
r, rj 2ajl 
4a, a, r, 3 EI 3 EIr, 3 EI 3EI ß +: Ll- Lri 4c, aa, + 4aa, 
- 
r, r, => 1 2a, , 
- 
4aa, r, 3 EI ßri r, +1F 
4c, aa, + 4a, a, 
- 
r, r, 1 a, 2aa, 2a, i 
4aa, r, r, 3EI ßL, 1 
+ 
4c, a, a, + 4aa, 
-r r, 
_ 
+ 
a, 1 2a, 4aaj 
m 
4ajajrj 3EI 
t9i 
ajajrj 36(EI r, ß 
[ ýEIr, 
4c, aa, + 4aaj 
- 
r, rj icaaj + 4ajaj 
- 
r, r, ajl 
aa, r, 1 12EI 36(EIyr, ß+ ý6 EIr, 
=> 4cjaa, + 4aa, 
- 
ri rj 1 12 ajl 
aa, r, 12EI ßri 2 r, 
+2F 
4c, aaj + 4aaj 
- 
r, r, a, ajaj a, 
a, a, r, 4 6EI ßt r + 
_i -i 
ýF 
4caa, + 4aa, 
- 
rr, aj 1 a, aaj 
mi= 
4EI 3ajajrj 
tgj + 
EI 
_ 
3aajrr, ýj ] 
2 
ßi 
]t9' 
a j1 1 4ejajaj + 4ajaj - r, rj 1 
-4ejajaj+4ajaj-rrj 1 
ajajrj 2+- ri 
6 EIr, ß 
aajrj 
( 
2+- r, 6 EIr, 
ß 1 
(6EI ai EI ý ai 
_ 17,4eiajaj + 4ajaj 
- 
rr, 
L 
v+ 12 4eiajaj + 4ajaj 
- 
rr, 
vi 
i 
(2ri 
- 
2a, 
- 
12EIra,, 8 r, 
mF 
I 
14Ejaaj 
+ 4aaj 
- 
rirj 
_' 
6 EI, 8a j r, ri mF 
ri 
-4ai -II 4Ejaiaj+4aiaj-rirj_ i 
(4.6.7b) 
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We can deduce the internal shear equation for the system by recalling the 
following shear equations. 
Si = 
MJ+Mi 
and S, = -(ý! - 1 
i+lmj) 
Note that c =. Ei = Ej 
j, , Vj, 
MF MF The coefficients t9,, t9 Vi i and i can be evaluated separately. 
Evaluating z9i 
4EI 3aajr, 2EI 3aajrrj 
1 
-4caaj+4aaj-rrjl 
al 
I 
4ejaaj + 4aa 
-r 
12 
1 rj 
=(6EI 
18(EIYßri 
+ 
2ajajri 
12 
aji 
1 
4ejaa, + 4ajaj 
- 
ri rj 
a, ajr, 
(2 
- 
6EIPrj 
+- 
rj 
6EI ai 
1 4. ejaiaj + 4ajaj 
- 
r, rj 
Evaluating t3j 
=(2EI 
12(Ely fl 3aajrrj 
-+ 
4EI - 3aajrj 
aj 12 
1 
4eiaiaj + 4aaj 
- 
r, rj 
]I- 
4ej aaj + 4aiaj 
- 
ri rj 
=(6EIri 
36(EIypri+12EI aajrj 
ail 12 11 4e, aaj + 4aaj 
- 
r, rj 
aj aj rj 2 
.. 
r, 6EIBri 
6EI 
( 
ai 1 
1 4Ej ai aj + 4ai aj 
- 
r, rj 
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Evaluating v, 's and vj's 
The vertical displacement will be expressed via the coefficient R' to minimise 
the task 
6 EIrj r, 6EIrifl ri 
a, ajr, 2--+- aiajrj 2- + (6EI 1 ai 6EI "I aj 
7 4ejajaj + 4aaj 
- 
r, rj 12 1 4Eiaiaj + 4aiaj - r, rj 
Ir., g r. 3EIri, 8 r, 
aiajri 1- +i aair, 1-- + 
12EI *' 
-1 
2ai 12EI "1 2aj 
12 4eiaiaj+4aiaj-rirj 12 4Eiaia +4aia 
-r iii ri 
3 Elr, r, r. r, ri 
aiaj ri 
-+ 
irj +rj 
-+ L2 I 2ai 1 2a 
4Eaa +4aa 
-r iji rj 
aiaj 
( 
r, + 
riri 
U EI "2 ai aj + rj 1 114'r-I 
1 
R' 
12 4Ej ai aj + 4ai aj 
- 
r, r, 
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Evaluating MF's 
jr 6EIaflrj ri 
j -4aj -I 
1'4eiaiaj 
+ 4alaj 
- 
rrj 
+ 
(2r, 
- 
2ai + 
12EIrajp r, 
I 
1ý 
4 E., aj aj + 4aj aj 
- 
ri ri- 
rj + 4ajr, +6 
EI a,, 8r, rj 
-r 2rri - 2a r 
12EIrirjajB 
j 1 4Eaaj + 4aiaj 
- 
rr, 
+ 
4a, 
+ 
6EIafl 
+2 
2ai 12EIajB r, r, 
r, 1 ri I 
14ejaiaj 
+ 4aaj 
- 
r, rj 
1+ 
4aj 
ri 
2a, 6EIP(ai 
- 
2aj) 
ri 4ejaai +4aiaj 
Evaluating M"s 
- 
ri ril 
(2r, 
_ 
2aj 
_ 
12EIfira, ri jr 
_ 
4ai 
_6 
EI, 6a, r, rj 
I 
14cjaaj 
+ 4aaj 
- 
rr, 
.iI 
14caaj 
+ 4aiaj 
- 
rr, 
(2r, 
rj 
- 
2a, r, 
12EIrirjaip 
- 
rrj + 4arj +I 11 4EJ. aaj + 4aiaj 
- 
r, rj 
(2 2aj 12EIaip I+ 4a, + r, r, 
r, I ri 1 
14ejaa, 
+ 4aiaj 
- 
r, rj 
(6EI, 8(aj 
- 
2ai) 
+I- 
2aj 
+ 
4ai r, ri 
1 ri r, 
11 
4ejaaj + 4aiaj 
- 
r, rjl 
Evaluating the whole shear equation 
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6EI, Br, 
ajajri 2- + ri 
6EI ai si 
12 4cjaaj + 4ajaj 
- 
rrj 
aiajrj 2+ r, 6EIgr, 
6EI ai 1 01 
4Ejai,, j + 4aj aj - r, rj 
ri ri 
++ ri 
_(12EP 
2 ai aj R' 
4Ejajaj + 4aaj 
- 
rirj 
4c aa + 4aia 
-iii 
ririlld 
(4.6.8a) 
4aj 2a, 
+ 
6EIP (ai 
- 
2aj F 4a, aj + 
6EIfi (aj 
- 
2ai 
I+i+ 1+ 
_L 
1( 
rj r, I ri ri I 
Hence, Sj will be just negative of S, 
aa r 2- 
6EIprj 
+ 
rj 
si =_6EI 
iaI- ai 
1,4ejaiaj + 4ajaj 
- 
rrj 
L 
aj aj rj 2+r, 
_6 
EIBri 
6EI ai 1 
12 4ejaiaj+4aiaj-rirj 
ajai r, + r, ++ rj 2 
(ai 
aj 
I 
1 +(L2 
I R' 4ciajaj + 4aiaj 
- 
r, r, 
r, ri 
_4Ejait7j 
+ 4ajaj 
- 
r, r, 
1+ 
4aj 2a, 
+ 
6EIP(ai 
- 
2aj) 6EIfi(aj 
- 
2ai) 
1 
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(4.6.8b) 
Laj 
+ 
4ai 
ri r, 
Appendix B2 Finite element 
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Axial length, 
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7 
Fig. B2.1 
- 
Crown Joint connection model 
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Fig. B2.3 
- 
Top Chord joint connection model 
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Appendix C1 Test results 
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Fig. C1.2 
-Fig. ClAl can be viewed in "test results. doc", Word document 
on the disc attached 
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Test 
no. 
Dimensions (mm) Volume 
(MM) 
Weight M 
oven (g) 
Weight after 
oven (g) 
Density 
(g/MM3) moisture % 
B WI D X1 0-3 
CJT 
Al 96 50 34 163200 68.96 62.75 0.42 9.01 
A2 94 50 34 159800 67.84 61.59 0.42 9.21 
A3 94 50 34 1 159800 67.54 61.33 0.42 9.19 
A4 95 50 34 161500 77.85 70.58 0.48 9.34 
A5 95 50 34 161500 76.35 69.27 0.47 9.27 
M1 95 50 34 161500 67.24 61.25 0.42 8.91 
M2 94 50 35 164500 74.24 67.58 0.45 8.97 
M3 95 50 35 166250 74.26 67.53 0.45 9.06 
M4 94 50 34 159800 73.32 66.75 0.46 8.96 
M5 94 50 1 34 159800 68.97 62.67 0.43 9.13 
MOCK 95 51 34- [ 164730 71.63 65.27 0.43 8.88 
HJT 
Al 95 50 35 166250 74.03 67.47 0.45 8.86 
AIC 95 50 34 1 161500 76.07 69.22 0.47 9.00 
All) 95 50 34 161500 68.11 61.94 0.42 9.06 
ME 95 50 35 166250 68.05 61.89 0.41 9.05 
AlF 95 50 35 166250 69.05 62.83 0.42 9.01 
A2 95 50 35 166250 61.45 55.95 0.37 8.95 
A3 96 1 50 35 1 168000 68.7 62.54 0.41 8.97 
A4 95 50 34 161500 66.68 60.7 0.41 8.97 
A5 95 50 35 166250 61.14 55.68 0.37 8.93 
M1 95 50 34 161500 71.18 64.85 0.44 8.89 
M2 95 50 35 166250 65.57 59.7 0.39 8.95 
M3 94 50 34 159800 74.01 67.5 0.46 8.80 
M4 95 50 34 161500 60.76 55.27 0.38 9.04 
M5 95 1 50 35 166250 69.2 63.09 0.42 8.83 
IMOC 95 1 51 35 169575 64.13 58.43 0.38_ 8.89 
Table C1.1 
- 
Timber density and moisture content 
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Test 
no. 
Dimensions (mm) 
-- - 
Volume 
(MM) 
Weight M 
oven (g) 
Weight after 
oven (g) 
Density 
(g/MM3) moisture % 
B F WI D XI 0-3 
TCJT 
1 95.45 49.74 34.44 163510 66.57 59.91 0.41 10.00 
2 95.8 49.47 34.57 163835 67.88 61.08 0.41 10.02 
3 95.79 49.4 34.85 164911 72.22 64.89 0.44 10.15 
4 96.17 49.58 34.42 164118 69.33 62.36 0.42 10.05 
5 95.17 49.38 34.48 162039 70.78 63.72 0.44 9.97 
6 95.5 49.52 35.06 165804 75.22 67.52 0.45 10.24 
Al 94.87 49.87 35.18 166442 63.01 56.77 0.38 9.90 
A2 95.6 49.59 35.05 166165 62.15 55.99 0.37 9.91 
A3 95.451 49.73 34.85 165423 67.85 61.11 0.41 9.93 
A4 95.261 49.52 35.2 166048 60.06 54.04 0.36 10.02 
A5 95.95 48.73 34.61 161824 68.05 61.24 0.42 10.01 
A6 95.14 49.47 34.79 163742 70 62.61 0.43 10.56 
M1 95.03 49.53 34.99 164692 61.72 55.51 0.37 10.06 
M2 95.57 49.79 35.041 166735 61.47 55.31 0.37 10.02 
M3 95.851 49.59 34.8 165411 60.99 54.87 0.37 10.03 
M4 95.79 49.67 34.61 164671 68.1 61.28 0.41 10.01 
M5 95.99 49.65 34.85 166092 69.26 62.22 0.42 10.16 
M6 95.64 49.78 34.88 166062 74.35 66.43 1 0.45 10.65 
MOCK 94.57 49.67 1 4.51 1 162104 71.8 64.9 0.44 9.61 
BUT 
BCJT1 72.11 54.97 34.89 138300 56.83 51.01 0.41 10.24 
BCJT2 71.46 1 49.98 35.45 1 126612 63.49 56.88 0.50 10.41 
BCJT3 71.42 1 53.18 35.35 134263 58.15 51.92 0.43 10.71 
BCJT3c 71.42 1 49.83 35.20 125272 60.85 54.52 0.49 10.40 
BCJT4 72.09 1 52.57 34.80 131884 54.35 48.85 0.41 10.12 
BCJTA 72.10 1 52.27 34.71 130810 57.94 52.20 0.44 9.91 
BCJTA 71.35 1 53-39 35.22 1 134166 59.19 52.85 0.44 10.71 
BCJTA 71.18 1 53.66 35.13 1 134180 58.97 52.52 0.44 10.94 
BCJTA 71.50 1 53.87 35.09 135156 62.95 56.24 0.47 10.66 
BCJTjA 71.19 1 49.93 35.45 126008 61.70 55.27 0.49 10.42 
BCJT 71.43 49.82 35.29 125584 60.20 53.98 0.48 10.33 
BCJTM 71.59 49.67 35.23 125273 60.72 54.33 0.48 10.52- 
BCJTM 71.10 49.71 35.19 124375 54.56 48.73 0.44 10.69 
BCJTM 72.12 49.38 34.76 1 123790 53.17 47.77 0.43 10.16 
BUT 72.02 53.94 34.58 134335 54.56 48.96 0.41 10.26 
BCJTM 71.40 49.91 35.12 125153 55.23 49.26 0.44 10.81 
BCJTM 72.19 49.88 34.68 124877 56.54 50.95 0.45 9.89 
IMOCK 72.06 49.89 134.68 1 124677 1 51.60 1 46.38 0.41 10.12 
Table C1.2 
- 
Timber density and moisture content 
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Mern Node Axial Shear - Moment F- 
(KN) (KN) (KNmm) 
] 
1 21.8942 0.2277 62.244-8 
2 
-21.8942 -0.2277 350.3343 
2 2 14.7382 
-0.3634 -346.1648 1 
4 
-14.7382 0.3634 -311.3821 
3 4 14.7576 0.3728 313.453 1 
5 
-14.7576 -0.3728 361.0633 
4 5 21.8957 
-0.2516 -371.266 1 
6 
-21.8957 0.2516 -84.5866 
5 2 6.6545 0.0001 -4.1695 
3 
-6.6545 -0.0001 4.2796 
6 4 
-7.4909 -0.0024 -2.0709 
3 
i 
7.4909 0.0024 
-2.7766 
7 3 6.6171 0.0042 -2.5834 
5 
-6.6171 -0.0042 10.2027 
8 1 
-17.9586 0.0177 -62.2448 
3 17.9586 
-0.0177 115.3792 
9 3 
-17.9465 -0.0099 8 -114.298 
6 
1 
17.9465 0.0099 "] 6 84.5866 
Table C1.3 
- 
STRUSS Symmetrical load case 
Mern -5e-T No Axial J -Shear Moment 
_(KN) (KN) 
(KNmm) 
1 22.9788 0.6677 206.2885 
7 
-22.9788 -0.6677 801.7909 
2 8 8.769 
-0,8305 -775.3515 
4 
. 
8.769 0.83051 
-476.5396 
3 4 20.5813 0.3556 394.5038 
5 
-20.5813 -0.3556 249.0526 
4 5 20.3508 
-0.1519 -244.6189 
6 
-20.3508 0.1519 -30.5095 
5 2 13.0474 0.0042 
-2.2658 
3 
-13.0474 -0.00421 9.8578 
6 4 
-7.0434 0.0583 82.0358 
3 7.0434 
-0.0583 35.7148 
7 3 
-0.6376 -0.0092 -12.1396 
5 0.6376 
1 
0.0092 
-4.4337 
8 1 
-18.5723 -0.0436 -206.2885 
3 18.5723 0.0436 75.5232 
9 3 
-16.7457 -0.0262 -108.9562 
6 16.7457 0.0262 30.5095 
10 7 18.3108 
-6.068 -801.7909 
2 
-18.3108 6.068 -1029.9558 
11 2 13.4454 5.9885 1032.2216 
8 
1 
-13.4454 1 -5.9885 , 775.35J15 
Table C1.4 
- 
STRUSS Unysmmetrical load case 
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Appendix C2 
- 
Close range photograrnmetry 
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- 
Deformation of CJTAl test 
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48 13 17 112 243 mikmetres )o 58,121 rrAkWres vector sea" x 2.000 
Appendix C3 Pinned and rigid analysis 
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NUMBER OF NODES 6 
NUMBER OF MEMBERS 10 
[NODAL LOADS] 
Node X(N) y 
2 40000 0 0 
3 0 
-20000 0 
5 0 
-20000 0 
[GLOBAL DIS PLACEMENT] 
NODE X(m) Y(m) (rad) 
1 0 0 0 
2 0.08653 
-0.07475 -0.00011 
3 0.02399 
-0.09193 -0.00012 
4 0.05479 
-0.04896 0.00004 
5 0.05364 
-0.08943 0.00007 
6 0.06757 0 0 
[MEMBER FORCES] 
Mem Node Axial(N) Shear(N) Moment(Nm) 
1 1 
-44989.52 0.00 0.00 
3 44989.52 0.00 0.00 
2 3 
-31130.64 0.00 0.00 
5 31130.64 0.00 0.00 
3 5 
-26121.59 0.00 0.00 
6 26121.59 0.00 0.00 
4 2 39980.47 0.00 0.00 
4 
-39980.47 0.00 0.00 
5 1 8127.04 0.00 0.00 
2 
-8127.04 0.00 0.00 
6 3 
-10021.61 0.00 0.00 
2 10021.61 0.00 0.00 
7 3 
-17077.38 0.00 0.00 
4 17077.38 0.00 0.00 
8 5 6172.31 0.00 0.00 
2 
-6172.31 0.00 0.00 
9 5 
-23606.51 0.00 0.00 
4 23606.51 0.00 0.00 
10 4 42547.43 0.00 0.00 
6 
-42547.43 0.00 0.00 
Pinned Analysis 
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NUMBER OF NODES 8 
NUMBER OF MEMBERS 7 
[NODAL LOADS] 
Node X(N) Y(N) M(Nmm) 
2 30000 00 
30 
-40000 0 
60 
-40000 0 
[GLOBAL DISPLACEMENT] 
NODE X(M) Y(M) (rad) 
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2 
-0.804 -0.001 0.000 
3 0.436 
-5.012 0.001 
4 1.676 
-0.006 -0.003 
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 
6 3.059 
-5.578 0.002 
7 4.443 
-0.002 -0.007 
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 
[MEMBER FORCES] 
Mem Node 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Axial(N) Shear(N) 
1 19431.64 
-13511.56 
2 
-19431.64 13511.56 
5 38618.31 7015.79 
4 
-38618.31 -7015.79 
8 21950.05 36495.76 
7 
-21950.05 -36495.76 
2 46925.27 8298.35 
3 
-46925.27 -8298.35 
4 47200.97 
-9401.14 
3 
-47200.97 9401.14 
4 39783.85 8659.50 
6 
-39783.85 -8659.50 
6 40729.76 
-12443.16 
7 
-40729.76 12443.16 
Rigid Analysis 
Moment(Nm) 
-3953576.98 
-4153357.09 
2706715.44 
1502759.81 
14210023.97 
7687434.85 
4153357.09 
4400389.17 
-5290086.17 
-4400389.17 
3787326.36 
5138678.22 
-5138678.22 
-7687434.85 
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E=21xlOlON/M2 
Member 1,2 and 3 
A=2.5xl 0-3M2 
Member 4,5 and 10 
A--3. Oxl 0-3M2 
Member 6,7,8 and 9 
A=l OX1 0-3M2 
CO 
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E=21xlolON/M2 
A=0.02m 2 
Members 1 and 3 
1=6.666xl 0-5M4 
A=0.04m 2 
1=1.333xl 0-4M4 
z 
CIO 
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